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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission ("Commission''), having reason to believe that
respondent, Wesley-Jessen Corporation ("Wesley-Jessen"), a
corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, has agreed
to acquire all of the voting securities of Pilkington Barnes Hind
International, Inc. ("PBH International"), a corporation, Barnes-Hind
International Inc. ("Barnes-Hind International"), a corporation,
Pilkington Barnes Hind (Services) Limited ("PBH Services"),
Pilkington Barnes Hind N.Y. ("PBH NV''), Pilkington Barnes Hind
SA ("PBH France"), Pilkington Barnes Hind, S.A. ("PBH Spain"),
Pilkington Barnes-Hind Pty Ltd. ("PBH Australia"), Pilkington
Barnes Hind Japan KK ("PBH Japan"), Pilkington Barnes Hind
Nederland B.V. ("PBH BV"), Pilkington Barnes Hind SpA ("PBH
SpA"), Pilkington Barnes-Hind Limited ("PBH Ltd."), Pilkington
Diffractive Lenses Limited ("Diffractive"), Pilkington Barnes Hind,
Inc., a corporation, ("PBH"), and certain assets of Pilkington
Deustchland GmbH ("PD"), from Pilkington plc ("Pilkington"),
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subject to the jurisdiction ofthe Commission, in violation of Section
7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act as amended, ("FTC Act"), 15 U.S.C.
45; and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint,
stating its charges as follows:
I. RESPONDENT

1. Respondent Wesley-Jessen Corporation ("Wesley-Jessen") is
a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the state ofDelaware, with its principal place of
business located at 333 East Howard Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois.
II. THE ACQUIRED COMPANY

2. Pilkington pic ("PBH") is a corporation organized, existing,
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the United
Kingdom, with its principal place of business located at Prescot Road,
St. Helens, Merseyside, England.
III. JURISDICTION

3. Respondent is, and at all times relevant herein has been,
engaged ~ commerce as "commerce" is defirted in Section 1 of the
Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U .S.C. 12, and is a corporation whose
business is in or affects commerce as "commerce" is defmed in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15
U.S.C. 44.
lY. THE ACQUISITION

4. On or about March 27, 1996, Wesley-Jessen and PBH signed
a Letter of Intent whereby Wesley-Jessen would acquire all the voting
securities of PBH, voting securities of certain foreign issuers
co.ntrolled by PBH and certain assets located outside the United
States for approximately $80 million ("Acquisition").
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V. THE RELEVANT MARKETS

5. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant line of commerce
in which to analyze the effects of the Acquisition is the manufacture
and sale of opaque contact lenses.
6. For purposes of this complaint, the United States is the relevant
geographic area in which to analyze the effects of the Acquisition in
the relevant line of commerce.
VI. STRUCTURE OF THE MARKET

7. The market for the manufacture and sale of opaque contact
lenses is highly concentrated as measured by the HerfmdahlHirschmann Index. The parties to the Acquisition combined account
for over 90% of the market.
VII. BARRIERS TO ENTRY

8. Entry into the manufacture and sale of opaque contact lenses is
difficult and time consuming, requiring the expenditure of significant
resources over a period of many years with no assurance that a viable
commercial product will result. The existence of broad patents
governing design and manufacture make new entry both difficult and
unlikely.
VIII. EFFECTS OF TilE ACQillSITION

9. The effects of the Acquisition if consummated may be
substantially to lessen competition and to tend to create a monopoly
in the relevant market in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the FTC Act, as amended,
15 U.S.C. 45, by, among others:
(a) Eliminating actual, direct and substantial competition based on
pricing, service and innovation between Wesley-Jessen and PBH
International in the relevant market;
(b) Increasing the likelihood that Wesley-Jessen will unilaterally
exercise market power in the relevant market;
(c) Creating a dominant firm in the relevant market; and
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(d) Enhancing the likelihood of collusion or coordinated
interaction between or among the remaining firms in the relevant
market.
IX. VIOLATIONS CHARGED

10. The Acquisition described in paragraph four, if consummated,
would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended, 15 U.S .C. 18, and Section 5 ofthe FTC Act, as amended,
15 u.s.c. 45.
11 . The Acquisition ·agreement described in paragraph four
constitutes a violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15
U.S.C. 45.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of the proposed acquisition by the respondent named in the caption
of all of the voting securities of Pilkington Barnes Hind International,
Inc. ("PBH International"), a corporation, Barnes-Hind International
Inc. ("Barnes-Hind Interp.ational"), a corporation, Pilkington Barnes
Hind (Services) Limited ("PBH Services"), Pilkington Barnes Hind
N .V. ("PBH NV"), Pilkington Barnes Hind SA ("PBH France"),
Pilkington Barnes Hind, S.A. ("PBH Spain"), ~i!,kington Barnes-Hind
Pty Ltd. ("PBH Australia"), Pilkington Barnes Hind Japan KK ("PBH
Japan"), Pilkington Barnes Hind Nederland B.V. ("PBH BV"),
Pilkington Barnes Hind SpA ("PBH SpA"), Pilkington Barnes-Hind
Limited ("PBH Ltd."), Pilkington Diffractive Lenses Limited
("Diffractive"), Pilkington Barnes Hind, Inc., a corporation, ("PBH"),
and certain assets of Pilkington Deustchland GmbH ("PD"), from
Pilkington plc ("Pilkington"), and respondent having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint that the Bureau of
Competition proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge
respondent with violations of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45; and
The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of the complaint, a statement that the signing of
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said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute
an admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by
the Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that respondent has
violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Wesley-Jessen Corporation ("Wesley-Jessen") is

a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of Delaware, with its principal place of business
located at 333 East Howard Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois.
2. The Federal Trade Conunission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

I.
It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions
shall apply:

A. "Respondent" or "Wesley-Jessen" means Wesley-Jessen
Corporation, its directors, officers, employees, agents and
representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries,
divisions, affiliates and groups controlled by respondent, and the
respective directors, officers, en1ployees, agents, representatives,
successors and assigns of each.
B. "PBH" means Pilkington pic, a corporation organized, existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of England and
Wales, with its principal place of business at Prescot Road, St.
Helens, Merseyside, England WA 10 3TT, and including all of its
subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions and groups.
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C. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission.
D. "Pilkington Acquisition" means the acquisition which is the
subject of an agreement between Wesley-Jessen and Pilkington dated
.July 5, 1996, in which respondent will acquire voting securities of
Pilkington Barnes Hind International, Inc., Barnes-Hind International
Inc., Pilkington Barnes Hind (Services) Limited, Pilkington Barnes
Hind N.V., Pilkington Barnes Hind SA, Pilkington Barnes Hind,
S.A., Pilkington Barnes-Hind Pty Ltd., Pilkington Barnes Hind Japan
KK, Pilkington Barnes Hind Nederland B.V., Pilkington Barnes Hind
SpA, Pilkington Barnes-Hind Limited, Pilkington Diffractive Lenses
Limited, PBH, and certain assets of Pilkington Deustchland GmbH.
E. "Acquirer" means the person to whom Wesley-Jessen divests
PBH's Opaque Lens Business pursuant to paragraph II.A of this
order.
F. "New Acquirer" means the person to whom the trustee divests
PBH's Opaque Lens Business pursuant to paragraph V of this order.
G. ''Divestiture Agreement" means the agreement between
Wesley-Jessen and the Acquirer or New Acquirer whereby PBH's
Opaque Lens Business is divested.
H. "Supply Agreement" means the agreement between Wesleylessen and the Acquirer or New Acquirer required by paragraph lll.A.
of this order.
I. "Licensed Territory" means the United States and its territories
and possessions.
..
J. "Opaque Contact Lenses" means contact lenses containing
opaque materials that cover the iris and that are designed to change
the apparent color of the eye.
K. "PBH's Opaque Lens Products" means Opaque Contact Lenses
researched, developed, manufactured, distributed and sold by PBH in
the United States, including but not limited to those marketed and
sold under the brand name Natural Touchrn.
L. "PBH's Opaque Lens Business" means the following rights and
assets (other than assets that are part of PBH's physical facilities)
relating to the research, development, distribution or sale of PBH's
Opaque Lens Products by PBH, including, but not limited to:
(1) All books, records, manuals, reports, lists, advertising and
promotional materials, computer records and other documents
relating to PBH's Opaque Lens Products;
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(2) Natural Touch product line Profit and Loss statements relating
to each ofPBH's Opaque Lens Products for the United States;
(3) All legal or equitable rights in trademarks and tradenames
registered in the United States together with all trademark
registrations and applications and trade names therefor relating to
PBH's Opaque Lens Products;
(4) All lists of stock keeping units ("SKUs"); i.e., all forms,
package sizes and other units in which PBH's Opaque r!~ns Products
are sold and which are used in records of sales and inventories;
(5) All Bills of Materials for each of PBH's Opaque Lens
Products, consisting of full manufacturing standards and procedures,
quality control specifications~ specifications for raw materials and
components, including all lists of authorized sources for materials and
components;
(6) All artwork and mechanical drawings currently in use relating
to each of_PBH's Opaque Lens Products;
(7) All customer lists, including but not limited to, lists of
distributors, opticians, ophthalmologists, optometrists, and eye-care
chains who have bought PBH's Opaque Lens Products, including, but
not limited to, all files of names, addresses, and telephone numbers
of the individual customer contacts, and the unit and dollar amounts
of sales monthly, by product, to each customer in the United States;
(8) All marketing information relating to PBH's Opaque Lens
Products, including but not limited to PBH's consumer and trade
promotion, marketing and business programs;
· (9) Inventories of finished goods, packaging and raw materials
relating to PBH's Opaque Lens Products equal to the percentage of
PBH's worldwide sales of Opaque Lens Products for which United
States sales account as of August 31, 1996;
(1 0) All documents containing or relating to product testing and
laboratory research data relating to PBH's Opaque Lens Products,
including but not limited to all regulatory registrations and
correspondence;
(11) All consumer correspondence and documents relating to
PBH's Opaque Lens Business;
(12) All documents constituting or relating to price lists for PBH's
Opaque Lens Products;
(13) All documents and information relating to costs of
production for each of PBH's Opaque Lens Products, including but
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not limited to raw material costs, packaging costs, and advertising
and promotional costs;
(14) All documents containing sales data relating to PBH's
Opaque Lens Products;
(15) Subject to the Patent Assignment Agreement granted to
Allergan, Inc., dated December 17, 1992, a royalty-free license under
·the patents listed in Appendix A of this order to manufacture, import,
offer for sale, use and sell Opaque Contact Lenses in the Licensed
Territory, said license to be exclusive with respect to the sale of
Opaque Contact Lenses. Further; Wesley-J essen Corporation shall
release Acquirer or New Acquirer from all claims that Wesley-Jessen
has or may have against Acquirer or New Acquirer.with respect to
PBH's patents listed in Appendix A, including but not limited to the
Request for Interference filed on April11, 1995, by Schering Plough
(Wesley-Jessen's U.S. Continuation Application of 07/984,817)
against US Patent No. 5,302,978, issued April 12, 1994 (Evans, et
al.), provided that said release is not in violation of any applicable
law. Further, if, pursuant to any interference proceeding, with respect
to the patents listed in Appendix A, Wesley-Jessen is awarded claims
in any pending patent application in replacement of the claims
presently held in the PBH patents listed in Appendix A, then
Wesley-Jessen shall license those claims to Acquirer or New
Acquirer under terms consistent with the terms of the license granted
in the first sentence of this paragraph. Moreover, if the US Patent
Office declares an interference between any Janke patent application
and any PBH patent listed in Appendix ~ then W esley-Jessen shall
agree to settle the action consistent with the terms of the license
granted in the first sentence of this paragraph with all costs and
attorneys fees for both parties paid by Wesley-Jessen;
(16) A non-transferable, irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free
license under the pate~ts listed in Appendix B of this order to
manufacture, import, offer for sale, use and sell Opaque Contact
Lenses in the Licensed Territory, except that the Acquirer or New
Acquirer may transfer this license as part of a sale of all of PBH's
Opaque Lens Business of the Acquirer or New Acquirer but not until
the Acquirer or the New Acquirer has obtained all necessary United
States Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") approvals to
manufacture PBH's Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United
States;
·
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(17) A non-transferable, irrevocable, non-exclusive assignment of
PBH's rights and obligations under the licensing agreement between
Wesley-Jessen and PBH dated August 1, 1994, (or a license
providing at least equivalent rights and obligations) to enable the
Acquirer or New Acquirer to manufacture, import, offer for sale, use,
distribute and sell PBH's Opaque· Lens Products in the Licensed
Territory, except that the Acquirer or New Acquirer may transfer this
assignment as part of a sale of all ofPBH's Opaque Lens Business of
the Acquirer or New Acquirer but not until the Acquirer or New
Acquirer has obtained all necessary FDA approvals to manufacture
PBH's Opaque Lens Products and otherwise consistent with the terms
of the licensing agreement between Wesley-Jessen and PBH dated
August 1, 1994; and
(18) All trade secrets, technology and knowhow ofPBH relating
to researching, developing, manufacturing, distributing, and selling
PBH's Opaque Lens Products, including, but not limited to, books
and records, documents containing the results of research and
development efforts, filings with the FDA, scientific and clinical
reports, designs, manuals, drawings, and design material and
equipment specifications.
Provided, however, that Wesley-Jessen may retain copies of
documents or information to the extent such documents or
information relate to products other than :g~H Opaque Lens Products.
M . "Supplied Products" means non-disposable opaque colored
contact lenses approved by the FDA as daily wear lenses having a
planned replacement period of ninety (90) days or more, and which
are promoted, advertised or marketed solely as daily wear lenses and
are sold in vials with labeling claims for frequency of use and
replacement no less restrictive than those currently approved for the
PBH Natural Touch lenses by the FDA. The specifications for these
are:
TM

The polymacon material is a hydrophilic polymer of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate
cross-linked with ethylene glycol dimethacrylate. When fully hydrated in 0.9%
sodium chloride solution, the composition of the polymacon lens is 62%
polymacon polymer and 38% water by weight. The material has a refractive index
of 1.44, as measured in 0.9% sodium chloride solution. Lenses are tinted with one
or more of the following vat dyes: Cl#59825, 69825, 73335, 61725. Lenses range
in power from -10.00 to +4.00 (including plano) in quarter diopters, and are to be
disinfected using either a thermal (heat), chemical (not beat), or hydrogen peroxide
disinfection system.
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N. ''Information Relating to Licensing of Patents" means any
information not in the public domain disclosed by the Acquirer or
New Acquirer to respondent relating to the assignment of the
licensing agreement between Wesley-Jessen and PBH dated August
1, 1994, as referenced in paragraph I.L.l7.
II.

It is further ordered, That:
A. Wesley-Jessen shall divest, absolutely and in good faith and at
no minimum price, PBH's Opaque Lens Business. PBH's Opaque
Lens Business shall be divested within four (4) months of the date
this Agreement is signed, to an Acquirer that receives the prior
approval of the Commission and only pursuant to a Divestiture
Agreement that receives the prior approval of the Commission.
The purpose of this divestiture is to create an independent
competitor in the research, development, manufacture, distribution
and sale of Opaque Contact Lenses and to remedy the lessening of
competition resulting from the Pilkington Acquisition as alleged in
the Commission's complaint.
B. Upon reasonable notice and request from the Acquirer or New
Acquirer to Wesley-Jessen, Wesley-Jessen shall provide information,
technical assist~ce and advice to the Acquir(;)r or New Acquirer such
that the Acquirer or New Acquirer will be capable of continuing the
current research, development, manufacture, distribution and sale
with respect to PBH's Opaque Lens Products. Such assistance shall
include reasonable consultation with knowledgeable employees of
Wesley-Jessen and training at the facility of the Acquirer or New
Acquirer, sufficient to satisfy the management of the Acquirer or
New Acquirer that its personnel are adequately knowledgeable about
PBH's Opaque Lens Products. However, respondent shall not be
required to continue providing such assistance for more than eighteen
(18) months after divestiture to the Acquirer or New Acquirer of
PBH's Opaque Lens Products. Respondent may require
reimbursement from the Acquirer or New Acquirer for all of its own
direct costs incurred in providing the services required by this
subparagraph. Direct costs, as used in this subparagraph, means all
actual costs incurred exclusive of overhead costs.
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C. Pending the divestiture of PBH's Opaque Lens Business,
respondent shall take such actions as are necessary to maintain the
viability and marketability of PBH's Opaque Lens Business
(including, but not limited to, any planned research and development
programs, marketing plans, capital improvements, or business plans)
and to prevent the destruction, removal, wasting, or impairment of
PBH's Opaque Lens Business except for ordinary expiration of
patents and ordinary wear and tear.

ill.
It is further ordered, That:
A. Respondent shall enter into a Supply Agreement with the
Acquirer or New Acquirer contemporaneously with the Divestiture
Agreement. The Supply Agreement shall be subject to the prior
approval of the Commission and shall require the responden~ to
supply the Acquirer or New Acquirer with the amount of Supplied
Products requested by the Acquirer or New Acquirer. The Supply
Agreement will remain in effect for eighteen (18) months; provided,
however, the 18 month period may be extended by the Commiss~on
for a period not to exceed 24 months, if the Commission determines
that the Acquirer or New Acquirer made a good faith effort to obtain
all necessary FDA approvals for the T)l;;JPufacture of PBH's Opaque
Lens Products and that such FDA approvals appear likely to be
obtained within the extended time period.
During the term of the Supply Agreement, upon reasonable
request by the Acquirer or New Acquirer Wesley-Jessen shall make
available to the Acquirer or New Acquirer all records kept in the
normal course of business that relate to the cost of manufacturing the
Supplied Products.
B. The Divestiture Agreement shall include the following and
Wesley-Jessen shall commit to satisfy the following:
l. Wesley-Jessen shall commence delivery of Supplied Products
to the Acquirer or the New Acquirer within two (2) months from the
date the Commission approves the Acquirer and the Divestiture
Agreement (or the New Acquirer and its Divestiture Agreement), or
such later time as the Acquirer or New Acquirer may require.
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2. Wesley-Jessen shall make representations and warranties to the

.I

i

Acquirer or New Acquirer that the Supplied Products meet FDA
approved specifications therefor and are not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,
21 U.S.C. 321, et seq. Wesley-Jessen shall agree to indemnify, defend
and hold the Acquirer or New Acquirer harmless from any and all
suits, claims, actions, demands, liabilities, expenses or losses alleged
.to result from the failure of the Supplied Products supplied by
Wesley-Jessen to meet FDA specifications. This obligation may be
contingent upon the Acquirer or the New Acquirer giving WesleyJ essen prompt, adequate notice of such claim, cooperating fully in the
defense of such claim, and permitting Wesley-Jessen to assume the
sole control of all phases of the defense and/or settlement o{ such
claim, including the selection of counsel. This obligation shall not
require Wesley-Jessen to be liable for any negligent act or omission
of the Acquirer or New Acquirer or for any representations and
warranties, express or implied, made by the Acquirer .or New
Acquirer that exceed the representations and warranties made by
Wesley-Jessen to the Acquirer or New Acquirer, as applicable.
3. The Divestiture Agreement shall require the Acquirer or New
Acquirer to submit to the Commission with the divestiture
application, a certification attesting to the good faith intention of the
Acquirer or New Acquirer, and including an actual plan by the
Acquirer or New Acquirer, to obtain in an ixpeditious manner all
necessary FDA approvals to manufacture PBH's Opaque Lens
Products for sale in the United States.
4. The Divestiture Agreement shall require the Acquirer or New
Acquirer to submit to the trustee appointed pursuant to paragraph IV.
of this order periodic verified written reports setting forth in detail the
efforts of the Acquirer or New Acquirer to sell in the United States
PBH's Opaque Lens Products supplied by Wesley-Jessen and to
obtain all FDA approvals necessary to manufacture its own PBH's
Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United States. The Divestiture
Agreement shall require such reports to be submitted 60 days from
the date the Divestiture Agreement is approved by the Commission
and every 90 days thereafter until all necessary FDA approvals are
obtained by the Acquirer or New Acquirer to manufacture PBH's
Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United States. The Divestiture
Agreement shall also require the Acquirer or New Acquirer to report
to the Commission and the trustee at least thirty (30) days prior to its
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ceasing the manufacture or sale of PBH's Opaque Lens Products in
the United States for any time period exceeding sixty (60) days or
abandoning its efforts to obtain all necessary FDA approvals to
ma:q.ufacture its own PBH's Opaque Lens Products for sale in the
United States.
C. The Divestiture Agreement shall provide that the Commission
may terminate the Divestiture Agreement if the Acquirer or New
Acquirer: (1) ceases for sixty (60) days or more the sale of PBH's
Opaque Lens Products prior to obtaining all necessary FDA approvals
to manufacture PBH's Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United
' States; (2) abandons its efforts to obtain all necessary FDA approvals
to manufacture PBH's Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United
States; or (3) fails to obtain all necessary FDA approvals to
manufacture PBH's Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United
States within eighteen (18) months from the date the Commission
approves a Divestiture Agreement with the Acquirer or New
Acquirer; provided, however, that the eighteen (18) month period
may be extended for a period not to exceed twenty-four (24) months
if the Commission determines that the Acquirer or the New Acquirer
made good faith efforts to obtain all ne·cessary FDA approvals for
manufacturing PBH's Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United
States and that such FDA approvals appear likely to be obtained
..
within the extended time period.
D. While the obligations imposed by paragraphs II and ill of this
order are in effect, respondent shall take such actions as are
necessary: (1) to maintain all necessary FDA approvals to research,
develop, manufacture, offer for sale, use and sell PBH's Opaque Lens
Products in the United States; (2) to maintain the viability and
marketability ofPBH's Opaque Lens Business as well as all tangible
assets, including manufacturing facilities needed to contract
manufacture the Supplied Products; and (3) to prevent the
destruction, removal, wasting, deterioration or impairment of any of
PBH's Opaque Lens Business or tangible assets including
manufacturing facilities needed to contract manufacture and sell
PBH's Opaque Lens Products except for ordinary wear and tear.
E. Respondent shall not provide, disclose or otherwise make
available to any department/division of respondent other than the
legal and accounting departments any Information Relating to
Licensing of Patents.
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F. Respondent shall use any Information Relating to Licensing of
Patents obtained by respondent only in respondent's capacity as a
licensor of certain patents in order to collect royalties, pursuant to
paragraph II of this order.
IV.

It is further ordered, That:
A. Within three (3) months of the date this Agreement is signed,
or any time thereafter, the Co~ission may appoint a trustee to
monitor that Wesley-Jessen and the Acquirer or New Acquirer
expeditiously perform their respective responsibilities as required by
this order, the Divestiture Agreement, and the Supply Agreement
approved by the Commission. Wesley-Jessen shall consent to the
following terms and conditions regarding the trustee's powers, duties,
authorities, and responsibilities:
(1) The Commission shall select the trustee, subject to the consent
ofWesley-Jessen, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
IfWesley-Jessen has not opposed, in writing, including the reasons
for opposing, the selection of any proposed trustee within ten (10)
days after notice by the staff of the Commission to Wesley-Jessen of
the identity of any proposed trustee, W esley-Jessen shall be deemed
to have consented to the selection of the proposed trustee.
(2) The trustee shall have the power and authority to monitor
respondent's compliance with the terms of this order and the
compliance of the respondent with the terms of the Divestiture
Agreement and the Supply Agreement. If directed by the Commission
to divest PBH's Opaque Lens Business pursuant to paragraph V of
this order, the Trustee shall also have the power and the authority as
described in paragraph V to divest those assets.
(3) Within ten (10) days after appointment of the trustee, WesleyJ essen shall execute a trust agreement that, subject to the prior
approval of the Commission, confers on the trustee all the rights and
powers necessary to permit the trustee to monitor respondent's
compliance with the terms of this order and with the Divestiture
Agreement and the Supply Agreement with the Acquirer or New
Acquirer and to monitor the compliance of the Acquirer or New
Acquirer under the Divestiture Agreement and the Supply
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Agreement. Further, the trust agreement shall confer on the trustee all
the rights and powers necessary for the trustee to divest PBH's
Opaque Lens Business pursuant to paragraphs II and V of this order,
if necessary.
(4) The trustee shall serve until such time as the Acquirer or the
New Acquirer has received all necessary FDA approvals to
manufacture PBH's Opaque Lens Products for sale in the United
States.
(5) The trustee shall have full and complete access to the
personnel, books, records, documents, facilities and technical
information relating to the research, development, manufacture,
importation, distribution and sale ofPBH's Opaque Lens Products, or
to any other relevant information, as the trustee may reasonably
request, including but not limited to all documents and records kept
in the normal course of business that relate to the cost of
manufacturing PBH's Opaque Lens Products. Respondent shall
cooperate with any reasonable request of the trustee. Respondent shall
take no action to interfere with or impede the trustee's ability to
monitor respondent's compliance with paragraphs I and ill of this
order and the Divestiture Agreement and Supply Agreement with the
Acquirer or the New Acquirer.
(6) The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the
cost and expense of Wesley-J essen, on such reasonable and
customary terms and conditions as the Commission may set. The trust
agreement shall provide that, if the Commission directs the trustee to
divest PBH's Opaque Lens Business, the trustee's compensation shall
be based at least in significant part on a commission arrangement
contingent on the trustee's divesting PBH's Opaque Lens Business.
The trustee shall have authority to employ, at the cost and expense of
Wesley-Jessen, such consultants, accountants, attorneys and other
representatives and assistants as are reasonably necessary to carry out
the trustee's duties and responsibilities. The trustee shall account for
all expenses incurred, including fees for his or her services, subject
to the approval of the Commission.
(7) Respondent shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's
duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses
incurred in connection with the preparations for, or defense of any
claim whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent
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that such liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from
the misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith
by the trustee.
(8) If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in
paragraph IV of this order.
(9) The Commission may on its own initiative or at the request of
the trustee issue such additional orders or directions as may be
necessary or appropriate to assure compliance with the requirements
of paragraph IT of this order and the Divestiture Agreement and
Supply Agreement with the Acquirer or the New Acquirer.
(1 0) The trustee shall report in writing to the Commission every
three months concerning compliance by the respondent and the
Acquirer or the New Acquirer with the provisions of paragraphs IT
and ill of this order and the efforts of the Acquirer or the New
Acquirer to receive all necessary FDA approvals to manufacture
Opaque Contact Lenses for sale in the United States.
B. Respondent shall comply with all reasonable directives of the
trustee regarding respondent's obligation to cooperate with the
trustee's efforts to monitor the compliance of the respondent and the
Acquirer or New Acquirer with this order, the Divestiture Agreement,
and the Supply Agreement.
C. If the Commission terminates the -Divestiture Agreement
pursuant to paragraph Ill.C of this order, the Commission may direct
the trustee to seek aNew Acquirer, as provided for in paragraph V of
this order.

v.
It is further ordered, That:
A. If Wesley-Jessen has not divested PBH's Opaque Lens
Business as required by paragraph II.A of this order, or if the
Commission terminates the Divestiture Agreement pursuant to
paragraph III.C of this order, the Commission may direct the trustee
appointed pursuant to paragraph IV of this order to divest PBH's
Opaque Lens Business. In the event that the Commission or the
Attorney General brings an action pursuant to Section 5(1) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(1), or any other statute
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enforced by the Commission, Wesley-Jessen shall consent to the
appointment of a trustee in such action. Neither the appointment of
a trustee nor a decision not to appoint a trustee under this paragraph
shall preclude the Commission or the Attorney General from seeking
civil penalties or any other relief available to it, including a courtappointed trustee, pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, or any other statute enforced by the Commission,
for any failure by the respondent to comply with this order.
B. If the trustee is directed by the Commission or a court pursuant
to paragraph V .A of this order to divest PBH's Opaque Lens
Business, respondent shall consent to the following terms and
conditions regarding the trustee's powers, duties, authority, and
responsibilities:
(1) Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the trustee
shall have the exclusive power and authority to divest PBH's Opaque
Lens Business.
(2) The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the
Commission directs the trustee to divest PBH's Opaque Lens
Business to accomplish the divestiture of PBH's Opaque Lens
Business, which divestiture shall be subject to the prior approval of
the Commission. If, however, at the end of this twelve (12) month
period, the trustee has submitted a divestiture candidate or believes
that ,divestiture can be achieved within.- a reasonable time, the
divestiture period may be extended by the Commission, or, in the
case of a court-appointed trustee, by the court; provided, however, the
Commission may extend the twelve (12) month period only two (2)
times.
(3) The trustee. shall have full and complete access to the
personnel, documents, books, records and facilities related to PBH's
Opaque Lens Business and to any other relevant information, as the
trustee may request. Respondent shall develop such financial or other
information as the trustee may request and shall cooperate with the
trustee. Respondent shall take no action to interfere with or impede
the trustee's accomplishment of the divestiture. Any delays in
divestiture caused by respondent shall extend the time to accomplish
the divestiture under this paragraph in an amount equal to the delay,
as determined by the Commission or, for a court-appointed trustee,
by the court.
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(4) The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiate the
most favorable price and terms available in each contract that is
submitted to the Commission, subject to respondent's absolute and
unconditional obligation to divest at no minimum price. The
divestiture shall be made pursuant to a Divestiture Agreement
approved by the Commission and to a New Acquirer approved by the
Commission; provided, however, if the trustee receives bona fide
offers from more than one entity, and if the Commission determines
to approve more than one such entity, the trustee shall divest to the
entity selected by respondent from among those approved by the
Commission.
(5) The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the
.cost and expense of respondent, on such reasonable and customary
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of
respondent, such consultants, accountants, attorneys, investment
bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other representatives and
assistants as are necessary to carry out the trustee's duties and
responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all monies derived from
the divestiture and all expenses incurred. After approval by the
Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, by the
court, of the account of the trustee, including fees for his or her
services, all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction of the
respondent, and the trustee's power to divest PBH's Opaque Lens
Business pursuant to this paragraph shall be terminated.
(6) Respondent shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's
duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses
incurred in connection with the preparation for, or defense of any
claim, whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent
that such liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from
misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by
the trustee.
(7) If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in
paragraph IV.A of this order.
(8) The Commission or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee,
the court, may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee
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issue such additional orders or directions as may be necessary or
appropriate to accomplish the divestiture required by this order.
(9) The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or
maintain PBH's Opaque Lens Business.
(1 0) The trustee shall report in writing to. respondent and the
Commission every sixty (60) days concerning the trustee's efforts to
accomplish the divestiture.
VI.
It is further ordered, That, for a period of ten (I 0) years after the
date the order becomes fmal, respondent shall not, without prior
notice to the Commission, directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries,
partnerships, or otherwise:

A. Acquire more than 5% of any stock, share papital, equity, or
other interest in any concern, corporate or non-corporate, engaged in
at the time of such acquisition, or within the two years preceding such
acquisition, the research, development, manufacture, impo~ation,
distribution or sale of opaque contact lenses in the United States; or
B. Acquire any assets at the time of the proposed acquisition used
for or used in the previous two years fot (and still suitable for use for)
the research, development, manufacture, distribution or sale of
Opaque Contact Lenses in the United States. Provided, however, that
this paragraph VI shall not apply to the acquisition of equipment,
machinery, supplies or facilities constructed, manufactured or
developed by or for respondent.
The prior notifications required by this paragraph VI shall be
given on the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix
to Part 803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as
amended (hereinafter referred to as "the Notification"), and shall be
prepared and transmitted in accordance with the requirements of that
part, except that no filing fee will be required for any such
notification, notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the
Commission, notification need not be made to the United States
Department of Justice, and notification is required only of respondent
and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to
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as the "first waiting period"). If, within the first waiting period,
representatives of the Commission make a written request for
additional information, respondent shall not consummate the
transaction until twenty (20) days after substantially complying with
such request for additional information. Early termination of the
waiting periods in this paragraph may be requested and, where
appropriate, granted by letter from the Bureau of Competition.
Nptwithstanding, prior notification shall not be required by this
paragraph for a transaction for which notification is required to be
made, and has been made, pursuant to Section 7A of the Clayton Act,
15 U.S.C. 18a.

VII.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
structure of respondent such as dissolution, assignment, sale resulting
in the emergence of a successor corporation, or the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation that
may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

vm.
It is further ordered, That respondent,_ tpr the purpose of
determining and securing compliance with this order, and subject to
any legally recognized privilege, upon written request and on five (5)
days' notice to respondent, shall permit any duly authorized
representative(s) ofthe Commission:
A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence,
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or
under the control of respondent relating to any matters contained in
this order; and
B. Upon five (5) days' notice to respondent, and without restraint
or interference from respondent, to interview respondent's officers,
directors, or employees, who may have counsel present, regarding
such matters.
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IX.
It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on January 3,
2017.
APPENDIX A
Issue or
Country Grant Date

Patent No.

Iitle

Inventor

5,034,166

Method of
Molding a
Colored
Contact ~ens

Rawlings,
et. al.

u.s.

July 23, 1991

5,116,112

Colored Lens
and Method of
Manufacture

Rawlings

u.s.

May 26, 1992

5, 120,~21

Colored Lens

Rawlings,
et. al.

U.S.

June 9, 1992

5,158,718

Contact Lens
Thakrar et. al.
Casting
(corona mold treatment)

u.s.

October 27, 1992

5,160,463

Method of
Manufacturing
Contact Lens

Evans et. al.

U.S.

Novernber3, 1992

5,302,978

Contact Lens
(lirnbal ring)

Evans, et. al.

u.s.

April 12, 1994

Application
08/053,504

Novel Colored
lens and method
of manufacture

Rawlings,
et. al.

U.S.

April 26, 1993
filing date.
Earliest effective
filing date
July 21, 1988

Application
08/143,373

Colored Contact Thakrar,
Lens and
et. al.
Method
for Making Same

U.S.

October 26, 1993,
filing date. Earliest
effective date,
February.16, 1989

"'
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APPENDIXB

Issue or

Patent No

Iitk

Inventor

Country

Grant Date

4,955,580

Contact Leos
Mold (no lip
molding)

Seden et. al.

u.s.

September 11, 1990

5,036,971

Molding
Contact
Lenses (no
lip molding)

Sedeo et. al.

U.S.

August 6, 1991

5, 114,629

Process for
Casting
Lenses (lens
casting)

Morland,
et. al.

U.S.

May 19, 1992

4,944,899

Process and
Apparatus for
Casting
Lenses (lens
casting)

Morland,
et. al.

u.s.

July 31, 1990
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IN THE MATIER OF

FILTRATION MANUFACTURING, INC., ET AL.
I

I
'

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3702. Complaint, Jan. 6, 1997--Decision, Jan. 6, 1997

This consent order prohibits, among other things, an Alabama-based corporation
and three of its officers from making any representation regarding the
performance, health or other benefits, or efficacy of air cleaning products, and
from using the name "Allergy. 2000" or any other trade names that represents
that such products will relieve allergy symptoms, unless the respondents
possess competent and reliable scientific evidence to substantiate such
representations.

Appearances
For the Commission: Brinley H Williams and Michael Milgrom .
For the respondents: Thomas Collins, Jr., Cleveland, OH.
COMPLAINf

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Filtration Manufacturing, Inc., a corporation, and Gary L. Savell,
Horace R. Allen, and Brandon R. Clausen, individually and as
officers of said corporation ("respondents"), have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest, alleges:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Filtration Manufacturing, Inc., is
an Alabama corporation with its principal office or place of business
at 1110 Montlimar Place, Suite 290, Mobile, Alabama.
Respondent Gary L . Savell is the President, Chief Executive
Officer, and an owner and director of the corporate respondent. His
principal office or place of business is the same as that of the
corporate respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he
formulates, directs, and controls the acts and practices of the
corporate respondent, including the acts and practices alleged in this
complaint.
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Respondent Horace R. Allen is the Secretary, Treasurer, and an
owner and director of the corporate respondent. His principal office
or place ofbusiness is the same as that of the corporate respondent.
Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs, and
controls the acts and practices of the corporate respondent, including
the acts and practices alleged in this complaint.
Respondent Brandon R. Clausen-is the Vice President, and an
owner and director of the corporate respondent. His principal office
or place of business is the same as that of the corporate respondent.
Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs, and
controls the acts and practices of the corporate respondent, including
the acts and practices alleged in this complaint.
PAR. 2. Respondents have manufactured, labeled, advertised,
promoted, offered for sale, sold, and distributed the "Allergy 2000"
air filters.
PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce as "commerce" is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for the
Allergy 2000 air filters, including but not necessarily limited to the
attached Exhibits A through G. These advertisements contain the
following statements and depictions:

..

1. Prescribe the ultimate in care for your patient's indoor air today!

***

Clearly improving the quality of air your patients breathe can be an important
step to improving their overall health.
How? By prescribing the Allergy 2000 air conditioning filter. This super high
efficiency four-stage electrostatic air filter with advanced state-of-the-art materials
and a computerized design to provide the perfect mixture of air filtration and air
flow.
Studies by independent labs have confirmed that the Allergy 2000 gathers an
exceptionally wide range of indoor contaminants, including microscopic germcarrying particles of 5 microns or less. By contrast, most commercially purchased
fiberglass filters are only 7% efficient in stopping dirt, dust, pollen, etc. passing
through it, according to ASHRAE.
The extremely low resistance of the Allergy 2000 means less strain on the air
conditioning unit, which means higher efficiency and energy savings-so it can
literally pay for itselfl (Exhibit A.)
2. Isn't it time you stopped leaving your family's health up in the air?
Introducing the amazing Allergy 2000. The last air conditioning filter you'll
ever buy.

***
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Superior arrestance capability, 83% average with 85% peak. Superior loading
capacity, 150 grams holding capacity.

***

The ultimate care for your air!
The Allergy 2000 represents the absolute state-of-the-art in air conditioning
filter technology, providing the perfect mixture of air filtration and air flow.
Scientific studies have shown that it gathers an exceptionally wide range of indoor
contaminants, including microscopic germ-carrying particles. In fact, the
ALLERGY 2000 can be paid for by some health insurance when prescribed by a
doctor! Considering all the contaminants floating around in the air, installing an
ALLERGY 2000 may be the best thing you will ever do for the health of you and
your family. (Exhibit B.)
3. Traps allergy causing contaminants: Dust, Pollen, Mold Spores, Pet Dander
&Smoke.

***

Traps more particles while maintaining greater air flow.

***

For a cleaner, healthier indoor environment! (Exhibit C.)
4. The Ultimate Care for your indoor air!

* * *

Among the lowest initial resistance in the industry, .13, meaning less strain on
the unit, higher efficiency and energy savings.

***

Your indoor pollution solution! (Exhibit D.)
5. The cold and flu season, traditionally only associated with the winter months
(when people are forced to stay indoors), has gradually expanded to almost yearround. Why? One key factor may well be that buildings are now much more tightly
sealed and energy efficient. They just don't "breathe" like they used to, and the air
in them is more polluted than ever.
..
What can you do to help? Plenty. You can treat these illnesses before they
become illnesses. You can treat the cause instead ofthe effects. You can treat the
air.
How? By prescribing the Allergy 2000 air filter for your patients suffering
from sinus or respiratory ailments. The Allergy 2000's unique design and
construction removes many allergy and disease-causing contaminants from the air
before they're inhaled. The result- a cleaner, healthier indoor environment.
(Exhibit E.)
6. Constructed of durable space-age materials, ALLERGY 2000's unique
design uses static electricity to attract and hold indoor pollutants and germ-carrying
particles of 5 microns or less.

* * *
Superior arrestance capabilities, 85% peak.
Superior loading capacity, 150 grams psi. (Exhibit F.)
7. DID YOU KNOW .. .
-- That common house dust is more dangerous than outside dust?
(Environmental Protection Agency.)
--That indoor air is found to be up to 70 times more polluted than outdoor air?
-- That 50% of all illnesses are either caused or aggravated by polluted indoor
air? (American College of Allergists.) (Exhibit G.)
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PAR 5. Through the use of the trade name, Allergy 2000, and the
statements and depictions contained in the advertisements and
promotional materials referred to in paragraph four, including but not
necessarily limited to the advertisements and promotional materials
attached as Exhibits A through G, respondents have represented,
directly or by implication, that:

A. Use of the Allergy 2000 filter will substantially reduce the
incidence of allergies caused by indoor allergens under household
living conditions.
B. Use of the Allergy 2000 filter will substantially reduce the
amount of disease-causing germs in the air people breathe under
household living conditions.
C. Use of the Allergy 2000 filter will substantially reduce the
incidence of disease caused by germs in the air people breathe under
household living conditions.
D:People living in homes using the Allergy 2000 air filter will be
healthier and have fewer illnesses than they would if a conventional
filter were used.
E. The Allergy 2000 air filter removes substantially all of the
airborne contaminants, including allergens, from the air people
breathe under household living conditions.
F. Replacement of conventional air filters with the Allergy 2000
will result in lower utility bills for households. ..
PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements and promotional materials referred to
in paragraph four, including but not necessarily limited to the
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits A
through G, respondents have represented, directly or by implication,
that at the time they made the representations set forth in paragraph
five, respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representations.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, at the time they made the
representations set forth in paragraph five, respondents did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
six was, and is, false and misleading.
PAR. 8. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and .the
making of false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation
of Section 5(a) ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act.
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EXHIBITD
Anergy 2000 Logos
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EXHIBITE
.

•

Filtration MFG. Inc.
Permanent Nr FiHer

Sample Cover Letter
Dear Name of Physician:

As you well mow, cbrooic xespiratocy and allc:zgy«laacd problems maJce up a significan
portion of ~y treated iDoesses.. Airbamc<Xlrltunjn:mts notoaly aggravare typical
alk:rgy aud bayfever symptoms. bat also c:::m cmy gams wtdch may be teSpODSible for~
hostofotbersinusaod~~

The cold and flu season, tradmonally ooly associated with tbc winter monlhs (when peof
are forced to stJ.y indoors), b3s gradually eqndod to be almost year-round. Why?
One key factor may 'M:ll be dJat buiJdiogs are oow 1DDCh IDOle tighdy scaled aDd cnetgy
efficient. They just don't ""te:tthe"lib dJey used 10, aud tbc air mdiem is more polluted
dlancvc:r.

What can you do to help? PlenLy. You em tteattbeseillnesscs bdcxelhcy bcc:omcillncs
You can m::tt tbc c:wseiasoead oftbcdfccts.You.c:::m tmtt tbc air.
How? BypesaibiDg cbc.Alkzgy2(XX)mfiJII:do:)'OUI'paliems ~from sinus
ortespicatmy ailm:ms. TbeAlbgy 2(XX)'s UDiqac design aadconsuac:tionmDoves
many aDagy aud ~ <Xlr!lamjnmiS from die airbef~ dlcy'm inhaled.
Tbc n:su1t: a clc:mcr, bcaldlicriDdoar cnviralmear.
Tbc euclosed broc:IDm: will tell }'OU ~As,oa'Jlaee.lll we ale rl. ,oa is i.'lffiY smal
amoUDt ofspace ill )'OUr waidDg maforaiiDID.ack 'WbidlboldSA&Igy2(XX) 1locbDi

·

~sa

So why not get widl tbc popnl Wo'Jl poYidc )'OCl Wilh aFREBAllclgy2(XX) lir~
(just tell us tbc sizle you DCed) a1oag widl a FRBB cooarerJ:"ad(aad 1xoi:lmxes for your·
waiDDg room. You'D notice tbc diifemx:e-aad so~ )'OUI'paDcDtsl
I

... ..

Thank yoa vay much for your lime and consideradon.

Sincerely,

,.-_ r·uo'· ):

r

\.I

\,I, _'-

r. ,.I.: ... : ~
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EXHffiiTF

AMONG THE

LOWUT
INI11AL.RESISTANCE
IN 111E INDUSTRY!
·.

• NoFoamt
• Low Initial Resistance, .13
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-That 50% of all illnesses
are either
caused or wgravated
by uted
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(American College Of Allergists)
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of respondents, Filtration Manufacturing,
Inc., Gary L. Savell, Horace R. Allen and Brandon R. Clausen, and
the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a
draft of the complaint which the Cleveland Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which, if
issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with violation
of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in furtper conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
fmding and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Filtration Manufacturing, Inc. , is a corporation
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Alabama with its office and principal place of
business at 1110 Montlimar Place, Suite 290, Mobile, Alabama.
Respondent Gary L. Savell is the President, Chief Executive
Officer, and an owner and director of the corporate respondent. He
formulates, directs and controls the policies, acts and practices of said
corporation, and his address is the same as that of said corporation.
Respondent Horace R. Allen is the Secretary, Treasurer, and an
owner and director of the corporate respondent. He formulates,
directs and controls the policies, acts and practices of said
corporation, and his address is the same as that of said corporation.
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Respondent Brandon R. Clausen is the Vice President, and an
owner and director of the corporate respondent. He formulates,
directs and controls the policies, acts and practices of said
corporation, and his address is the same as that of said corporation.
2. The Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this
proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding is in the public
interest.
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes ofthi_s order, the following definitions apply:
1. The term "air cleaning product" or "product" means any

device, equipment or appliance designed or advertised to remove,
treat or reduce the level of any contaminant(s) in the air.
2. The term "contaminant(s)" refers to one or more of the
following: fungal (mold) spores, pollen, lint, tobacco smoke,
household dust, animal dander or any other gaseous or particulate
matter found in indoor air.
ORDER

I.
"
It is ordered, That respondents Filtration
Manufacturing Inc., a
corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, and Gary L.
Savell, individually and as an officer of said corporation, Horace R.
Allen, individually and as an officer of said corporation, and Brandon
R. Clausen, individually and as an officer of said corporation, and
respondents' agents, representatives, and e1nployees, directly or
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion,
offering for sale, sale or distribution of the Allergy 2000 or any other
air cleaning product in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from:

A. Making any representation, in any manner, directly or by
implication, regarding the perfom1ance, health or other benefits, or
efficacy of such product, unless, at the time of making such
representation, respondents possess and rely upon competent and
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reliable evidence which, when appropriate, must be competent and
reliable scientific evidence that substantiates such representation.
B. Making.any representation, directly or by implication, that any
air "Cleaning product will perform under any set of conditions,
including household living conditions; unless at the time of making
the representation( s) respondents possess and rely upon competent
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates such
representation(s) either by being related to those conditions or by
having been extrapolated to those conditions by generally accepted
procedures.
For purposes of this order, "competent and reliable scientific
evidence" shall mean tests, analyses, research, studies, or other
evidence based on the expertise of professionals in.the relevant area,
that have been conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by
persons qualified to do so, using procedures generally accepted in the
profession to yield accurate and reliable results.

IT.
It is further ordered, That respondents Filtration Manufacturing,
Inc., a corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, and
Gary L. Savell, individually and as an officer of said corporation,
Horace R. Allen, individually and as an offieer of said corporation,
and Brandon R. Clausen, individually and as an officer of said
corporation, and respondents' agents, representatives and employees,
directly or through any partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division
or other device, in connection with the manufacturing, labeling,
advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of the
Allergy 2000 air cleaning product or any substantially similar product
in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from using the
name "Allergy 2000" or any other trade name that. represents, directly
or by implication, that such product will relieve allergy symptoms
unless, at the time of making the representation, respondents possess
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates such representation.

FILTRATION MANUFACTURING, INC., ET AL.
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ill.

It is further ordered, That, for five (5) years after the last date of
dissemination of any . representation covered by this order,
respondents, or their successors and assigns, shall-maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:
A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such
representation; and
B . All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, .or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such
representation, including complaints from consumers, and complaints
or inquiries from governmental organizations.
IV.

It is further ordered, That respondent Filtration Manufacturing,
Inc., its successors and assigns, shall:
A. Within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order,
provide a copy of this order to each of respondent's current principals,
officers, directors, and managers, and to aJl personnel, agents, and
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with
respect to the subject matter of this order; and
B. For a period often (10) years from the date of service of this
order, provide a copy of this order to each of respondent's principals,
officers, directors, and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with
respect to the subject matter of this order within three (3) days after
the person assumes his or her position.
V.

It is further ordered, That respondents Gary L. Savell, Horace R.
Allen and Brandon R. Clausen shall, for a period of ten (1 0) years
from the date of service of this order, notify the Commission within
thirty (30) days of the discontinuance of their present business or
employment and of their affiliation with any new business or
employment involving the manufacturing, labeling, advertising,
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marketing, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any air ·
filter or substantially similar device. Each notice of affiliation with .
any new business or employment shall include respondent's new
business address and telephone number, current home address, and a
statement describing the nature of the business or employment and
his duties and responsibilities.
VI.

It is further ordered, That respondents . shall notify the
Commis~ion at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in
the corporate respondent, such ·as dissolution, assignment, or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arising under this order.

vn.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60)
days after service of this order, and at such other times as the
Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they
have complied with this order.
VIII.

..

This order will terminate on January 6, 2017, or twenty years
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order,
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a
complaint will not affect the duration of:
A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty
years;
B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this paragraph.
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Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any·provision of the order,
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal,
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though
the complaint w~ never filed, except that the order will not terminate
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or
ruling is upheld on appeal.

- ..
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IN THE MATTER OF

AAF-McQUAY, INC.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3703. Complaint, Jan. 6, 1997--Decision, Jan. 6, 1997

This consent order prohibits, among other things, a Kentucky-based manufacturer
of residential air filters from making any representation regarding the
performance, health or other benefits, or efficacy of air cleaning products,
unless the respondent possesses competent and reliable scientific evidence to
substantiate such representations.

Appearances

For the Commission: Brinley H. Williams and Michael Milgram .
For the respondent: Dennis J. Reinhold, Louisville, KY.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
AAF-McQuay, Inc., d/b/a AAF International, a corporation,
("respondent") has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, and it appearing to the tommission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
alleges:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent AAF-McQuay, Inc., d/b/a AAF
International, is a Delaware corporation with its principal office or
place of business at 215 Central Avenue, Louisville, Kentucky.
PAR. 2. Respondent has manufactured, labeled, advertised,
promoted, offered for sale, sold, and distributed air filters for use in
residences under the brand names ElectroKlean and Dirt Demon.
PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce as "commerce" is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for the
ElectroKlean and Dirt Demon air filters, including but not necessarily
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limited to the attached Exhibits A through E. These advertisements
contain the following statements and depictions:
A. ElectroK.lean ELECTROSTATIC Permanent Air Filter Eliminates 95% of
Household Dust, Lint and Pollen
· · ··

Helps reduce sources of allergy problems by eliminating microscopic airborne
particles, including pet dander. [Depiction of cat and dog]'
Stops pollen, molds, dust and lint from recirculating ~ough-out your home.
[Depiction of flowers releasing pollen].
·
Special filter material is noticeably better than otdinary·. air ftlters in purifying the
air you breathe. [Depiction of cigarette releasing smoke]

****

Treated with EPA Registered Intersept Antimicrobial Special additive makes
ElectroK.lean superior to ordinary filters, helps to significantly improve indoor air
quality. Inhibits growth of odor~causing bacteria, mold, mildew and other
organisms that can quickly multiply in your heating and cooling system.

****

Breathe cleaner air all the time with ElectoKlean. Eliminate 95% of household dust,
lint and pollen.

****

What is Intersept Antimicrobial?
The ElectroK.lean Air Filter is treated with Intersept Antimicrobial, a special
additive that inhibits the growth and build up of bacteria, mold, mildew and other
organisms in your heating and cooling system. This means you're breathing cleaner
·
and healthier air!

****

I have allergies. Will this filter help?
·- ..
It should. ElectroKlean removes most of the contaminants that aggravate yqur
condition. It eliminates 95% of household dirt, lint, animal danders, pollen and
other irritants.

****

Is this filter considered an allergy relief aid?
It can be. Your doctor may actually prescribe a special home air filter to help
eliminate the sources (dust, pollen, etc.) of your allergies. The purchase price of
this filter may be tax deductible. (Exhibit A)
B. DIRT DEMON
High Efficiency Pleated Air Filter
6 TIMES BETTER THAN STANDARD AIR FILTERS REMOVES 95% OF
HOUSEHOLD DIRT, DUST, POLLEN & LINT HELPS RELIEVE ALLERGY
SYMPTOMS

****

Stops pollen, molds, dust and lint from recirculating throughout your home.
[Depiction of flowers releasing pollen]

****

Special filter material and pleated design are noticeably better than ordinary air
filters in purifying the air you breathe. [Depiction of cigarette releasing smoke]
(Exhibit B)
C. ElectroKlean ELECTROSTATIC Permanent Air Filter
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-Removes 95% of household dust, dirt, lint and pollen
-Inhibits growth of bacteria, molds and mildews that effect [sic] allergy
sufferers (Exhibit C)
D. DIRT DEMON
HIGH EFFICIENCY PLEATED AIR FILTER
REMOVES 95% OF HOUSEHOLD DIRT, DUST, POLLEN & LINT.
HELPS RELIEVE ALLERGY SYMPTOMS (Exhibit-D)
E. DIRT DEMON
High Efficiency Pleat with Intersept Extraordinary pleated design removes up to
95% of lint, dust and pollen passing through the filter. Keeps air throughout the
house cleaner and easier to breathe in any season.

****

Intersept Antimicrobial
Air filters can be a source of microbial contamination. American AirFilter products
treated with Intersept will keep the filter from being a potential incubator of mold,
mildew, fungi and bacteria. Intersept inhibits the growth of these microorganisms
in the filter media, thereby removing it as a- potential source of contamination.

****

The filter effectively removes airborne dust mite allergens [Depiction of dust mite
(magnified)]
Reduces pollen, molds, mildew, bacteria, fungi, dust and lint (Depiction of pollen
grain (magnified)]
Helps reduce aggravating particles such as pet dander [Depiction of cat]
Special media is more effective in reducing pollutants in the air you breathe.
(Depiction of cigarette smoker exhaling smoke] (Exhibit E)

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements and promotional. materials referred to
in paragraph four, including but not necessarily limited to the
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits A
through E, r.espondent has represented, directly or by implication,
that:
A. Use of the ElectroKlean and Dirt Demon filters will
substantially reduce the incidence of allergies caused by indoor
allergens under household living conditions.
B. The ElectroKlean and Dirt Demon air filters remove 95 percent
of airborne contaminants from the air that people breathe under
household living conditions.
C. The Dirt Demon traps 95% of the lint, dust and pollen from the
household air passing through it.
D. The Dirt Demon filter is six times as efficient at removing
pollutants as a standard air filter.
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E. The addition of Intersept antimicrobial to the ElectroKlean
makes air cleaner and healthier than it would otherwise be under
household living conditions.
F. The addition of Intersept antimicrobial to the ElectroKlean
inhibits the growth of microbes in household heating and cooling
systems.
G. The addition of Intersept antimicrobial to the Dirt Demon
removes the filter as a potential source ofcontamination of household
arr.
PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements and promotional materials referred to
in paragraph four, including but not necessarily limited to the
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits A
through E, respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that
at the time it made the representations set forth. in paragraph five,
respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representations.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, at the time it made the
representations set forth in paragraph five, respondent did not possess
and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated ~uch
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
six was, and is, false and misleading.
PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements and promotional materials referred to
in paragraph four, including but not necessarily limited to the
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits B, D,
and E, respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that the
Dirt Demon is a HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filter.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact the Dirt Pemon is not a HEP A filter
according to industry standards. Therefore, the representation set
forth in paragraph eight was, and is, false and misleading.
PAR. 10. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a)ofthe Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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EXHIBIT A
\
Actual Filter Size

.
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Permanent Air Filter
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.

Eliminates 95o/o of Household
Dust, Lint .and Pollen
Treated with EPA Registered
lnte~ept• Antimicrobial
• Special addilive makes Elec:troKiean
superior to ordinary air flllers, helps
to slgniflcanUy lmprcive indoor air

quality.
• Inhibits growth ot odor-causing
bacteria, mold, mildew and olher
organisms lhat can qulc:kly multiply
In your heating and cooling system., _
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Breathe cleaner air all the time with ·EiectroKiean.
Eliminate 95°/o of household dust, lint and pollen. ...
Easy to Install and Maintain
Install your ElectroKiean as you
would any filter.
• No electrical power required.

• Self generating electrostatic
charge attracts dirt, dust,
pollen, pet dander, molds
and microscopic dust mites.

Why do you say Ills "Eiectrostatlc"7

.-you-----to~ty
bulkl up on I O U < - actMn? Thlrtbocau.lho ...._. ""'"" - l c

-

·Tho

EJectroKielnMfifler'IWOf1r.IIN 111M ~\a actU&'ty
attract dirt. dust Md oUw ~otants.

INI-

What is lnlersept• Anlimicroblal7

,_tad"""'

Tho Elo<lroi(IUo lok f'4 ler It
ln-1"'
Anlimiaobiol, a II>Ocill oddi1iw
1t1o
growth and build up al ~ rno1c1.- ond
OIMf~inyoothNfinrgandCOOiif'lo'YSt.m.

This mean. you·, . bfulhif"'' c:i&tner .ancf ne&ll"*

airf

I have allergies. Will this filter help7
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of respondent, AAF-McQuay, Inc., and
the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft
of the complaint which the Cleveland Regional Office proposed to
present to the Commission for its consideration and which, if issued
by the Commission, would charge respondent with violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its ~ules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the ·following jurisdictional
finding and -enters the following order:
1. AAF-McQuay, Inc., d/b/a AAF International, is a corporation
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of
business at 215 Central Avenue, Louisville, Kentucky.
2. The Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this
proceeding and of the respondents, and proceeding is in the public
interest.
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this order, the following deftnitions apply:
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1. The term "air cleaning product" or ''product" means any

device, equipment or appliance designed or advertised to remove,
treat or reduce the level of any contaminant(s) in the air.
2. The term "contaminant(s)" refers to one or more of the
following: fungal (mold) spores, pollen, lint, tobacco smoke,
household dust, animal dander or any other gaseous or particulate
matter found in indoor air.
ORDER

I.

It is ordered, That respondent AAF-McQuay, Inc., d/b/a AAF
International, a corporation, its successors and assigns, and its
officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through
any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection
with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for
sale, sale or distribution of any air cleaning product in or affecting
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Making any representation, in any manner, directly or by
implication, regarding the performance, health or other benefits, or
efficacy of such product, unless at th~ time of making such
representation, respondent possesses and relies upon competent and
reliable evidence, which, when appropriate, must be competent and
reliable scientific evidence, that substantiates such representation.
B. Making any representation, directly or by implication, that any
air cleaning product will perform under any set of conditions,
including household living conditions, unless at the time of making
the representation(s) respondent possesses and relies upon competent
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates such
representation(s) either by being related to those conditions or by
having been extrapolated to those conditions by generally accepted
procedures.
For purposes of this order, "competent and reliable scientific
evidence" shall mean tests, analyses, research, studies, or other
evidence based on the expertise of professionals in the relevant area,
that have been conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by
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persons qualified to do so, using procedures generally accepted in the
profession to yield accurate and reliable results.
II.
It is further ordered, That respondent AAF-McQuay, Inc., d/b/a
AAF International, a corporation, its successors and assigns, and its
officers, agents, representatives and employees, direCtly or through
any-partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion,
offering .for sale, sale or distribution of the Dirt Demon, the
ElectroKlean, or any other air filter for insertion into household
central heating and/or cooling systems, in or affecting commerce, as
"commerce" is defin~d in the Federal Trade Commission Act, ·do
forthwith cease and desist" from misrepresenting, directly or by
implication that such filter is a HEP A (High Efficiency Particulate
Air) filter.

III.
It is further ordered, That, for five (5) years after the last date of
dissemination _of any representation covered by this order,
respondent, or its successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such
representation; and
B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such
representation, including complaints from consumers, and complaints
or inquiries from governmental organizations.
IV.
It is further ordered, That respondent AAF-McQuay, Inc., d/b/a
MF International, its successors and assigns, shall:

A. Within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order,
provide a copy of this order to each of respondent's current principals,
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officers, directors, and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with
respect to the subject matter of this order; and
B. For a period often (10) years from the date of service ofthis
order, provide a copy of this order to each of respondent's principals,
officers, directors, and .m anagers, and to all personnel, agents, and
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with
respect to the subject matter of this order within three (3) days after
the person assumes his or her positio~.

V ..
It is further ordered, That respondent shaU ·n o.tify the Comtnission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change; such . as
dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting . ill the emergence of a
supcessor corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries, .or
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising under this order.
VI.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after service of this order, ap.d at such other times as the Commission
may require, file with the Commission a t:~port, in writing, setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.
VII.
This order will terminate on January 6, 2017, or twenty years
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade
.Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order,
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a
complaint will not affect the duration of:
A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty
years;
B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
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C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this paragraph.
Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order,
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal,
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or
ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MAITER OF

THE PENN TRAFFIC COMPANY
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 7 OF CLAYTON ACT AND SEC; 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3577. Consent Ord?_r, May 15,

199~--Modifying

Order, Jan. 10, 1997

.
'
This order reopens a 1995 consent order-- that.required the respondent to divest
one supermarket in each of the three Pennsylvania areas designated -- and this
order modifies the consent order by terminating the respondent's obligation to
divest one of its two supermarkets in Mount Carmel, Pennsylvania, in part,
because Penn Traffic has demonstrated that new entrants into the Mount
Carmel market has eliminated the need for the divestiture.
'

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER

On September 13, 1996, respondent The Penn Traffic Company
("Penn Traffic") filed a Petition of Respondent the Penn Traffic
Company to Reopen and Set Aside the Provisions ofParagraph II.A.3
of the Order Entered Herein ("Petition"). In its Petition, Penn Traffic
requests that the Commission reopen the order in Docket No. C-3577
("order") to set aside paragraph II.A.3 which requires Penn Traffic to
divest either one of two supermarkets it owns in Mt. Carmel,
Pennsylvania. The Petition addresses the··remaining one of three
supermarket divestitures required by the order. The Commission
previously approved Penn Traffic's application for divestiture of the
other two supermarkets on June 17, 1996. 1
For the reasons discussed below, the Commission has determined
that Penn Traffic has demonstrated changed conditions of fact
sufficient to require the reopening and modification of the order.
~

I. THE PETITION

In its Petition,2 Penn Traffic requests that the Commission modify
the order to eliminate the remaining required divestiture under the
1

Penn Traffic completed the sale of the assets of the supermarket in Towanda, Pennsylvania on
July 2, 1996 (required pursuant to~ II.A.I of the order), and completed the sale of the supermarket in
Pittston, Pennsylvania on July 5, 1996 (required pursuant to~ II.A.2 of the order).
2

In support of its Petition, Penn Traffic provided the affidavit of Robert G. Coleman, Director of
Real Estate for the Riverside Division of the Penn Traffic Company ("Coleman Affidavit").
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order--i.e. a supermarket divestiture in Mt. Carmel. 3 Penn Traffic
bases its Petition on changed conditions of fact and public interest
considerations.4 The changes of fact alleged by Penn Traffic include
the actual entry into the Mt. Carmel market of a Sav-A-Lot store and
the prospective entry (in March 1997) of a Wal-Mart Supercenter
(fea~g a large supermarket), just outside the Mt. Carmel Township
limits. At the time the order became fmal (May 22, 1995), Sav-A-Lot
had not opened its store and Wal-Mart had not announced its decision
to build a Supercenter near Mt. Carmel.
In addition to change of fact, Penn Traffic argues that it is in the
public interest to grant its Petition, because a further divestiture
would, in effect, force Penn Traffic to exit the local Mt. Carmel
market. Penn Traffic alleges that, the above-described changes in the
competitive conditions have contributed to its inability to effect a
divestiture in Mt. Carmel. According to Penn Traffic, these
conditions have eroded the marketability and long-term v:iability of
its smaller Mt. Carmel supermarket location for use as a supermarket.
Therefore, Penn Traffic states that if required to divest in Mt. Carmel,
it will attempt to sell its larger supermarket and then close the smaller
supermarket, thereby exiting the local Mt. Carmel market. 5
II. STANDARD FOR REOPENING AND MODIFYING FINAL ORDERS

Section S(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act provides that
the Commission shall reopen an order to consider whether it should
be modified if the respondent "makes a satisfactory showing that
changed conditions of law or fact" so require. A satisfactory showing
sufficient to require reopening is made when a request to reopen
identifies significant changes in circumstances and shows that the
changes eliminate the need for the order or make continued
application of it inequitable or harmful to competition. S. Rep. No.
96-500, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1979) (significant changes or changes
causing unfair disadvantage); Louisiana-Pacific Corp., Docket No. C-

3
4

5

Order,~

II.A.3.

Penn Traffic does not assert that any change of law requires reopening the urder.
Petition at pp. 11 - 13. Cole man Affidavit at~~ 8-9 , 22-24.
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2956, Letter to John C. Hart (June 5, 1986), at 4 (unpublished) ("Hart
Letter"). 6
Section 5(b) also provides that the Commission may modify an
order when, although changed circumstances would not require
reopening, the Commission determines that the public interest so
requires. Respondents are therefore invited in petitions to reopen to
show how the public interest warrants the requested modification.7
In such a case, the respondent must demonstrate as a threshold matter
some affirmative need to modify the order. 8 For example, it may be
in the public interest to modify an order "to relieve any impediment
to effective competition that may result from the order."9 Once such
a showing of need is made, the Commission will balance the reasons
favoring the requested modification against any reasons not to make
the modification. 10 The Commission also will consider whether the
particular modification sought is appropriate to remedy the identified
harm. 11
The language of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden
is on the petitioner to make a "satisfactory showing" of changed
conditions to obtain reopening of the order. The legislative history
also makes clear that the petitioner has the burden of showing, other
than by conclusory statements, why an order should be modifi~d.
The Commission "may properly decline to reopen an order if a
request is merely conclusory or otherwise fails to set forth specific
facts demonstrating in detail the nature oftQ.e..changed conditions and
the reasons why these changed conditions require the requested
modification ofthe order." S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.
9-10 (1979); see also Rule 2.5l(b) (requiring affidavits in support of
petitions to reopen and modify). If the Commission determines that
the petitioner has made the necessary showing, the Commission must
reopen the order to consider whether modification is required and, if
so, the nature and extent of the modification. The Commission is not
6

See also United States v. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 967 F.2d 1372, 1376-77 (9th Cir. 1992) ("A
decision to reopen does not necessarily entail a decision to modify the order. Reopening may occur
even where the petition itself does not plead facts requiring modification.").
7

Hart Letter at 5; 16 CFR 2.51 .

8

.
)
Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, Letter to Joel E. Hoffman,
Esq. (March 29, 1983,
at 2
("Damond Letter"), reprinted in [1 979-1983 Transfer Binder) Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 22,207.

9

Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, 101 FTC 689,692 ( 1983).

10
II

Damon Letter at 2.
Damon Letter at 4.
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required to reopen the order, howeyer, if the petitioner fails to meet
its burden of making the satisfactory showing required by the statute.
The petitioner's burden is not a light one in view of the public interest
in repose and the finality of Commission orders. See Federated
Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, 425 U.S. 394 (1981) (strong public
interest considerations support repose and finality).
III. PENN TRAFFIC HAS DEMONSTRATED CHANGED CONDITIONS OF
FACT THAT REQUIRE THE REOPENING AND
MODIFICATION OF THE ORDER

Penn Traffic's Petition demonstrates that new entry into the
relevant market eliminates the need for a divestiture pursuant to
paragraph ll.A.3 of the order. The Petitipn does not contain sufficient
information for the Commission to conclude that the Sav-A-Lot is a
"supermarket," as defined by the order, and is, thereby, in the relevant
product market. 12 However, the Wal-Mart Supercenter will feature a
full-line supermarket of at least 40,000 square-feet 13 (larger than
either ofPellll Traffic's two Mt. Carmel supermarkets) 14 and is, thus,
in the relevant product market. 15
This Supercenter will be located approximately one mile from the
city limits of Mt. Carmel, the geographic market ident~fied in the
complaint, 16 and less than two miles from either of Penn Traffic's two
Mt. Carmel supermarkets. 17 The Supercenter location is in a relatively
undeveloped area between Mt. Carmel and-Shamokin and is easily
accessible by car from both of these more developed population
centers. Such a sizable, well-recognized entrant, in this semi-rural
area, where most supermarket shopping is done by car, will draw
customers from a broader geographic region than is identified in the
12

Although Sav-A-Lot offers many items sold through supermarkets, Penn Traffic has not
demonstrated that the Sav-A-Lot carries all relevant product categories identified in paragraph I.D of
the order as defining a "supermarket," e.g. fresh meat, nor that the Sav-A-Lot carries the variety of
brands and sizes within a category that would be found in Penn Traffic's comparable supermarkets.
13

Wal-Mart sources estimate the grocery and grocery-related product area of this Supercenter to be
between 40,000 and 60,000 square feet.
14

Penn Traffic operates one 29,000 square foot supermarket and one 25,000 square foot supermarket
in Mt. Carmel.
15
The Supercenter, currently under construction, will have a total of 186,000 square feet.
16

Paragraph 7(b) of the complaint in this matter identifies the Mount Carmel, Pennsylvania area to
include "the Borough of Mount Carmel and the Township of Mount Carmel."
17

Prior to the opening of the Supercenter, the nearest supermarkets to Penn Traffic's Mt. Carmel
supermarkets are in Shamokin, Pennsylvania, eight miles east ofMt. Carmel.
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complaint. 18 Therefore, unlike the competitive conditions that existed
when the order became final, supermarket competition will expand
outside the Mt. Carmel Township limits to include the Supercenter.
Further, Penn Traffic has responded to these anticipated
competitive changes by initiating plans to expand (to about 40,000
square feet) and improve the larger of its Mt. Carmel supermarkets. 19
Accordingly, when the Wal-Mart Supercenter opens, it appears
certain that it will be in direct competition with Penn Traffic's
supermarkets in Mt. Carmel.
Given the sales volume that can reasonably be expected to be
generated from the residents of Mt. Carmel,20 the additional
competition from a large competitor, such as Wal-Mart, is sufficient
to remedy the competitive concerns that the order is designed to
address. 21 Therefore, the imminent entry of the Wal-Mart Supercenter
constitutes a change of fact that eliminates the need for Penn Traffic
to divest a supermarket in Mt. Carmel and requires the reopening and
modification of the order to set aside paragraph II.A.3 which requires
such a divestiture.
Because the Commission has determined to grant Penn Traffic's
Petition based on change of fact, we do not reach a determination
with respect to Penn Traffic's public interest arguments.
Accordingly, It is ordered, That this matter be, and it hereby is,
reopened and that the Commission's order be, and it hereby is,
modified to set aside paragraph ll.A.3, as of the effective date of this
order.

18

In addition, Wal-Mart's general merchandise product selection further increases its potential
drawing power from these areas.
19

coleman Affi1dav1t. at ~~ 27-28.

20

Studies conducted by Penn Traffic estimate the total weekly potential food store sales from Mt.
Carmel, Atlas, and Kulpmont boroughs, and Mt. Carmel Township in Pennsylvania to be $361,000.
Coleman Affidavit at~ 12.
21

Penn Traffic estimates that the Supercenter may succeed in taking approximately $ 150,000 in
weekly sales, or about 41.5% of the total potential sales (of $361,000) from the Mt. Carmel trade area
identified in the Coleman Affidavit~ 12. Coleman Affidavit ~ 19.
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IN THE MATIER OF

MONTANA ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS, INC., ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3704. Complaint, Jan . I 3, j 997--Decision, Jan. I 3, 1997

This consent order prohibits, among other things, two Montana-based
organizations from entering or attempting to enter into any agreement with
physicians to: negotiate or refuse to deal with any third-party payer; determine
the terms on which physicians deal with such payers; or fix the fees charged
for any physician's services. In addition, the consent order prohibits the
respondents from advising physicians to raise, maintain or adjust the fees
charged for ·their medical services, or encouraging adherence to any fee
schedule for physician's services.

Appearances
For the Commission: Robert Leibenluft, Steve Osnowitz and
William Baer.
For the respondents: James Kirkland, Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,
Glovsky & Popeo, Washington, D.C. and James Sneed, McDermott,
Will & Emery, Washington, D.C.
COMPLAINT

•·

..

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
as amended, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the
Montana Associated Physicians, Inc. ("MAPI") and the Billings
Physician Hospital Alliance, Inc. ("BPHA"), hereinafter sometimes
referred to as respondents, have violated and are violating the
provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows :
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent MAPI is a corporation organized,
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Montana, with its office and principal place of business
located at 1242 North 28th Street, Suite lA, Billings, Montana.
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PAR. 2. There are approximately 115 shareholders ofMAPI, all
of whom are physicians, and they constitute the membership of
MAPI. MAPI's members provide medical services in over 30
independent physician practices in Billings, Montana. MAPI's
members constitute approximately 43 percent of all physicians in
Billings, Montana, and primarily practice fee-for-service medicine.
An approximately equal number of the other physicians in Billings
are part of a single multispecialty physician practice. MAPI's
members constitute over 80 percent of all "independent" Billings
physicians, that is, those who are not part of the multispecialty
physician practice or employed by a hospital. A significant portion of
MAPI's activities furthers the pecuniary interests of its members.
PAR. 3. Respondent BPHA is a corporation o-rganized, existing,
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Montana, with its office and principal place of business located at
1233 North 30th Street, Billings, Montana.
PAR. 4. BPHA is a physician-hospital organization, whose
membership consists of Saint Vincent Hospital and Health Center
("Saint Vincent") of Billings, Montana, and a majority of the
physicians· on Saint Vincent's active medical staff. Almost all of
MAPI's members are also physician members of BPHA. BPHA
contracts with third-party payers on behalf of its members to provide
services to third-party payers' subscribers and enrollees. There are
approximately 126 physician members oJBPHA, practicing in over
30 independent physician practices, located almost exclusively in
Billings, Montana. Physician members of BPHA constitute
approximately 45 percent of all physicians in Billings, Montana, and
over 80 percent of all independent Billings physicians. The single
multispecialty physician practice, referred to in paragraph two, was
acquired by the only other hospital in Billings, and has approximately
the same number of physicians as BPHA. A significant portion of
BPHA's activities furthers the pecuniary interests of its members.
PAR. 5. The general business practices of MAPI, BPHA, and
their members, including those herein alleged, are in or affect
"commerce" as defmed in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended, 15 U.S.C. 45.
PAR. 6. Except to the extent that competition has been restrained
as alleged herein, the physician members ofMAPI and BPHA have
been, and are now, in competition among themselves and with other
providers of physician services in Billings, Montana.
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PAR. 7. Physicians, including the physician members ofMAPI
and BPHA, are often paid directly or indirectly for their services by
third-party payers. Third-party payers such as health insurance
companies, preferred provider organizations ("PPOs"), and health
maintenance organizations ("HMOs"), reimburse for, purchase, or
pay for all or part of the health care services provided to1 their
enrollees or subscribers. Third-party payers generally contract with
physicians to become participating providers in plans such payers
offer to consumers. These contracts establish the terms and conditions
of the relationship between the physician and the third-party payer,
including the fees to be paid the physician for treating subscribers or
enrollees of the third-party payer. Through such contracts, third-party
payers may obtain capitated payment systems or discounts from
physicians' usual fees, and physicians may obtain access to additional.
patients.
PAR. 8. Third-party payers in Billings, Montana, compete with
each other on the basis of price, coverage offered, physician and
hospital quality and availability, and other factors that are important
to consumers. Payments to physicians for services rendered to thirdparty payer subscribers are a large component of a third-party payer's
costs, and, therefore, are significant to a third-party payer in
determining the price to charge consumers for health care coverage.
PAR. 9. Absent agreements among competing physicians on the
terms, including price, on which they ~jl~ provide services to
subscribers or enrollees in health care plans offered or provided by
third-party payers, competing physicians decide individually whether
to enter into contracts with third-party payers to provide services to
subscribers or enrollees, and what prices to charge pursuant to such
contracts.
PAR. 10. In 1986, most ofthe independent physicians in Billings
were members of an organization called Ultracare. At this time, there
were no HMOs or PPOs operating in Billings. Ultracare concluded
that such plans would soon attempt to contract with physicians in
Billings, and that competitive pressure could force physicians to deal
with such plans at reduced prices or on other than fee-for-service
terms. Accordingly, in March 1987, physician members ofUltracare
formed MAPI, in substantial part to be a vehicle for its members to
deal collectively with managed care plans. The purpose of engaging
in collective dealings was to obtain greater bargaining power with
third-party payers by presenting a united front, and thereby to resist
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competitive pressures to discount fees and to avoid accepting
reimbursement on other than the traditional fee-for-service basis.
PAR. 11. Beginning in 1986, arid continuing to the present, MAPI
and MAPI's predecessor, Ultracare, have acted as a combination of
their members, have combined with at least some of their members,
and have acted to implement agreements among their members to
restrain competition by, among other things, facilitating, entering
into, and implementing agreements, express or implied, to delay entry
ofHMOs and PPOs into Billings, to engage in collective negotiations
over terms and conditions of dealing with third-party payers, to have
MAPI members refrain from negotiating directly with third-party
payers or contracting on terms other than those endorsed by MAPI,
and to resist cost containment measures of third-party payers.
PAR. 12. During 1987 and continuing into 1993, MAPI acted to
prevent and delay HMO Montana, an HMO owned and operated by
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Montana, from successfully contracting
'with physicians in Billings. Beginning in 1987, Blue Cross/Blue
Shield of Montana sought to enter into agreements with MAPI's
members to participate in HMO Montana. MAPI, on behalf of its
members collectively, negotiated with HMO Montana concerning the
terms of physicians' contracts with HMO Montana, including price
terms, and rejected all contracts proposed by HMO Montana.
Members ofMAPI told Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Montana that they
would negotiate with HMO Montana only.J hrough MAPI, and no
member ofMAPI entered into a contract with HMO Montana.
PAR. 13. Beginning in 1987, MAPI gathered detailed fee
information from individual competing MAPI physicians and their
physician practices, which enabled MAPI to determine for most
physician services the prevailing fees and the maximum
reimbursement allowed by Blue Cross/Blue Shield ofMontana. After
collecting and analyzing this fee information, MAPI advised certain
·physicians to raise their fees, and some fees were increased in
accordance with these recommendations.
PAR. 14. Beginning in 1988, MAPI acted to obstruct efforts by
a health plan seeking to establish the first PPO program in Billings.
The health plan entered into a PPO contract with Saint Vincent in
November 1988 and then sought to contract with physicians on the
hospital's medical staff. Some members of MAPI indicated to the
plan that they would follow MAPI's recommendations in regard to
dealings with the plan. MAPI, on behalf of its members collectively,
offered its own proposed physician contract to the plan that provided
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for physicians to be paid their usual fees with no discounts,
represented to the plan that this was what MAPI's members would
accept, and objected to any discounts in fees to be paid by MAPI
members. After negotiating with MAPI for a year without MAPI ever
agreeing to MAPI physicians charging less than their usual fees, the
plan contacted individual physicians about signing a PPO contract.
When the plan sought to collect current fee information from MAPI
members in order to devise a proposed fee schedule to offer to
physicians, MAPI urged its members to submit prices higher than
they were currently charging in order to inflate the fee schedule. By
June 1990, the plan had contracts with only about 30 percent of
MAPI's members.
PAR. 15. MAPI was actively involved in the formation ofBPHA,
which was created in 1991 by Saint Vincent and physicians on its
medical staff. A substantial majority of BPHA's physician members
are also members ofMAPI. Through BPHA's Physician Agreements,
MAPI is designated as the agent of almost all MAPI physician
members ofBPHA with respect to their membership in BPHA. As a
result, MAPI has the authority to elect and remove physician
members ofBPHA's Board ofDirectors. Until 1993, MAPI's agency
authority extended to the acceptance or rejection of any contract
negotiated by BPHA with any third-party payer.
PAR. 16. The physician members ofBPHA, most ofwhom are
MAPI members, concertedly control BPHA's-pricing and other terms
of contracts for physician services. BPHA's Bylaws-designate that its
Contracting Committee shall negotiate the terms and conditions of
contracts for physician services with third-party payers, including
price terms of those contracts, and recommend acceptance or
rejection of said contracts to the members of BPHA. BPHA's
Contracting Committee consists almost entirely of physicians and
their employees and agents, including for a significant period of time
the Executive Director of MAPI. No action of BPHA's Contracting
Committee or BPHA's Board of Directors can be taken without the
support of a majority of physician representatives on each body.
BPHA did not enter into any contract for physician services until
nearly two years after its creation.
PAR. 17. MAPI has combined and is combining with its
physician members, and has acted and is acting to implement an
agreement among them, to restrain competition among physicians,
through an agreement, express or implied, that BPHA would
negotiate the terms and conditions of agreements between BPHA
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physician members and others, including the prices to be paid for
their services.
PAR. 18. The physician members of MAPI and the physician
members of BPHA have not integrated their practices in any
economically significant way, nor have they created efficiencies
sufficient to justify their acts or practices described in paragraphs ten
through seventeen.
PAR. 19. By engaging in the acts or practices described above,
both MAPI and BPHA have combined or conspired with their
respective physician members to fix and/or increase the fees received
from third-party payers for the provision of physician services, to
conduct boycotts, or otherwise to restrain competition among
physicians in Billings, Montana.
PAR. 20. The actions of the respondents described in this
complaint have had and have the purpose, tendency, and capacity to
result in the following effects, among others:
A. Restraining competition among physicians 1n Billings,
Montana;
B. Fixing or increasing the prices that are paid for physician
services in Billings, Montana; and
C. Depriving third-party payers, their subscribers, and patients of
the benefits of competition among physicians in Billings, Montana.
PAR. 21. The combinations or conspiracies and the acts and
practices described above constitute unfair methods of competition
in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15
U.S.C. 45. The acts and practices, as herein alleged, are continuing
and will continue in the absence of the relief herein requested.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Conunission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of a complaint which the Bureau of Competition
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission would charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
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an admission by the respondents of all of the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing
of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated
as alleged in such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such
complaint, other than jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and
other provisions as required by Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to·believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
1. Respondent MAPI is a corporation organized, existing, and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Montana, with its office and principal place of business located at
1242 North 28th Street, Suite lA, Billings, Montana.
2. Respondent BPHA is a corporation organized, existing, and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Montana, with its office and principal pl(lC@ of business located at
1233 North 30th Street, Billings, Montana.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

I.

It is ordered, That, for purposes of this order, the following
defmitions shall apply:
A. "Montana Associated Physicians, Inc." or "MAP!" means
Montana Associated Physicians, Inc., its subsidiaries, divisions,
committees, and groups and affiliates controlled by MAPI; their
directors, officers, representatives, agents, and employees; and their
successors and assigns.
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B. "Billings Physician Hospital Alliance, Inc." or ''BPHA" means
Billings Physician Hospital Alliance, Inc., its subsidiaries, divisions,
committees, and groups and affiliates controlled by BPHA; their
directors, officers, representatives, agents, and employees; and their
successors and assigns.
C. "Third-party payer" means any person or entity that
reimburses for, purchases, or pays for all or any part of the health care
services provided to any other person, and includes, but is not limited
to: health insurance companies; prepaid hospital, medical, or other
health service plans, such as Blue Shield and Blue Cross plans; health
maintenance organizations; preferred provider organizations;
government health benefits programs; administrators of self-insured
health benefits programs; and employers or other entities providing
self-insured health benefits programs.
D. "Risk-sharing joint venture" means a joint arrangement to
provide health care services in which physicians who would
otherwise be competitors share a substantial risk of loss from their
participation in the venture.
E. "Fees" means any and all cash or non-cash charges, rates,
prices, benefits, or other compensation received, to be received, or
charged to a patient or third-party payer for the rendering of physician
services.
II.

. ..

It is further ordered, That MAPI, directly or indirectly, or through
any corporate or other device, in connection with the provision of
physician services in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, forthwith shall cease
and desist from entering into, attempting to enter into, organizing,
attempting to organize, implementing, attempting to implement,
continuing, attempting to continue, facilitating, attempting to
facilitate, ratifying, or attempting to ratify any combination, contract,
agreement, understanding, or conspiracy with or among any
physician(s) to:

A. Negotiate, deal, or refuse to deal with any third-party payer,
employer, hospital, or any other provider of health care services;
B. Determine the terms, conditions, requirements, or any other
aspect of becoming or remaining a participating physician in any
program or plan of any third-party payer; and
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C. Fix, raise, stabilize, establish, maintain, adjust, or tamper with
any fee, fee schedule, price, pricing formula, discount, conversion
factor, or other aspect or term of the fees charged or the fees to be
charged for any physician's services.
Provided that nothing in this order shall be construed to prohibit
MAPI from formi!lg, facilitating, or participating in the formation of
a risk-sharing joinLventure, which may deal with a third-party payer
on collectively determined terms, as long as the physicians
participating in the risk-sharing joint venture also remain free .to deal
individually with any third-party payer.
Further provided that nothing in this order shall be construed to
prohibit MAP! from forming, facilitating, or participating in the
formation of any other joint venture for which MAPI receives the
prior approval of the Commission.
III.
It is further ordered, That MAP!, directly or indirectly, or through
any corporate or other device, in connection with the provision of
physician services in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, forthwith shall cease
and desist from:
"'" _}If

A. Requesting, proposing, urging, advising, recommending,
advocating, or attempting to persuade in any way any physician or
physician's practice to fix, raise, stabilize, establish, maintain, adjust,
or tamper with any fee, fee schedule, price, pricing formula, discount,
conversion factor, or other aspect or term of the fees charged or the
fees to be charged for any physician's services;
B. Creating, fonrtulating, suggesting, encouraging adherence to,
endorsing, or authorizing any list or schedule of fees for physicians'
services, including, but not limited to, suggested fees, proposed fees,
fee guidelines, discounts, discounted fees, standard fees, or
recommended fees;
C. Encouraging, advising, pressuring, inducing, or attempting to
induce any person to engage in any action prohibited by this order;
and
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IV.

It is further ordered, That BPHA, directly or indirectly, or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
provision of physician services in or affecting commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act,
forthwith shall cease and desist from entering into, attempting to enter
into, organizing, attempting to organize, implementing, attempting to
implement, continuing, attempting to continue, · facilitating,
attempting to facilitate, ratifying, or attempting to ratify any
combination, contract, agreement, understanding, or conspiracy with
or among any physician(s) to:
A. Negotiate, deal, or refuse to deal with any third-party payer for
physician services;
B. Determine the terms, conditions, requirements, or any other
aspect of becoming or remaining a participating physician in any
program or plan of any third-party payer; and
C. Fix, raise, stabilize, establish, maintain, adjust, or tamper with
any fee, fee schedule, price, pricing formula, discount, conversion
factor, or other aspect or term of the fees charged or the fees to be
charged for any physician's services.
Provided that nothing in this order s~aU be construed to prohibit
BPHA from forming, facilitating, or participating in the formation of
a risk-sharing joint venture, which may deal with a third-party payer
on collectively determined terms, as long as the physicians
participating in the risk-sharing joint venture also remain free to deal
individually with any third-party payer.
Further provided that nothing in this order shall be construed to
prohibit BPHA from forming, facilitating, or participating in the
formation of any other joint venture for which BPHA receives the
prior approval of the Commission.
Further provided that nothing in this order shall be construed to
prohibit BPHA from implementing, attempting to implement,
continuing, or attempting to continue, for the express term thereof,
contracts with third-party payers that were in effect on September 30,
1994.
Further provided that nothing in this order shall be construed to
prohibit BPHA from continuing to function as a physician-hospital
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organization that is not a risk-sharing or otherwise integrated entity,
as long as each of the following conditions is met:
(a) Saint Vincent Hospital and Health Center is the only hospital
in Yellowstone County, Montana, that participates in BPHA;
(b) BPHA's role in the contracting process between third-party
payers and physician members ofBPHA is limited to:
(i) Soliciting or receiving from an individual physician member
ofBPHA, and conveying to a third-party payer, information relating
to fees or other aspects of reimbursement, outcomes data, practice
parameters, utilization patterns, credentials, and qualifications;
(ii) Conveying to a physician member ofBPHA any contract offer.
.
made by a third..party payer;
(iii) Soliciting or receiving from· a third-party payer, and
conveying to a physician member of BPHA, clarifications of
proposed contract terms;
(iv) Providing to a physician member of BPHA objective
information about proposed contract terms, including comparisons
with terms offered by other third-party payers;
(v) Conveying to a physician member of BPHA any response
made by a third-party payer to information conveyed, or clarifications
sought, by BPHA;
(vi) Conveying, in individual or aggre&.atp form, to a third-party
payer, the acceptance or rejection by a physician member ofBPHA
of any contract offer made by such third-party payer; and
(vii) At the request of a third-party payer, providing the individual
response, information, or views of each physician member of BPHA
concerning any contract offer made by such third-party payer.
(c) Each physician member of BPHA makes an independent,
unilateral decision to accept or reject each contract offer made by a
third-party payer;
(d) BPHA does not: (i) disseminate to any physician another
physician's fees, other aspects of reimbursement, or views or
intentions as to possible terms of dealing with a third-party payer; (ii)
act as an agent for the collective negotiation or agreement by the
physician members ofBPHA; or (iii) encourage or facilitate collusive
behavior among physician members of BPHA; and
(e) Each physician member of BPHA remains free to deal
individually with any third-party payer.
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v.
It is further ordered, That MAPI and BPHA shall:
A. Within thirty (30) <Jays after the date on which this order
becomes final, distribute by first-class mail a copy of this order and
the accompanying complaint to each of their members, officers,
directors, managers, and employees;
B. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final, distribute by first-class mail a copy of this order and the
accompanying complaint to each new MAPI or BPHA member,
officer, director, manager, and employee within thirty (30) days of
their admission, election, appointment, or employment; and
C. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final, publish annually in an official annual report or newsletter sent
to all members, a copy of this order and the accompanying complaint
with such prominence therein as is given to regularly featured
articles.
VI.

It is furthered ordered, That MAPI and BPHA shall each file a
verified written report within sixty (60) days after the date this order
becomes final, annually thereafter for five (5) years on the
anniversary of the date this order became final, and at such other
times as the Commission or its staff may by written notice require,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied and are complying with the order.
VII.

It is further ordered, That MAPI and BPHA shall:
A. Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in such corporate respondent such as dissolution,
assignment, sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other
change in such corporation that may affect compliance obligations
arising out of the order; and
B. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final, notify the Commission in writing forty-five (45) days prior to
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forming or participating in the formation of, or JOirung or
participating in, any risk-sharing joint venture.
VIII.

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or
securing compliance with this order, MAPI and BPHA shall permit
any duly authorized representative of the Commission:
A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence,
memoranda, calendars, and other records and documents in the
possession or under the control of a respondent relating to any matters
contained in this order; and
B. Upon five days' notice to a respondent and without restraint or
interference from it, to interview officers, directors, or employees of
a respondent.
IX.

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on January
13,2017.
CONCURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSlON.f:~MARY L. AZCUENAGA

I concur in the decision to issue the complaint and order and write
separately to emphasize two points. First, the complaint and order do
not directly challenge the organization and conduct of the Billings
Physician Hospital Alliance, Inc., as a physician hospital organization
("PRO"), and in my view, this order should cast no shadow on the
activities of PRO's. Second, although I concur in the unusual and
complicated fencirig-in relief in the particular circumstances of this
case, in my view, this negotiated order is not, and should not be read
as, a guide for what a PHO can and cannot do.
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IN THE MATIER OF

COMPUTER BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3705. Complaint, Jan. 21, 1997--Decision, Jan. 21, 1997
1bis consent order prohibits, among other things, an Indiana home-based computer
business opportunity . firm and three principals from misrepresenting the
earnings or success rate of investors; the existence of a market for their
products or services; the amount of time it would take investors to recoup their
investments and from making any representation regarding the performance,
benefits, efficacy or success rate of any product or service unless they possess
reliable evidence to substantiate the claims. The consent order also prohibits
the use of misleading testimonials or endorsements. In addition, the consent
order requires that advertisements for automatic telephone dialing systems
disclose federal restrictions on their use and requires the respondents to pay $5
million in consumer redress.

Appearances
For the Commission: C. Steven Baker, Catherine Fuller, Mary E.
Tortorice and Evan Siegel.
For the respondents: Lewis Keifer, Sonnenschein, Nath &
Rosenthal, Chicago, IL.
- "'
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Computer Business Services, Inc. ("CBSI"); Andrew L. Douglass,
individually and as an officer of CBSI; Matthew R. Douglass,
individually; and Peter B. Douglass, individually ("respondents"),
have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
and it appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the
public interest, alleges:
1. Respondent CBSI is an Indiana Corporation with its principal
place of business at CBSI Plaza, Sheridan, Indiana.
2. Respondent Andrew L. Douglass is an officer of CBSI.
Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs, controls,
or participates in the policies, acts, or practices of the corporation,
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including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal
office or place of business is the same as that of CBSI.
3. Respondent Matthew R. Douglass is a supervisory employee
of CBSI. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates,
directs, controls, or participates in the policies, acts, or practices of
the corporation, including the acts or practices alleged in this
complaint. His principal 'office or place of business is the same as that
ofCBSI.
4. Respondent Peter B. Douglass is a supervisory employee of
CBSI. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs,
controls, or participates in the policies, acts, or practices of the
corporation, including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint.
His principal office or place of business is the same as that ofCBSI.
5. Respondents have advertised, offered for sale, sold, and
distributed to the public home-based business ventures. Prospective
consumers who purchase home-based business ventures from CBSI
come to be known by the company as "Center Owners." A "center"
ordinarily consists of computer hardware, software, training manuals,
marketing materials, and available technical assistance which,
together, are represented to enable the owner to create products and
services that .c an be resold profitably to the general public.
6. Beginning no later than April1988, and continuing through the
present, respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated magazine, newspaper and P..O;itcard advertisements,
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibit A, to
induce consumers nationwide to call a toll-free number to order a free
information kit. Respondents represent through these advertisements
that consumers can expect to earn $4,000 per month using CBSI's
"proven turnkey business." Exhibit A.
7. Respondents have also disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated advertisements for their home-based business ventures
through commercial online services, including, but not limited to,
Compuserve and America Online. Respondents represent through
these advertisements that consumers can expect to earn $4,000 per
month through CBSI's home-based business ventures. Exhibit B.
8. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated several information packets containing brochures and
an audio cassette tape recording by the co-founders of CBSI, George
and Jeanette Douglass. These materials, which are sent to prospective
purchasers of home-based business ventures, contain the following
staten1ents:
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(a) In the last 13 years, we've identified over 30 needs and wants. Each one
of them is easy to run, helps other people, and provides you a good profit.
Computer Business Services has not only identified these 30 needs, but has
developed the technology to perform these services easily and profitably. Along
with the technology, we've developed all the strategies to perform these services,
plus the ways to fmd the people that need these services, and you can do it all from
your home.
(b) Most of the couples and individuals that we've helped start their business
have been extremely successful. . . .
(c) Each one of the programs I'm about to explain to you provides a needed
service to the people or organizations in your community. Each service adds value
to the people's lives you serve, and you can be proud to provide these services.
Each program is a proven money-!llaker, and is now being operated successfully
by our present center owners.
.
(d) Once you start to advertise your CB~I center, people know about it
immediately and start coming to you for your services. Every business or
organization needs to contact people and you have the only way to contact people
quickly, inexpensively and effectively. Once this word gets out, you'll have to
expand your services very rapidly, just as we did.
(e) Now we've already helped thousands of couples and individuals tum into
successful business people, and we believe we can help you, too.
(f) If you get our CBSI computer program and follow our proven strategies,
I really don't believe that you can do it badly enough not to be successful. Once you
get the word out that you've got these programs available, people will come to you.
(g) We right now have 30 services you can perform. We have thousands of
center owners already earning good money, and I believe you can, too.
(h) Now you have 24 hours in a day. You work 8, sleep 8, and have 8 free
hours. If you take 8 free hours times 7 days a week, you have 56 hours. Divide that
by two, and you have 28 hours that you can use in thi~ bpsiness. Now I realize I've
not included weekends. If y~u use 28 hours per week to do this program, you will
be extremely successful.
(i) I can't guarantee your success. I can't guarantee that you'll make $4,000 to
$10,000 a month. I don't know what's inside of you. But I do know this. Our
services are needed in every community in the United States. Our programs really
work, and you can earn more money than you ever dreamed possible if you will
work our programs.
(j) Most of the couples and individuals that we've helped start their business
have been extremely successful and our relationship with them has been
exhilarating.
(k) This is a business that you can build a few customers at a time and reap the
profits for a long time to come. I call it stack up income. You set it up once and get
paid for it every month. So after a few years, you have big money corning in every
month, even if you take a month off.
(I) Each of these services is a proven money-maker in large cities, small towns
and rural communities throughout the country.
(m) Now some of our center owners use the computer dialing equipment for
telemarketing on the unattended mode. Some just don't like to use the computer for
telemarketing at all, and in some states, there are regulations that limit the use in
the unattended mode. . . . Again, you must make the decision how you use your
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'equipment. Some center owners do very well using their computer dialing
equipment for fmding people who want their products. Others use the unattended
mode to fmd qualified prospects for insurance, real estate, chimney cleaning and
so forth. If they call from 9:00a.m. to 9:00p.m., they usually can call around 1,000
people a day.

9. Respondents also have disseminated or have caused to be
disseminated materials containing endorsements by and photographs
of purported Center Owners who convey the impression that ordinary
consumers can successfully start and operate one or a combination of
respondents' home-based business ventures. These materials include
but are not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibit C. For example,
these materials contain the following statements and depictions:
(a) "LEE STOUT: I am a very satisfied CBSI Center Owner. Without my
involvement with CBSI the opportunities that have become realities would not have
been possible. The CBSI telecommunications program has enabled me to grow my
business to the point where I can make $100,000+ per year. . . . If I can be
successful at this, anyone can!"
(b) ''DOUG STROUD: I earned $101,865 in one year with my own CBSI
business. I am running Voice Mail and Computer Home Monitor. CBSI software
is the best available."
(c) "CURTIS MAPP: I now have 258 subscribers to the CBSI Computerized
Monitor Service program. Each subscriber is billed at $30.00 per month, which
means I'm earning over $7,700 per month with this program alone."

10. Beginning no later than January 1991t atid continuing through
the present, respondents have sold their home-based business
ventures to approximately 15,000 consumers. Center Owners
ordinarily spent between $3,000 and $16,000 on respondents'
products and services.
PROFITABILITY

11. Through the means described in paragraphs five through ten,
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that CBSI
Center Owners ordinarily operate profitable businesses out of their
own homes.
12. In truth and in. fact CBSI Center Owners do not ordinarily
operate profitable businesses out of their own homes. Indeed, it is rare
for CBSI Center Owners to recoup even their initial investments.
13. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph eleven
was, and is, false or misleading.
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SUBSTANTIAL INCOME

14. Through the means described in paragraphs five through ten,
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that:
a. CBSI Center Owners ordinarily earn substantial income.
b. CBSI Center Owners can rea.s onably expect to achieve a
specific level of earnings, such as income of $4,000 per month.
15. In truth and in fact:
a. CBSI Center Owners do not ordinarily earn substantial income.
Indeed, the vast majority of Center Owners never even recoup their
initial average investments of approximately $9,000.
b . CBSI Center Owners can not reasonably expect to achieve a
specific level of earnings, such as income of $4,000 per month.
Indeed, the vast majority of Center Owners not only never earn
$4,000 per month, but never earn $4,000 over the duration of their
businesses.
16. Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph fourteen
were, and are, false or misleading.
ENDORSEMENTS: ACTUAL EXPERIENCES

17. Through the means described in paragraph_nine, respondents
have represented, expressly or by implication, that CBSI Center
Owner endorsements appearing in respondents' advertisements and
promotional materials reflect the actual experiences of those Center
Owners.
18. In truth'and in fact, in numerous instances, CBSI Center
Owner endorsements appearing in respondents' advertisements and
promotional materials do not reflect those Center Owners' actual
expenences.
19. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph seventeen
was, and is, false or misleading.
ENDORSEMENTS: TYPICALITY AND ORDINARINESS

20. Through the means described in paragraph nine, respondents
have represented, expressly or by implication, that CBSI Center
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Owner endorsements appearing in respondents' advertisements and
promotional materials reflect the typical or ordinary experiences of
Center Owners who have attempted to use CBSI's products or
serv1ces.
21 . In truth and in fact, CBSI Center Owner endorsements
appearing in respondents' advertisements and promotional materials
do not reflect the typical or ordinary experiences of Center Owners
who have attempted to use CBSI's products or services.
22. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph twenty
was, and is, false or misleading.
SUBSTANTIATION FOR EARNINGS CLAIMS

23. Through the use of the statements and depictions contained in
the respondents' advertisements and promotional materials referred
to in paragraph fourteen, respondents have represented, expressly or
by implication, that they possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis
that substantiated the representations set forth in paragraph fourteen,
at the time the representations were made.
24. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph fourteen, at the time the representations were made.
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph twenty-three was,
and is, false or misleading.
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DlALING SYSTEMS

25. Through the means described in paragraphs five through ten,
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, that
consumers can successfully utilize automatic telephone dialing
systems to market their businesses.
26. Respondents have failed to disclose in their advertisements
and promotional materials for the outbound telemarketing programs
that federal law prohibits the use of an automatic telephone dialing
system in the unattended mode to initiate a telephone call to any
residential telephone line to transmit an unsolicited advertisement for
commercial purposes without the prior express consent of the called
party. This fact would be material to consumers in their purchase or
use of respondents' home-based business ventures. The failure to
disclose this faGt, in light of the representation made, was, and is, a
deceptive practice.
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27. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Chicago Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents w~th
violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission's Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the
comments filed thereafter by interested pers@ns pursuant to Section
2.34 of its Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:
1. Respondent CBSI is an Indiana Corporation with its principal
place ofbusiness at CBSI Plaza, Sheridan, Indiana.
2. Respondent Andrew L. Douglass is an officer of CBS!.
Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs, controls,
or participates in the policies, acts, or practices of the corporation,
including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal
office or place of business is the same as that of CBS!.
3. Respondent Matthew R. Douglass is a supervisory employee
of CBS!. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates,
directs, controls, or participates in the policies, acts, or practices of
the corporation, including the acts or practices alleged in this
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complaint. His principal office or place of business is the same as that
ofCBSI.
4. Respondent Peter B. Douglass is a supervisory employee of
CBSI. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs,
controls, or participates in the policies, acts, or practices of the
corporation, including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint.
His principal office or place ofbusiriess is the same as that of CBSI.
5. The acts and practices of the respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
6. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply:

1. "Business venture" means any written or oral business
arrangement, however denominated, whether or not covered by the
Federal Trade Commission's trade regulation rule entitled "Disclosure
Requirements and Prohibitions ConcemingFQUlchising and Business
Opportunity Ventures," 16 CFR Part 436, and which consists of
payment of any consideration for:
4·

. •

A. The right to offer, sell, or distribute goods, or services
(whether or not identified by a trademark, service mark, trade name,
advertising, or other commercial symbol); and
B. More than nominal assistance to any person or entity in
connection with or incident to the establishment, maintenance, or
operation of a new business or the entry by an existing business into
a new line or type of business.
2. "Clearly and prominently" shall mean as follows:
A. In a television or video advertisement, the disclosure shall be
presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the
advertisement. The audio disclosure shall be delivered in a volume
and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and
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comprehend it. The video disclosure shall be of a size ·and shade, and
shall appear on the screen for a duration, sufficient for an ordinary
consumer to read and comprehend it.
B. In a radio advertisement; the disclosure shall be delivered in a
volume and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and
comprehend it.
C. In a print or electronic fidvertisement, the disclosure shall be
in a type size, and in a location, that is sufficiently noticeable for an
ordinary consumer to see and read, in print that contrasts with the
background against which it appears.
Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement.
3. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean
Computer Business Services, Inc., a corporation, its successors and
assigns and its officers; Andrew L. Douglass, individually and as an
officer of the corporation; Matthew R. Douglass, individually; and
Peter B. Douglass, individually; and each of the above's agents,
representatives and employees.
4. "In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defmed in Section 4
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44.
5. "Automatic telephone dialing system" shall mean as defined in
the Telephone Consumer Protection Act, 47 U.S.C. 227(a)(l).
·~·

.t"

I.

It is ordered, That respondents, directly .or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of
any business venture, shall not misrepresent, expressly or by
implication:

A. That consumers who purchase or use such business ventures
ordinarily succeed in operating profitable businesses out of their own
homes;
B. That consumers who purchase or use such business ventures
ordinarily earn substantial income;
C. The existence of a market for the products and services
promoted by respondents;
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D. The amount of earnings, income, or sales that a prospective
purchaser could reasonably expect to attain by purchasing a business
venture;
E. The amount of time within which the prospective purchaser
could reasonably expect to recoup his or her investment; or
F. By use of hypothetical examples or otherwise, that consumers
who purchase or use such business ventures earn or achieve from
such participation any stated amount of profits, earnings, income, or
sales. Nothing in this paragraph or any other paragr"ph of this order
shall be construed so as to prohibit respondents from using
hypothetical examples which do not contain any express or implied
misrepresentations or from representing a suggested retail pri~e for
products or services.

II.

lt is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of
any business venture, shall not represent, expressly or by implication,
the performance, benefits, efficacy or success rate of any product or
service that is a part of such business venture, unless such
representation is true and, at the time of making the representation,
respondents possess and rely upon competen._t ~nd reliable evidence
that substantiates such representation. For purposes of this order, if
such evidence consists of any test, analysis, research, study, or other
evidence based on the expertise of professionals in the relevant area,
such evidence shall be "competent and reliable" only if it has been
conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified
to do so, using procedures generally accepted in the profession to
yield accurate and reliable results.
III.
It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of
any business venture or any product or service that is part of any
business venture in or affecting commerce, shall not:
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A. Use, publish, or refer to any user testimonial or endorsement
unless respondents have good reason to believe that at the time of
such use, publication, or reference, the person or organization named
subscribes to the facts and opinions therein contained; or
B. Represent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, that the
experience represented by any user testimonial or endorsement of the
product represents the typical or ordinary experience of members of
the public who use the product, unless:
1. The representation is true and, at the time it is made,
respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable evidence
that substantiates the representation; or
2. Respondents disclose, clearly and prominently, and in close
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either:
a. What the generally expected results would be for users of the
product, or
b. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, that consumers
should not expect to experience similar results.
Provided, however, that when endorsements and user testimonials
are used, published, or referred to in an audio cassette tape recording,
such disclosure shall be deemed to be jn.. close proximity to the
endorsements or user testimonials when the disclosure appears at the
beginning and end of each side of the audio cassette tape recording
containing such endorsements or user testimonials. Provided further,
however, that when both sides of an audio cassette tape recording
contain such endorsements or user testimonials, the disclosure need
only appear at the beginning and end ofthe first side and the end of
the second side of the audio cassette tape recording.
For purposes of this Part, "endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16
CFR 255.0(b).

IV.
It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of
any business venture utilizing, employing or involving in any
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manner, an automatic telephone dialing system, shall disclose, clearly
and prominently, and in close proximity to any representation
regarding the use or potential use of an automatic telephone dialing
system to transmit an unsolicited advertisement for )commercial
purposes· without the prior express consent of the called party, that
federal law prohi?its the use of an automatic telephone dialing system
to initiate a telephone call to any residential telephone line using an
artificial or prerecorded voice to transmit an unsolicited
advertisement for commercial purposes without the prior express
consent of the called party unless a live operator introduces the
message. Nothing in this paragraph or any other paragraph of this
order shall be construed so as to prohibit respondents from making
truthful statements or explanations regarding the laws and regulations
regarding the use of automatic telephone dialing systems.

v.
It is further ordered, That respondent Computer Business
Services, Inc., directly or through any corporation, subsidiary,
division, or other device, in connection with the advertising,
promotion, offering for sale, sale or distribution of any product or
service, shall not make any false or ·.misleading statement ·or
representation of fact, expressly or by implication, material to a
consumer's decision to purchase responde.ot~' products or services.
VI.

It is further ordered, That:
A. Respondents Computer Business Services, Inc., its successors
and assigns, Andrew L. Douglass, Matthew R. Douglass, and Peter
B. Douglass, shall pay to the Federal Trade Commission by electronic
funds transfer ~he sum of five million dollars ($5,000,000) no later
than fifteen (15) days after the date of service of this order. In the
event of any default on any obligation to make payment under this
Part, interest, computed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 196l(a) shall accrue
from the date of default to the date of payment. In the event of
default, respondents Computer Business Services, Inc., its successors
and assigns, Andrew L. Douglass, Matthew R. Douglass, and Peter
B. Douglass, shall be jointly and severally liable.
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B. Payment of the sum of five million dollars ($5,000,000) in
accordance with subpart A above shall extinguish any monetary
claims the FTC has against Jeanette L. Douglass and George L.
Douglass based on the allegations set forth in the complaint as of the
date of entry of this order. Nothing in this paragraph or any other
paragraph of this order shall be ·construed to prohibit the FTC from
seeking administrative or injunctive relief against Jeanette L.
Douglass or ·George L. Douglass. .
C. The funds paid by respondents Computer Business Services,
Inc., its successors and assigns, Andrew L. Douglass, Matthew R.
Douglass, and Peter B. Douglass, pursuant to subpart A above shall
be paid into a redress fund administered by the FTC and shall be used
to provide direct redress to purchasers of Computer Business
Services, Inc. Payment to such persons represents redress and is
intended to be· compensatory in nature, and no portion of such
payment shall be deemed a payment of any fine, penalty, or punitive
assessment. If the FTC·determines, in its sole discretion, that redress
to purchasers is wholly or ·partially impracticable, any funds not so
used shall be :- paid to the United States Treasury. Respondents
Computer Business Services, Inc., its successors and assigns, Andrew
L. Douglass; Matthew R. Douglass, and Peter B . Douglass, shall be
notified as to how th~ funds are disbursed, but shall have no right to
contest the- manner of distribution chosen by the Commission.
Customers of respondents, as a condition of.th~ir receiving payments
from the Redress Fund, shall be required to execute releases waiving
all claims against respondents, their officers, directors, employees,
and agents, arising from the sale of Computer Business Services, Inc.
business ventures by respondents prior to the date of issuance of this
order. The Commission shall provide respondents Computer Business
Services, Inc., its successors and assigns, Andrew L. Douglass,
Matthew R. Douglass, and Peter B. Douglass, with the originals of all
such executed releases received from respondents' customers.
VII.

It is further ordered, That respondents Computer Business
Services, Inc., its successors and assigns, Andrew L. Douglass,
Matthew R. Douglass, and Peter B. Douglass, shall for a period of
five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of any representation
covered by this order, maintain and upon request make available to
the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying:
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A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;
B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, _qualify, or call
into question the representation, -o~ the basis relied upon for the
representation, including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection
organizations.
VIII.

It is further ordered, That respondent Computer Business
Services, Inc., and its successors and assigns, and respondent Andrew
L. Douglass, for a period of five (5) years after the date of issuance
of this order, shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and future
principals, officers, directors, and managers, and to all current and
future employees, agents, and representatives having responsibilities
with respect to the subject matter of this order, and shall secure from
each such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt
of the order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel
within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order, and to
future personnel within thirty (30) days a~eJ the person assumes such
-position or responsibilities.
IX.

It is further ordered, That respondent Computer Business
Services, Inc. and its successors and assigns shall notify the
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in the
corporation that may affect compliance obligations arising under this
order, including but not limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale,
merger, or other action that would result in the emergence of a
successor corporation; the creation or dissolution of a subsidiary,
parent, or affiliate that engages in any acts or practices subject to this
order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy petition; or a change in the
corporate name or address. Provided, however, that, with respect to
any proposed change in the corporation about which respondents
learn fewer than thirty (30) days prior to the date such action is to
take place, respondents shall notify the Commission as soon as is
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practicable after obtaining such knowledge. All notices required by
this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director,
Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal
Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
X.

It is further ordered, That respondents Andrew L. Douglass,
Matthew R. Douglass and Peter B. Douglass, for a period of five (5)
years after the date of issuance of this order, shall notify the
Commission of the discontinuance of his current business or
employment, or of his affiliation with any new business or
employment. The notice shall include respondents' new business
addresses and telephone numbers and a description of the nature of
the business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All
notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
XI.
It is further ordered, That Computer Business Services Inc. and
its successors and assigns, and respondents Andrew L. Douglass,
Matthew R. Douglass and Peter B. Douglass .shall, within sixty (60)
days after the date of service of this order, and at such other times as
the Federal Trade Commission may require, file with the Commission
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.

XII.
This order will terminate on January 21, 2017, or twenty (20)
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in fewer than twenty (20)
years;
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B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.
Provided,. further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline f()r appealing such dismissal ·or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.

·~-
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IN THE MATTER OF

VICTORIA BIB
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3708. Complaint, Jan. 22, 1997--Decision, Jan. 22, 1997
This consent order prohibits, among other things, a California-based dietary
supplement manufacturer, .Victoria Bie d/b/a Body Gold, from making certain
claims for dietary supplements, without competent and reliable scientific
evidence to support them; from misrepresenting the results of any test, study
or research; and from representing that any testimonial or endorsement is the
typical experience of users of the advertised product, unless the claim is
substantiated or the respondent discloses the generally expected results clearly
and prominently.

Appearances
For the Commission: Janice Charter and Sohni Bendiks.
For the respondent: H. Patrick Noonan, Woodland Hills, CA.
COMPLAINT

,
The Federal Trade Commission, hav~p.~ reason to believe that
Victoria Bie doing business as Body Gold ("respondent") has violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest, alleges:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Victoria Bie is the sole proprietor
of Body Gold, a California company with its principal office or place
of business located at 5930 La Jolla Hermosa, La Jolla, California.
Respondent formulates, directs, and controls the acts and practices of
Body Gold, including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint.
PAR. 2. Respondent has advertised, offered for sale, sold, and
distributed nutritional supplements, including, but not limited to,
Chromium Picolinate (200 and 400 meg), 24K with Chromium
Picolinate, Daily Energy Formula (with Chromium Picolinate), and
CitriGold (with Chromium Picolinate and Hydroxycitric Acid),
collectively referred to as "Chromium Picolinate," as weight loss, fat
loss, muscle enhancing and/or muscle building aids. Respondent has
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also advertised, offered for sale, sold and distributed the nutritional
supplements L-Camitine and Super Fat Burner Formula (containing
L-Camitine) as products that increase stamina or endurance, as well
as aid in fat loss, weight loss and muscle toning. Each of respondent's
nutritional supplements is a "food" and/or "drug" within the meaning
of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15
U.S.C. 52, 55.
PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C.
44.
PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to . be
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for
Chromium Picolinate, including but not necessarily limited to the
attached Exhibits A-L. These advertisements and promotional
materials contain the following statements:
1. "LOSE THE FAT BUT KEEP THE MUSCLE ... Chromium Picolinate" (Exhibit A,
pgs. 1 and 2)
2. "There is now excellent scientific evidence that Chromium Picolinate can
accelerate fat loss while helping to preserve or even increase muscle." (Exhibit A,
pg. 2)
3. "Another double blind-study [Evans'] was conducted in young off-season
football players participating in a six-week weight-training program. The results
were the same: more muscle, less fat with Chromium
Picolinate. Chromium
.
Picolinate more than doubled the net benefits of exercise alone." (Exhibit A, pg. 2,
col. 2)
4. "Stimulates Metabolism" (Exhibit A, pg. 3, col. 1)
5. "Chromium Picolinate helps you to KEEP THE MUSCLE- and maintain
or increase your metabolic rate - while LOSING THE FAT." (Exhibit B, pg. 2, col.
2)
6. "CHROMIUM PICOLINATE FOR LESS FAT AND MORE MUSCLE" (Exhibits F, I,
J, and K)
7. "BODY GOLD will rev up your sluggish metabolism so that you'll 'burn' fat
and calories the way Mother Nature intended." (Exhibit C, pg. 1, col. 2)
8. "In fact, because of the way BODY GOLD works, you may even find that
your 'inch loss' is much more dramatic than your overall weight loss." (Exhibit C,
pg. 1, col. 2)
9. "... [Chromium Picolinate] has been shown in numerous human and animal
studies to reduce body fat while increasing muscle." (Exhibit B, pg. 2, col. 2)
10. "In the 1988-89 groundbreaking studies, people given 200 micrograms of
Chromium Picolinate daily lost 22% of their body fat in six weeks!" (Exhibit D, pg.
2, col. 2)
11. "People given Chromium Picolinate lost 22% of their body fat in six
weeks. Moderate exercise routines were followed: no dietary restrictions were
imposed." (Exhibit F)

.
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12. "22% LESS BODY FAT IN SIX WEEKS with Chromium Picolinate"
(Exhibit G)
13. "22% LESS BODY FAT"
"In a breakthrough university study with Chromium Picolinate, fat loss was
dramatic: [GRAPH] Unhealthy body fat decreased 17% in only 2 weeks and
continued to an average 22% loss at the end ofthe 6-week study. In only six weeks,
participants given Chromium Picolinate lost 22% of their body fat!" (Ex~ibit H)
14. "Numerous studies now show that supplemental CHROMIUM PICOLINATE
promotes fat loss and increases lean muscle. 200 micrograms taken daily can offer
dramatic fitness benefits." (Exhibits G, I, K)
15 . "UNIVERSITY STUDIES IDENTIFY CHROMIUM PICOLINATE as a 'trigger' for
fat loss and lean muscle development." (Exhibit F)
16. "People taking Chromium Picolinate lost 22% of their body fat in only six
weeks in a 1989 university study. Since then, numerous studies and millions of
people have confirmed the exciting benefits of this safe, essential nutrient. Men and
women across the country are talking about: LESS BODY FAT* WEIGHT LOSS* 'INCH
LOSS' * MORE ENERGY* MORE LEAN MUSCLE* GREATER STAMINA* APPETITE
CONTROL* LESS DESIRE FOR SWEETS" (Exhibits I, J, K)
17. "These and subsequent published studies show that Chromium Picolinate:
*increases body fat metabolism
*lowers elevated cholesterol levels
*builds stronger, leaner muscle
*regulates blood sugar
*promotes longer life span in laboratory rats" (Exhibit D, pg. 2, col. 2)
18. "Medical studies show that Chromium Picolinate can also:
•· ·"'
*reduce cholesterol levels
*regulate blood sugar" (Exhibit C, pg. 1, col. 1)
19. "The Fitness Essential* CHROMIUM PICOLINATE Less body fat*
More muscle* Lower cholesterol* Blood sugar control* Weight loss" (Exhibit
D, pg. 2)
20. "Recent clinical studies have used 400 micrograms of chromium to
produce excellent weight-loss and fat-loss results. Your reward can be substantially
greater fitness benefits when you DOUBLE THE CHROMIUM POWER. And Chromium
Picolinate is perfectly safe at these reasonable,· healthy amounts." (Exhibit E)
21 . Testimonials from Exhibit L, Body Gold advertisement:
A. "Lost 13 pounds and feel great-thanks to Body Gold!" G.B., Mohrsville, PA
B. "Since I started Body Gold products I have lost a total of 36 inches and 64
pounds. I'm a proud Body Gold user." Karen Suleiman, Livonia, MI
C. "I've lost 20 pounds so far, and many, many inches!!.. .." Jennifer Papagno,
Marlboro, MA
D. "Body Gold has become an important part of my daily life. I no longer
crave chocolate or any sweets, and my appetite has decreased also. I've lost inches
all over." Joan Decker, Troy, NY
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E. "I saw inch loss in just a few days, and also a loss of appetite. I have more
energy than ever." N.W., Wichita, TX
F. "Your product (Chromium Picolinate) is so great, in 2 weeks, I've lost
inches already. I haven't eaten or craved sweets... " S.C., Buena Park, CA
G. "You have made me a believer. I could not get any of my dresses to fit
when I needed to-attend a special event. I started the 200 meg chromium that day.
One month later I can once again wear my clothes. I feel great! Thank you!" Marcy
Baker, Bend, OR
H. "This is the best thing that I have ever tried and got results so fast! I have
several friends as well as myself who have lost 20 pounds or more." M .G., Rocky
Mtn., NC
I. "I lost lots of inches and 2 dress sizes!" G .H ., Columbus, OH
J. "I feel great since starting Daily Energy Formula and I have lost 10 lbs. in
the past month since starting Chromium Picolinate." M.S., Madison Hts., VA
K. "I tried your Dual Pak of Super Fat Burner Formula in combination with the
Chromium Picolinate, and I AM HOOKED! I noticed immediate and dramatic fat
loss, while I've noticed more muscle. I've fmally managed to lose those impossible
last 5 lbs. almost effortlessly." K.M., Edgewood, NM
L. "I lost 7-1/2 lbs. in 2 weeks with absolutely no change in diet -I feel better
and want less food." Mary Guzy, Los Angeles, CA
M. "I've lost 10 pounds without trying to diet with this product. I feel great!"
Sally Wymer, Friendswood, TX
22. Testimonials from Exhibit D, Body Gold flier:
BODY GOLD Customers write ... About Chromium Picolinate:
[A] "This is my second order. I've lost 5 pounds and almost 2 j eans sizes..."
R.N., Bucyrus, NY
• ,..
[B) "It has definitely decreased my interest in sugar, specifically chocolate.
Thanks so much!" Bonnie Murphy, Central Point, OR
[C] "I can't believe how much more energy I have. I've lowered my cholesterol
by about 30 points. I've lost weight." Anonymous (by request), River Falls, WI
[D] "Initially I lost 9 lbs. in 11 days. I am hypoglycemic - which has vittually
been totally controlled, no headaches - no sugar highs & lows. I love BODY
GOLD!" D.T., Flushing, NY
About 24K with Chromium Picolinate:
[E] "I (lost) 10 lbs., and am able to maintain. BODY GOLD does make me feel
better." Diane Wiles, Everett, W A
[F] "It makes me feel better. They (the tablets) are easy to take. I noticed I've
lost inches." M .R.Y., Daytona Beach, FL
·
[G] "I am on a very strict diet, find it easier to stick with it. Also have control
over hypoglycemia, never could get control before." L.P., Easley, SC

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
four, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and
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promotional materials attached as Exhibits A-L, respondent has
represented, directly or by implication, that:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

Chromium Picolinate significantly reduces body fat.
Chromium Picolinate causes significant weight loss.
Chromium Picolinate causes rapid weight or fat loss.
Chromium Picolinate significantly reduces serum cholesterol.
Chromium Picolinate significantly Increases human
metabolism.
Chromium Picolinate increases lean body mass and builds
muscle.
Chromimn Picolinate causes weight loss without diet and/or
strenuous exercise.
Chromium Picolinate controls appetite and craving for sugar.
Chromium Picolinate lowers or regulates blood sugar.
Chromium Picolinate increases energy and/or stamina.
Testimonials from consumers appearing in advertisements o~
promotional materials for Chromium Picolinate reflect the
typical or ordinary experience of members of the public who
have used the product.

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
four, including but not necessarily limited tn.the advertisements and
promotional materials attached as Exhibits A-L, respondent has
represented, directly or by implication, that at the time she made the
representations set forth in paragraph five, respondent possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, at the time she made the
representations set forth in paragraph five, respondent did not possess
and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
six was, and is, false and misleading.
PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
four, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and
promotional materials attached as Exhibits A-L, respondent has
represented, directly or by implication, that scientific studies
demonstrate that Chromium Picolinate:
A. Significantly reduces body fat;
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B. Causes rapid body fat loss;

C. Increases lean body mass and builds muscle;
D. Causes significant weight loss;
E. Significantly reduces serum cholesterol;
F. Lowers or regulates blood sugar; and
G. Increases energy and/or stamina.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, scientific studies do not demonstrate
that Chromium Picolinate:
A. Significantly reduces body fat;
B. Causes rapid body fat loss;
C. Increases lean body mass and builds muscle;
D. Causes significant weight loss;
E. Significantly reduces serum cholesterol;
F. Lowers or regulates blood sugar; or
G. Increases energy and/or stamina.
Therefore the representations set forth in paragraph eight were,
and are, false and misleading.
- PAR. 10. Respondent has disseminated or caused to be
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for LCarnitine and Super Fat Burner Formula, including but not
necessarily limited to the attached E~ibits D and L. These
advertisements and promotional materials contain the following
statements:
1. "L-Camitine - A powerful fat metabolizer praised by athletes for its ability
to transport fatty acids more efficiently to the body's "fat burning energy centers" ...
By improving your fat metabolism, L-Carnitine can enhance your efforts at fat loss,
weight loss, and muscle toning." (Exhibit D, pg. 1, col. 1)
2. "I have been particularly pleased with the Super Fat Burner Formula. I had
a baby and within 2 months I have lost the 40 lbs. gained and have rebuilt the
muscle defmition I had lost during the pregnancy." Carol Lough Henderson, Stone
Mtn., GA (Exhibit L)
3. "Adding the L-Carnitine has been really effective. It has dramatically
improved my athletic performance and increased my overall stamina. Your
products give me the fuel I need." Gail Smart, W. Medford, MA (Exhibit L)

PAR. 11. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
ten, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and
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promotional materials attached as Exhibits D and L, respondent has
represented, directly or by implication, that:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Taking L-Carnitine as a supplement reduces body fat.
Taking L-Carnitine as a supplement causes weight loss.
Taking L-Carnitine as a supplement tones muscles.
Taking L-Carnitine as a supplement increases stamina and
enhances athletic performance.
E. Testimonials from consumers appearing in advertisements or
promotional materials for L-Carnitine reflect the typical or
ordinary experience of members of the public who have used
the product.
·
PAR. 12. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
ten, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and
promotional materials attached as Exhibits D and L, respondent has
represented, directly or by implication, that at the time she made the
representations set forth in paragraph eleven, respondent possessed
and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations.
PAR. 13. In truth and in fact, at the time she made the
representations set forth in paragraph eleven, respondent did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
twelve was, and is, false and misleading.
PAR. 14. Respondent has disseminated or caused to be
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for CitriGold,
including but not necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibit M.
These advertisements and promotional materials contain the
following statements:
1. "CitriGold is the weight-loss aid that combines the latest, most potent
ingredients to help you:
*Lose weight

*Reduce Body Fat

*Control your appetite"

2. "Add CitriGold to your weight loss and exercise program for a leaner,
slimmer, sleeker body than you would have thought possible. "

PAR. 15. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
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fourteen, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisement
attached as Exhibit M, respondent has represented, directly or by
implication, that:
A. CitriGold causes weight loss.
B. CitriGold reduces body fat.
C. CitriGold controls appetite.
PAR. 16. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph
fourteen, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisement
attached as Exhibit M, respondent has represented, directly or by
implication, that at the time she made the representations set forth in
paragraph fifteen, respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable
basis that substantiated such representations.
PAR. I 7. In truth and in fact, at the time she made the
representations set forth in paragraph fifteen, respondent did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
sixteen was, and is, false and misleading.
PAR. 18. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the
making of false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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EXHIBIT A
1. ..:.Uu G«. F~n" ).'-. Bh.~.m K. Ah«r.c<. Nncrion .~inslu·
lOCUtion. lin Annual Mcctins. Dcnv<r. Oaobcr 1991.
2. E....., GW. Inc J Bi010e M..l Ita 1989: II: 163-180.
3. Pll" TG, Ward Tl. Southern LL J Animo! Sci 69, Suppl I:
Abnnct ~3. 1991.
~- Felis P. Oin Pbysioll98~: ~: 267-273.
5. Kimball SR. Jdfcnon LS. Oiabcca Meal> ~ 4: 773. 1988.
6. Flllcupwo NK. Minahu l<l. IIDW< Jllll'. c< .L J Clin lnvcn 76:
1306, 1985.
7. FdWrwu> M, F~ P. Bioi a.cm 256: 7~9. 1981.
I. Pinmaa GS, Suda AX. Ch.mbcrr JB, Jc., IUy GY. M=bolism
28: 333. 1979.
9. Oaafanh E. Jr. Am 1Clin Nuu ~ 1: 1132. 1985.
10. McC.ny MF. Mcd Hypach 20: 183, 1986.
II. Bicliculci R. Schua y, Jcquicr E. Am J Oin Nurr 4~: 69, 1985.
12. Youns JC. Ttad...y JL. Bzlon Tllll', G.uvu HI', !Wd<rman
NB. Mcabolism 35: 1~8. 1986.

Lose the Fat
but Keep the
Muscle . ..

Chromium
Picolinate
AT LAST THERE IS A SAFE
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT
IDAT HELPS YOU LOSE
UNWANTED FAT MORE EASILY
AND QUICKLY, wHILE RETAINING VITAL MUSCLE TISSUE.
NOW YO~ <;-,PJ HAVE A
TRIMMER, FIRMER, LEANER
BODY.
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LOSE THE FAT BUT KEEP THE MUSCLE
Mou dicten who achieve lignific.azu weight loss
lole far too much lean body mass (mwcle and
organ tissue). This not only diminishes strength
and aj;ility but also affects app=ce. With less
mwcle, pl=ing curvcs flatten, chcsa sink; atml
and legs look spindly. Evm wom, this ltssm~tilt11n

"'w=

body 11I4SJ
your mtu.bolic r11u, milking it rh11.1
much h~trtkr IQ fm'J' tht fat offpa1TUtnmt/y - tlu yoyo syrulromt!

Thc:rc is now excellent scientific evidence tha( ·
Chromium Picolinace can accelerate fat loss while
helping to preserve or even incros'e mwde.
CONVINCING NEW EVIDENCE
Overweight adula were recruited by a
prominent San Anconio weight loss clinic to participate in a weight loss srudy1• About half of the
voluntccn received supplemental Chromium
Picolinare (200 or 400 micrograms of chromium
da.ily), while the others received placebos. Neither
the participants nor the doctors cvaluaring them
knew who was getting the chromium (a "double
blind" ltudy). The volunteers were nor placed on
any specific diet or c:cercise regimen, alth?ugh most
of them were
motivated to lose
weight. After only
60 days, these were
1.•
the impressive results:
The changes in
the placebo group
were negligible. Bur
the Chromium
Picolinote group, on
average. lose over
four pounds of fat
while gaining ne2rlr
a pound and a half
of Jon muscle for a
1'-ic: Pflysique Enhanc•mc:H of 5.6
pounds.

0.2
fC! lou
(>:>.)

o.• .

The effect in
men alone was
even more suiking, with an
average fat lou of
7.7 pounds. Incercstingly, the
greatest enhance·
meni of niwcle
nu.u was seen in
the older subjects, those above
age 46, who
gained 2.1
pounds of
mwdc tissue
wltile losing 4.4
pounds of fat.
This is especially
important since
muscle tissue
rypically declines
with age.

4.0 - .·

2.l ·.

Another
0..2
IJ.:!
double-blind
srudy was conducted in young off-season football
players participating in a six-week weighr-rruning
progr;m2• The results were much the same: more
mwde, less fat with Chromium Picolinare.
Chromium Picolinate more than doubled the net
bendiu of exercise alone.
Thcsc findings arc also confirmed by animal
srudics. Scientists at louisiana Srue University
recendy reported that young pigs receiving
Chromium Picolinarc achieved 7% more mwc!e
wirh 21% leu body far as compared to pigs on an
identical diet nor receiving Chromium Picolinate.
#j·

,wt

LEANER AND ARMER

~.,

~ue

! :-I'IC:rcernenl
(J:1.)

Because many people gain mwcle wirh
Chromium Picolinate, their weight loss in pounds
doesn't accuratclv reflect the benefits of chromium.
:'vlosr wets rcpo;r that e•tc:t a modesr we;ghr loss as
shown on rhe bathroom sa.Je is Kcompanied by
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EXHIBIT A
lost inchc:. and smaller cloc:hing siz.cs. They look
and ~re loner and firmer. Chromium Picolin~te
promotes f:n loss, while enh~ncing the muscle th~t
hdps to =urea trim physique.

WHAT IS CHROMIUM PICOUNATE?
Chromium Picolinare is ;an exceptionally bioac·
rive source of the esscnri:al mincr:al chromium.
Chromium pl~ys a vit:al role in "sensitizing" the
body's tissues to the ho rmone insulin. Weight gain
in the form of f:,t tends co imp:Ur scnsiriviry co insulin and thus, in rurn. m akes it h:arder to lose
weight 4•

HOW CIOES CHROMIUM PICOUNATEWORK'r
Com-rols Hungrr- Many people report th~t
Chromium Picolinare helps co control appetite,
especially sug;~r cravings. l t is believed that
chromium sensitizes the "glucostar" in the bcain
that monitors blood sug;~r ~vailabiliry and "tells"
you when you're hungry or not hungry.

"Spaus" Prouin- This is very important. In·
sulin d irectly stimulates protein synthesis and
retards protein breakdown in muscles,·6• This
"pro rein sparing" effect of insulin rends ro de<:ljnc
during low a.lorie dices as insulin le•tcls decline,
which results in loss of muscle ;md organ tissue. By
"s<:nsirizing" muscle co insulin, Chromium
Picolinare helps co preserve muscle in dieters so
rh~t they "burn" more (;u and less muscle. Pr=rvarion of lean body mass has an imporr~nt long-term
positive eff«t on metabolic rare, helping dieters
keep off rh<: far they've lose.
Stimu&us Maabo/ism- Chromium Picolinarc
promo res efficient metabolism by aiding rhe thcr·
m ogcnie (hear producing) effects of insulin. Insulin
levds serve as a rough index of rhe availability of
food calories, m ic's nor at all surprising char insulin srimul:ues me:::abolism •. ;".J.

HOW MUCH CHROMIUM PICOU NATE SHOULD I
TAK~ FOR OPTIMAL WEIGHT LOSS?
Clinical rri:als wirh 200 ro 400 micrognms of
chromium cb.ily produced signifianr benefits.
l...:uger individu:als and those eng:tged in strenuous
work or e<ercisc m~y .s<:e better results with higher
levels - up ro ~ m..rimum of 400 microgranu
daily.

MOREIMPORTANTHEALTH BENEFTTS OF
CHROMIUM PICOUNATE
·
Efficient insulin appears ro be important for c.:udiovasculu hc:alth. Poor insuljn sensiciviry is a risk
facror for h:ardening of the arteries and hc:trt dis·
case and is associated with other risk £:.c:cors such as
high blood pressure and high rriglyc:ridcs. By
promoting efficient insulin funcrion, Chromium Pi·
colinare may protccr the heart and circulatory system.
In controlled clinic:al srudics ar San Diego's
Mercy Hospiral, Chromium Picolinare has been
shown co reduc: dcvared cholcsrcrol, :and ro improve control of blood sug:tr in marure-onset
diaberc:s.

HERES A HEALTiiRJL FOUR-STEP PROGRAM
FORWBGHTCONTROL niATREALLY WORKS;

STEP 1 REDUCE DIETARY FAT CONSUMPTION
TO NO MORE THAN 20% OF CALORIESEATING FAT MAKES YOU FAT!
Dieticians u~dirion:ally have recommended ove::a.ll calorie resrr~cri~,IA for weighr control, ~ur ir's
now clear thar tat Calories should be spCCJfically
a\'oided~.IO_ Diecarv far is caloric dense and nurrienr
poor. Once absorbed, ir docs little ro control
hunge: or srimulare me:;~bolism. Much of ir is
cc;>osired direcdy in your body's f:u scores. and
mosr of che far in your body derives from die my
flt. W c;ghr consc;ous people should rncr:fore
' !'ccific~lh· J\'OiC fJrty foods. kc:ping far dories :o
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lO% or less of rou.l ~oric inr~c. (If you an
achieve the 15% lc:vel provided by a rr:~ditional
Japanese diet, all the better.) ~ noted by Dr.
Junes H ill ac the 1992 NIH-sponsored conference
on obesity, "Ther)arc intriguing dac3 suggesting
that reducing f:u without reducing alone in~ an
reduce body F.ar levels." (Emphasis added.) To calc:ularc the pcrc~nra~ of f.ar calories in a food, mulrip·
ly grams of f.at by 9 and divide by total a.lories.
·
Olives, avocados, nuts, vegetable oil, and mar·
garine arc all cxrrcmcly high in far. However most
other foods not of anima.! origin arc quire low in
far and arc great foe dieters. Among animal foods,
skinless white meat poultry and fish (prepared
without fiying!) are good, as arc non-Ear and lowfat yogurt :and cottage cheese, skim and I o/o milk,
and egg whites (nor yolks). When you mwc we oil,
we it very sparingly.

STEP 4 TAKE CHROMIUM PICOLINATE DAILYLOSE THE FAT; KEEP THE MUSCLE
There arc sound scientific reasons ro believe
that Chromium Picolinarc will provide ics greatest
beneliu in people who arc eating low-fat foods
:uJd getting regular exercise. In other words, it
should help you ro get better results &om "being
good"!

-+Sporadic caloric-restricted dieting rarely achieves
lasting results. Pcrtn:uJcnc weight loss requires a
p~rman~nt commitment to a healthier lifcsryle.
Most people can lose significant amounts of f:at
and decisively improve their physiques without
a.lorie counting by foUowing this simple four-step
plan.

PUTTlNG IT ALL TOGETHER
STEP 2 INCREASE DIETARY FIBER- LOW IN
CALORIES; HIGH IN NUTRIENTS
High i nr~ of di<t.1ry fiber have a bulking effect that can help co conrrol hunger. In addirion.
mosr high-fiber foods are low in far, high in prorec·
. rive vitamins and miner.als. and relatively low in
· a.loric density. In your daily diet, emphasi~e fiberrich foods such as whole-grain breads, cereals, and
pastas, brown rice, beans, oatmeal, and fresh whole
fruits and vegetables.

STEP 3 GET REGULAR AEROBIC EXERCISE AT
LEAST THREE TIMES A WEEK - AND
· BURN CALORIES!
h's obvious that exercise burns c:alories. Equally
important, there is strong evidence that cegulu
aerobic training increases your metabolic rare while
enhancing your body's opacity ro burn f.u 11.::. For
signifionr weight control bene/irs, you should e.~er·
cisc ar lc:J.sr thr:: rimes w<ekly for ac leur chirty
minutes per session. C hoose c~crcises char eng>gc
large muscle groups (legs, hips & back) in con·
rinuous motion such as jogging, cycling, sr:Ur climbing. swimming or brisk walking. bcrcise is c:uciJ.!
for long-ccrm suc.::ss in wcighc control.

The best thing about Chromium Picolinatc is
that it m~c:s other sensible weight comrol efforts
more effective. Many people report that they have
tried diet and exercise befor~. bur say that they
didn't gcr good results until they add~d Chromium
Picolinatc. Now they're enthusiastic about low-F.u
clting plw tlcrcise and arc ever-so-proud of their
shapely new bodies' When your efforu arc
rcw.udcd by good results, you're more likely to
keep trying.
Chromium Picolinarc. all by itself, isn't likely to
make a fat person thin. But it C:uJ be the: c:leci:iive
component of :uJ ovcr.all strategy for long-rcnn
weight control and, in the bargain, make an importlnt contribution ro good hc::Uth.
There is now strong scic:uilic evidence that
good chromium nutrition is an essential (chough
nor br"'itsc'ff sufficient) component of successful
long-term weight control. According to U.S.
Deparuncnr of Agriculture srudics, nine out of rc:n
Amcrians gcr less than 50 micrograms of
chromium daily as compared to the 50 to 200
mic~ograms recommended by the National
Acldc:ny of Sciences. Supplemenr::rion with this
impon~nc nucrl~:u m:a.k~ good sense.
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EXHIBITB
CHOOSING A LOW· FAT 01 ET

HIDDEN

FAT
I N

THE

AM E R ·1 C .AN
DIET
The typicJI .~me rlca n
diet Is rar too high in
!al. In 1860. lat
contributed ~5 ·, ol
calories consumed.
Today this ngu re has '·
reached 39"•! lt"s no
accident that are rage
body welgnt and the
Incidence or obesity
hare risen concurrently.
Recent studies
shu"· that the nutrient
Chromium Picolinat~
promotes a leaner.
firmer physique reducing body lat w·hiie
helping IO.butld and_
retain muscle. These
remJr~Jble be~e!its are
oplim1zed whe~ Jietary·
rat is kept to J mlmmum.

EXHIBIT B

An all-important key to a.:h1eving and maintJining a le.1n
physique is to eliminate much ol the lat Irom your daily
diet. Most people find lhatthey can lose a .signilicanl ·
amount ol ~~.·eight without making J conscious ellort to
reduce calorie lniJke. simply by AVOIDING FATTY FOODS.
People 6~~oitching to a low-lat diet typically eat Increased
amounts ol rood while losing weight. For example. when
women enrolled in a breast cancer prel"ention program
reduced diet.ary lat. THEY ACHIEVED .\NO MAINT.\INED
AN .WERAG~ WEIGHT LOSS OF i POlJNDS \VITHOIJT
ADDED EXERCISE OR DIETI:'iG,
.
For best results. you should ke~p your lat int.ake
BELOW 20~ OF TOTAL CALORIES. You can achie,·e .
rhis-withoutthe lncoO\·eni~nce ot counling caloriessimply by choosing loads ~~oith tess than 20"' !at calories.
The l.lbles on th~ ·revers~ side show the percent ol
calories from Cat In common loads. Foods rat~d at 20.. or
l~ ss are recomm~nd~d lor regular con:>u.mpllon. Food
rared at 20-40.. may b~ used in modest amounts prol"ided
that most ol your diet comes from lower-Cat foods. With
rh~ ~xceplion ot fish (which protects your cardiovascular
system). higher lat foods should be used sparingly or
on rare occasions only. When oil is used lor cooking or
salads. use th~ minimum amuum. Choose canola oil.
SO)"btan oil ~r olive oil.
I'at contains nine calories per gram-more than
tw·ice as many as carbohydrate or protein. each ol w~ich
contain lour calories per gram. The rat-.:alone valu~s
gil"~~ lor prepared dishes are speciOc e:umples and may
not reOectthe lat cont~nt or similar supermar~et foods.
Read labels. and learn 10 calculate the p~rcentage rat
calories in IC\lds:
The lOp line or the new Nutrition Fans label gi\·es you the
Total Calories as ~~o·efl as Calories from fat in a single
ser.·ing. Dh·lde Calories (rom Fat b~· Total Calories
lo determine Percentage Fat Calories. for example.
il a frozen dinner pro,·ides 300 calori,s. and 108 lat calories. the Percen1.1ge I'at Calories is: 108;. 300~ .36 or 36"'\

MANY LOW FA"r FOODS NOW
AVAILABLE

.\!any innol·atil"e,/4lod compani~s now ofla iow-lat or
non-lat anaio~s-of roods rhatt<adilionaily are high In rai.
You can now obtain cookies. pastries. soups. dressings.
and sauces that are l"irtually faHre~. ~lany supermarkets offer 1-.; m1lk IIi" calories rrom rail. non-fat yogurts
and low-l~t da1r; desserts. Baked tortilla chips and io"-.
/at frozen din nus can also be round.
~1,1ny fU<ids rhat "'~ th1nk .:;: as hi~h 10 prawn are
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actually hi::lla In lat. F"il~t mignon. lrantlurters. sausag~.
most lunch meats. and hamburger are ~~amp ks of
"high protein" foods that are 50 10 80"' fat in terms or
percent.lge of calories.
Signlncant sources of hidden fat are roods Ill at
purporL 10 be low fat but are not. ~·o p~rcent milk is a
COOd e:~ample. Allhou:h only 2"' of lhe volume of this milk
Is lat.. 31"' of "lo.,.'fa!" mil~·, calories ar~ fat calories!
"Extra-le3n· hamburger. tO.. fat by weight. actually provides about ~6"' or its calories from laL Don·t be misled
by claims that a product is a certain percen1.1ge laHree.
In foods with high water content (such as meals!. ·g;r.
fat-free· may derive more than JQ'o of its calories from lat.
F"auy foods tend 10 be calorically dense. and thus
are relallvely low In most protective numents-vitamins.
minerals. trace elements and liba-on a per-calorie
basis. Relined fats (e.g.. butter. oils). and added sugars.
are major sources or·empty calories· in th~ Am~rlcan
dkL In elleeL a high-lat. high-sugar diet robs you or
many important nutrients.
·
Another major source or ·empty calorks· Is alcohol.
Alcohol may actually stimulate appetite in many people.
Thus. alcohol calortes Jre ollen e~cess calories and may
lead 10 the well-kno"'n "beer belly" . •\n ounce or pure
alcohol con~Ains nearly 200 calories. Therefore. maderalion in alcohol consumpllon is crucial lor weight control.
AN IMPORTANT BONUS :
PROTECTION FROM HEART
DISEASE AND CANCER

Anotller imporldnt beneli~ a low-fat diet i~ likely to
protect your heart and vascular system and reduce your
risk lor diabetes. h)·pen~nsloo. and cancers or the colon.
breast endometnum Jn~ o,·ary.
FOUR KEYS TO LIFE- LONG
WJ;IGHT CONTROL

Avoiding latty loads is crucial lor w-.rght control. but it"s
only one component or an overall strategy lor marntatn·
ing a lean physique an~ rigorous good h~~lth:

D

AIEDUC~ D t ET&RV JI"AT TO LESS TWA,.. 20"•

0" 0Ail.Y CAI..OJtJIIES,

Most Ingested rat is siDred directly in your body"s adipos~
(latty) ussues. and most ol your body rat derl\·es from
dietary lilt. Once absorbed. diel.lry lilt does liltlt 10
control hung~r or acth·ate metabolism . .\lost lilttY foods
are calorie dense. promoting excess consumption or
CJiorles. In clinical srudres. o,·erwerght Jnd werght garn
correlate strongly With fat calone consumption. but not
wuh total calone tntake.

I

E3

E""P ... ASI'l.E HIGH-FIBER F OODS .

Whok grains . .,·hole lrulls. beans and most vegetables
are good sources of dietary fiber.' and are nutrient rkh.
Dietary fiber has a bul~ing effect that .:.~n aid appetite
control. Fiber-rich foods are less calorie-dense and much
more nutritious than relined nours. sugars. or juices.
Soluble Ober supplements (q.. psyllium) may also aid
appetite control II consumed prior 10 meals.

EJ

GET fh:GULAA

'AC~OBIG EX~RGISl:,

Aside from the ob,·ious benelit of calories burned during
e~ercise. e.~ercise boosts your meldbollc rate and
Increases your body"s capacity to burn fat as a metabolic
fu el. To achie,·e this beMOt. you nfed 10 e.~ercise aerobi·
cally at least tllree limes 1.-ee~lr lor at least 30 minutes
per session-more Is bettu. Aerobic exercise inrol,·es
vigorous rhythmic motion of ma[or muscles- lor c~ample.
jogging. cycling. sldir climbing. or brisk walking.
Resls:ance exercise (e.g.. ~·eight lilting) Is also be.nefirial
lor weight control. since it helps :·,, build and retain
muscle. a chief determinant or m~tabolic rate.
...

SUCtPLEf"tENT YOUR DA ILV DIET WITH THE

liil

USI!:H'T'IAL. MtN£".1.'- CHAOM!UM P ICOLI NATE .

The essential trace mineral chromium. which is d~Ocient
In 9 out of tO American diets. ~romotes ernci~nt function
of the hormone insulin. Good in~ulin actl,i ty Is important
lor HUNGER CO~TROL. lor STnllL~TI.'IC ~IET.~BOLISll
and lor Bl!ILDINC AND RETAINING ~lliSCLE Ai'IO \'!TAL
ORGAN TISSUE:. .\Jan)• people are pnorly responsh·e to
insulin. and scientists bflifre that this loss or sr.nsitivity
promotes orerweight and ubesily. Chromium is particularly beneficial tor o1·erv•~ight peopi~ "''hO t)'piraily ha,·e
rndlicient Insulin runcliun.
An exceptionally elle.cm·e nutrition.al source or
chromium. Chromium Picolinat~. has been shown 1n
numerous human and antmal studies to reduce body fat
while increasing muscle.
The ability or Chromium Picolinate ID retain muscle
Is Important to dieters. since up to 30"' of the welghllost
on most diets Is muscle tissue. Loss of muscle reduces
me~Abolic rate and thus promotes weight rebound-tile
·yo-yo· diet syndrome. Chromium Plcolinate helps you to
I;EEPTHE: ~I USCLE:-and maintain or increase your
metabolic rate-while LOSING THE F"AT.
Used wilb a .lOw-fat Ober-rlch diet and regular
exercise. Chromium Picolinate helps you ID achle1·e J
finner. leaner physique. Fur optimal benent. your daily
suppiement.:Jtion proeram should proride 200 to 400
mrcrograms or chromium rrom Chromium Picolinate.
,.,. UTJUTION 21
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EXHIBITC

CHROMIUM PI COLINATE:

"The Midas Touch of good healtl-:

The Nutrient

nus brochure explains how ·you can
reduce body fat and increase m\Uele
with BODY GOLD Chromium Picolinate.
But the fitmiss benefits of this nutrient are
.
only part of the story.
Medical studies1 show that Chromium
Picolina!e can·also:
• reduce cholesterol levels
• regulate blood sugar"

References
1. Ev&l\5, G.W., 1be effect. of cru:omiwn
picolin.ate on insulin controUed paraD\eten in
-hwnans,· INT.
BIOSOC::IAL MED. R£SEARCH, Vol. 11 2); 1~180. 1989.
2. Anderson, ItA., Kozlovskv; A.S., "Chromiwn
intake, ~b.orption and excretion of subjects
consuming seU~Jected diets, AM. ). CL!N.
NUTR. 1985, 41:ll7i-1183.

1:·

NOTE: Although 200 micrograms of.
chromium was used in the cited studies,
people taking 400 to 600 · microgra!l'IS
-daily often _report even greater noticeable
benefit from the nutrient
·
Chromium .Picolinate has been shown
to be an entirely safe and nontmcic supplement.
;
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for a slimmer, trimmer you
What Is Chromium Picolinate?

Since nine out of ten people don't get
even- the minimum amount of chromium
essential to good health2, supplemental
chromium could be one of the most important additions you can make to your
lifestyle.

• Dillbttics: Ccrruvlt JIOUr pltysit'.An "'frn't
arry product CDrtl•inin9 ch1t1mium ;1icoli,..tt.

CHROMIUM
PICOLINATE

ust o;

Chromium Picolinate iS a safe, essential
nutrient, and it can greatly enhance the resul}s
of your weight loss or fitness program. You
may have already heard about it on television
or read the stories in USA TODAY, LADrES'
HOME JOURNAL, COSMOPOUfAN and
LONGEVITY, or in dozens of other magazines
and newspapers .across the country. Or you
mtlY t«ll have heard about it through "word-ofmouth~, since thousands of pleased users are
trimming down and shaping up faster and
more easily than ever. You can bet they're
talking about it!

What Will BODY GOLD
Chromium Picolinate Do For Me?
BODY GOLD will rev up your slug~h metaboli.&m so that you'll "bum" fat and calories
the way Mother Nature intended. By correcting the fat content in your body (burning off
the stored up fat as well as what you've eaten)
you'll discover "inch loss~ as well as weight
loss. ln .fact,because of the way BODY GOLD
works, y~u- inay even find that your "i,nch loss"
is much mor~ dramatic than your overall weight
lo5s.
Here's what's happening to so many
people-?eDple just like YOU-who have
added BODY GOLD to sensible eating and exercising habits:

111

VICTORIA BIE
Complaint
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EXHIBITC
WEIGHT LOS5-People who haven't suc·
ceeded at pennanent weight Joss ever before
are finding it much easier to drop, and keep
off, those unwanted pounds. Unlike starvation
diets and other dangerous programs, BODY
GOLD simply restores an essential nutrient to
your diet and brings your body's metabolism
back to where it belongs.
BODY GOLD
promotes healthy weight loss!

MINCH toss~-''Redesigned" is how one
woman described her new shape. Depending
on how your body uses BODY GOLD, you
may, at some point, lose a dress or belt size
without .seeing a corresponding weight loss.
While the fat is being ''burned" out of your
body, lean muscle develops-toning and trimming you down. "Redesigned" shape is indeed an exciting (and very rewarding) benefit
that many people report.
FAT LOS5-Not only does decreased body fat
mean a slimmer, sleeker you-it's healthier, as
well. Excess body fat has been tied to increased risk of certain cancers and heart -dis·
ease. An active, "fat-free~ life-style 'is the lifestyle of the '90s.
And BOOY GOUYs
chromium has been described as the "nutrient
of the '90s"!
MORE LEAN MUSCLE-While BOD}' GOLD
works with your body's insulin to better ''bum
ofF' hidden body fat, it promotes the development of more lean muscle mass. Athletes and
bodybuilders use Chromium Picolinate to enhance the results of their workouts. Whether
you are male or female, you'll find that a
firmer, leaner network of muscle strengthens
both your physique and your sense of wellbeing.

How Do I Know This Isn't A "Fad"
Or Just "Sales Talk"?
Because two scientific studies discovered
these exciting benefits before Chromium
Picolinate was even available to the public.
And since then it's been "tried and proved" by
hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic people.

The studies were conducted at Bemidji Sta
University in Minnesota. Young college al
letes-in pretty good shape to start -with!-e:
perienced a dramatic loss of body fat when the
were given only 200 micrograms of Chromiw
Picolinate daily. Although the muscle gain i
these young men offset some of the "far
weighr loss, still overall weight loss occurred.
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There's no reason you couldn't see similar
dynamic results with BODY GOLD Chromium
l'icolinate. In fact, if you'vt got some extra weight
around your waist or hips, or mort jiggle tlum
yestayear, you could set changtS in yourself you'r:e
only drl!llmtd of before now!

I Want Results like That! How Do I
Know I'll Get The Same Product That
Was Used In The Studies?
BODY GOLD Chromium Picolinate is madz
to the euct specifiCJJtions of the capsules used in
both of the university studies we've talked
about-as well as in hospital studies which
proved other exciting health benefits of this
nutrient Chromium Picolinate is patented by
the United States Government (#Re.33,988), and
i3 the fonn of chromium most recommended
by health professionals.
.,. -1"
BODY GOLD will refund the price of the first bot·
tie pun:Nsed of any BODY GOLD product with
which you are not entirely pleased. Subsequrnl
purchase ~d /or furthe-r use of the same product
implies satisfaction, howeve:-, and those purchases
may nol be refunded.
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Dear friends;

A l"'''"'lul l•l m eL>bolizcr pn~ by ilhleles lor its
ability to lrarupurt latty acids more etficiently tn lhe
boJy's "f~ t lJurnins energy centers" (milochondr-ia).
Hy ;mprovin g yuur ro1t melaUolism~ L-C arnitine can
C11hance you r etrurls "' fat loss, \'\Ieight loss~ and
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hmin•l·

Our Super Fat Rurner Fomwla

(sl."e

brochnre cover)

curr~1Hly

A

\.""lmtalns 50 n\illi\;fi\0\5 of \...CiirniUne.
Nutrillun<ll t.-kllCrU n.,""Ummen,t ur' lu l,rnl milligrams
daily, dcpcnUing 4-~n yuur po1rtic·ul,u fitness gn.,,s,

5
......

l.-Camiline is lrcqm:nlly >Old in Sill milligrom copsulcs, amt ll can be cos11yt· We e1n: uffcring 250 mil·
li~;r.wl c;~.psulcs lor y'mr cunvcnicncc in tlelennln1ng
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y~ru r

own .p ersonal needs wHhout expensiv e-,

\'1,1St~

(ul uv..:r-S•IIl(llcmcntattun.

Onr suggcslcd us~ is 1·4 Co1psules daily. fnr sure~
riur 1.\t· l.mrnins .t\Jility~ cumbil'~ with our su,;r,estcd
i'mn u nls ur IIOI)Y COLD Super fal Ourntr FormulA
ami Chromium t'icuUn..1le.
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Wti.~M

Control,

Fj(nr;s.J l'!ugrnms

The "golJ'" in ·nooy COLO"" is Chwmium
l'icuHnah:. So strongty du we believe in the impor·
tance of this amazing nutrient fur sood hea11h, you
wiU find it in many of our products. H can be an
impressive addition lo inleHigent uling: amJ excr·
else h"bits. AnLJ it can turn your life 1rountl with
an a."ay or a.stonishing benerits to your hei'lllh aniJ
i'ppearance.
BODY COLD is an exclusive, carefully lormu l,liCll
ur ~rc, eHect1vt. quality proUnds. We
prhlc: mlnl!lvc-s if, fi'sl, reliable service:!. There is nn
~realer reward to us than O\lf J;row\ns; numhN nf
s.llisfictl repcilt custcJmcrs. Tu aU '\f you : lh~tn k y~iu
(nr Y''"' vahtc-tt p.liUtn;l.j:;C. A'nc.J ta aU or our new
llODY COLD lricmls, a hcorly "welcnme!".

u.,e

FOR ACCELERATING fAT LOSS AND
f'NI1ANC1NG MUSCLE DEl'lNITlON
C'.cl rnh;mcC\I n::sults fmm yuur p4:rsttn,,~ C¥t'rri~ " f
fltnl'SS pm~r~m.

Originally furmul,,tt"\.l rm '""~iJ;ht·t r;tll\in,; pn1r;ril1•' :o.
Fat Burner Furmul.1 pnwult."Ji o1 C"l'ml•l n.•l\ltiU 11f
clh.'Ctive lipotn,pic lind l'rgogl'nir 1n);n.,liei\IS If\
c-o1psule fnrm lu 1.1kc bdurc cn·rcu~ or at l~.lum ...•
Yuu'll trimduwn~ml tuneuro1 S)'llll bum l,lt ol\hl kn'l'
vii ell muscle.
Sur.gc-srN USt" ~ 2 tu4 '"Ps••lts ,J.•• \y.
Conl~ins~ 0lu1ine. 1oosilu1. L·C.-.rmt•m•, n~.-~.,.
Su ~r

Virturi,l Uic

Ow ocr
80DYC0l.O
S9Jlll..a J<11la llermusa Avenue
t ... Jolla, CA 92fl.l7

"fn l llumcr" Cc>11[usi<ll1??
f:ach of our ''fat -burni ng" pwt..lucls ls diHerent
frunl the othcr a nd eo1ch cunlrlbutes h> better fat
nu:tabotisn\. For •uaxi,timl f.a.l burning ability.
thcr~(ore, we rccomm~nd 1ll three prutlucts.
i.ic:luw is 1 qukk reference guiJe to each:

l.-CAIINITlNl;; An amino •dd ccmplex noaleJ
fur ronv~rting fal in'o energy.
Slll!F.R FAT liURNI:K H1l<Mlll.A; A con>bin•Uun or nulri~nts and herb' cffecllve ;n prumntins
fAt rnct3001ism .anJ ~~slns ""a.ler rehmliun.

rAIIffll l

you •nd your lomily.

• Pruthactlll.C-100
1.-Camillnc, 25ll nlr,s.
Ukl upsul~s
Pri\:c: $27.1JS

t:tmOMlUM I'ICOI.INATE: A proven 1•1bunl~r with many olher Keneral health ~nefits .
An rs~otlal mineral which ihuuld be a urctung

Slrmglh ond

Some say good health l• a gilt. Taking care ol
ynurs<>lf un make lhal gill lasl • lifetime. 1\0DY
COLO pro<lucls are like the "Mida> Touch ol Good
I teallh" because of the m.1ny ways they can ben~fil

619~59-2661

() Copyrish,r t99J
~· .-··

noov cow

MONEY-RACK
.GUARANTEE
tiOPY \.nt.u w~U wfu...! lhl- prk't' of thr- ""'
bollia run:hnN of aflp bODY GOIJ, pn:..l..rt

suppl~r~ent.
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(LOOK INSI Of:. for speci;al s,'lvings on ()\lr f.11 hum~ r
rombin.;llinn; Sup~·r fat Uurncr i=nnl'ln l..-. a1ul
Chn•mium Pin>lirate-.)
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Prnducl lftl-120
Super Fi.ll llumcr
Fnrmula
llO capsul<'S/l>.•llle
Pric-e: $16.~5
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Rich in 'he vil~mlna and minerals Important to
the p.-rv•tion of your S~ h ..llh, '":UK" Includes 200 a>laogramo of Chromium l'icolinatc.
"SupcnNrkot vitamiN" such 11 Centrum~ ond
lllcragron·M~ ocldom olfcr the cnmplete opcctrum
uf nutrlcnls oo csscntlolto your 5~ he~ollh, abun·
~onl cncr_gy, ond ovoroll wcll·being. Among the
vit&l nulrienb 1upplied by •z.cK• 1re:
.I • ri ch oupply of the oll-importoftt U vilomln
cocnplu-fodpinr your 6ooly 4,.1 willo doy-lo·d•y

lite hcodllne-mol<ing results of clininl ond
university studies with Chromium Picollnote hove
b«n rrrortcd In MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT,

USA TODAY, COSMOPOLITAN, LADIES' HOME
JOURNAl~ I.ONGEVIrt', MUSCLE &. FTTNESS,
rREVENTION, ond many olhor publications.
In the 19118-89 groundbr..t;ing s tud ies, people
givr n 200 microgums of Chromium Picullnih!
<l•ily lust 22"- ul their body lot In six w..:u!
ModerAit' e xercise wu taken; no dietary rcs,rictions
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SrECIAL OFFER ON 1110 ""~· C ArSUI.ES
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• rradut1 I CRs-4 '0 carlults!UnUit
1'e ln: 6 bot11n, o"IY U4.75

Combined Fnl Loss Power

mus UU$. . a'IJnNUrte
aon• 'n rn.lnf peop'..

AI Sf'ccinl Snui11gs

.nd

Sll(ler

~~

FORMULA
1200 MCC.l
A dynAmic cun1bin01Hon uf fil l humt"r ~ ,,,
sprd.1l savinJ;S. Our f.lt·lus.s Dl t,l l· l '.l k
rruvitlc:s the clir'\icollly proven (,,, lnss
Nndits ur Chntmium r icolin.l iC olntf lh ~
Utmon Mr.ltC\.1 rUcctivcnc~ nf Super F.1t
lh1rnt'r FumHtla.

• lncrusrt body fat mehlbolism

• promolu longrr lift opon In hborolocy

• build• 1tronger, luner muscl~
• rtSUiatt:S blood IUJ.U

••15
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DUAL-I'AK SAVINGS: $4.00
Prutluct 101'·300
Duill· r ak:

Price:
Chromium Is an csscnllol trace minerol which
func\ioN as 1 cof.loCtor for Insulin. It is nsenti~l lor
eHicienl metJbulism ofsugu, f,at, rrote'"· an&..l ('tlr·
buhyLir~ole. Chromium Picolinate ls the most lJioac·
liY~ form o f chrom\Um avail•ble loJay.

CIIROMIUM

FAT DUnNER + PICOLINJ\TE

Tl•cse ond subsoquent publislo<ol studies show lh•t
Clunmlum rirolin.-te:

ISO

"'

rorr:Np
• rro&J\tcl ICR· Zf'IO
60 upsuln
l'iict: $10.95

Ola•l bodrt•--..,,

• Iowen elevated cholestuollevtls

""

1110 "''S· ColfSUlES

W-'gN tau O«Uned ev-"
•• muadt wu t~.S
hi ton coupled 'Mth Jm.

"'50
"'

Jill

in lhe li\t loss studies cited h t"Tc . Su~ucn.l shu.lics
show 400 micrugrams c.J.-.ily cnh.:~on! rcsulls \n m.l.ny
pc<>ple. Athletes ond bO<ly-buO~crs ul1<11 ubt.,ln lhd r
grcJICSt rcsulb frun1 400 miCTur,r;~ms. nr mun•.

.) • "'"""""'tC.Ofln

t•·s.... , ........

•n

OODY COLD 200-microgr•m
Chromi um
ricolinatt rroviUts th~ amount of ch romium uscli

..i ·•.,.

"I

f!!

Fal k>ll ••• dllfNitt. ~
he,..\'f bodr lat dKraaud by
t7"" Itt onf12
ard conMould to
avw••~ 22% bN
.. '"' ond of lht 6-weoll
IIU<If'.

nvo POTENCI£5
Ql/ANTITY 51\ VJNGS

ORIGINAL RliSEARCII

were tmpostd.

JlrtU

!:S

1
_'Ill IIi"/ • l\ ,-i,<;/ol /1 •;.•:

Super foo1.t D"mC'r, 12n c.lpsult's
Chromium PinllinAtc. fit Colpstt\t'S
523.90

0\mmlum r\culiMII! is ~n e•ln=mely ~1lc t~~ntl nonn1tlrilion., l .S+tr'f'1CJT'ot111- Ct•ml 1inir,t~ S4..'VC'r,l l
nony COLD proc.Ju cts ('Unl.lining 0U'\Jn11\ll l'
J'irulil'\l1tC in the SUFJ:C::Sial ilfnOUI\ts i.s ('11ti NfV Mil!.
lo~dc
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Your Daily Energizer
•..!.. :!1..-·-·~

:"-;r-:·!·.. =·c!

BODY COLD

,\ :.~ .::~.-a ..·-!~!-·,~;_,; ~..~, -;-:"!:: :~: :...'

. ._; ··::_; ., 1:-:

~.-:_:._

·.··_· ·~ .-

Customers Write...

... :;:::; ::_::!.

Whether you're facing long. hectic hours in the
workplace, keeping pace on campus with your
studies and school activities, t.:Jcl<ling rush-hour
traffic or energy draining chores-about-town, or
keeping up with the toddler in the house, Daily

About Ouomium Picolinate:
-rhis is my second order. I've lost 5
pounds and almost 2 jeans ·sizes. I've
got about 10 fri"nds who will be sending orders! Great stuif.•
R.N., Bucyrvs, NY
"''ve had incredible results with this
product."
M.C., Columbia, SC

Daily

EHEIIGY
LS'@IiUWMOtil

=

"'t has definitely dKTeased my interest in sugar. specillG>IIy chocolate.
Tluoks so much!"
·
Bonnie Murplty, Cmtral Point, OR

1 can't believe how much more
energy I have. I've lowered my
cholesterol by about JO points. I've lost
weight.~

Anonymous lby request),
Rio.-r Falls, W1
E:1ergy Formula c~n give you the en<!rgy boost to
see you through.
This is not a c~ffeine-loado!d formula that will
play h.lvoc with your nervous system. Daily Energy Formula contains lliO CAFFEINE and pro•·id"s
the "gent!"" ingredients needed for eiiicent en.,rgv
production.
·
Suggested use: 1 to J cJpsules daily ior th.lt
dash of energy when you need it most!
Three capsules contain:
Siberian Ginseng
Bee PoUen
Royal Jelly
Gota !<ol3
Chromiuml'icolinate
Cay•nne
Vitounin 811

•

JOO
ZOO
200

Niacin

100
100
iS
100
:.:J

Folk Acid
Vibmin B5

100
100

Product n:N-90
Daily En..rgy Fonnula
90 Dpsules/boltle
Price: S9.9S

mg
mg

ms

mg
meg
mg
meg
mg
meg
mg

'1nitially I lost 9 lbs. in 11 days. [ am
hypoglya=ic - which hils virtually be=
totally controUed, no headaches - no
Sllgat highs &: lows. Clove BODY GOW!"
D.T. Flushing. NY
"Result:s are fantastic! I am very happy

with it"

e.~tn

About 24K with
Chromium Picolinate:
'1 Oost) 10 lbs., and am able to mainbin. BODY GOW does make me 1..,1
better."
Diane Wiles, Er11:rttt, WA

'1t makes me feel better. They (the
table!$) are easy to take. l noticed I' ve
lost inch,..N
'• · . M.R.Y., Daytona Bt<Uh, FL
'1 am on a very strict diet, lind it
easier to stick with it. Also h.lve con·
trol over hypoglycemia, never could
get control before.~
LP. Ea<lcy, SC
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EXHIBITE

DOUBLE THE
CHROMIUM
POWER
ECONOMICAL
PRICING

QUANTITY
SAVINGS

If yo·u want 400 micrograms of chromium a day,
· you can SAVE DR.A¥ATICALLY and enjoy
·
one~a-day convenience.
·
.

.

Recent clinical studies have used 400 micrograms of chromium to
produce excellent weight-loss and fat-loss results. Your reward can be
substantially greater fitness benefits when you DOUBLE THE
CHROMIUM POWER. And Chromium Picolinate is perfectly safe at
these reasOnable, healthy amounts. .
. ·· · . .:-·:.' ·· : · • ;·:· : ··. ·
-

-

:·.!

-..- .. --. ·

"":.:

._

BODY
Chro"mium Picollnate "400" pro~de;· a -f~ur~m,~nth supply
(120 capsules) of 400 microgram capsules in one convenient. bo~!- You
pay only $35.95. That's. . .
·
_
.
. - ~-

GOLD

<'·:• .. ·. ·

LESS THAN $9.00 A MONTH
for
DOUBLE THE CHROMIUM POWER!
TO ORDER:
Please see Item #CR-400 on order form
BODY GOLD, 5930 La Jolla Hermosa, La Jolla, CA 92037

EXr!IBIT E
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EXHIDITF

LONG·LIFE RESOURCES

~tkLd-V

<;: L• S ,_,c_;_C

chapter on the role that geneucs may
en drugs. splint~ .- surgery and diet.
they otter a standard by which reade rs . play in treatment and pre•Jenllon and
can gauge the quality ol care given by another on the future ol research. A
their own physicians_ In lad. il the.
discuss1on ol unproven. unconventionbcok has a single Big Message. if is -. al remedies is skeptical but lairlhat a patiem:s ~clive parlnership and minded. po1nting out that some nowopen commu{1ication with his or her
standard treatments- such as geld
doctor is critical io successful treatinjections for rheumatood arJhfltlsrr.enL Pisetsky E!xpressly encourages
were once d1sm1ssed as quackery
readers to dis'cuss the ·bock's per·
.There ts advice on how to dec1de ol a
spective with their physic ian.
new treatment is snake oil or a potenThe bcok c ontains a thorou,gh
tial godsend your doctor just hasn't

You've heard about it. You've read about it.

CHROMIUM PICOLINATE
for

LESS FAT AND MORE MUSCLE
THE NEWS:
UNIVERSITY STUDIES identify CHROMilnvl PICOLINATE as
a "trigger" for fat loss and lean muscle enhancement.
THE FACTS:

L.

People given Chromium Picolinate lost 21% o( their bodv (3t in six weeks.
Moderate exercise routin"' were followed; no diewy restrictions were imposed.

~

l1

j
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i ;!
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•
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:Jri7~~;· ot
ana con-

4.

dnued 10 an
avorago 22%
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~

1

d..,roase<t Dy
weeks

~ ""
c. !61.1

l~

·

6

Fat loss wu
drarMIIc, Un·
nealflly,body lat

Z... I..,.. ~:S6~~::-~~t.

0

:~

•

Weight loss OC·
curred even as
m...ae was ""'
n.nced. Fot

:"~·;:p';~~

muscJe lone ~
mass. causes
slgnollcant 'lt>cn

~ 0 ~~:; =~:. ~~~many

THE 1"ALK~:
From r:ldio 3nd TV talk shows to "profession:U" dieters who have despaired of
losing fal 30d inches. the talk is about Chromium Picolinate. About 3 sm31ler
dress size or belt size. About how this =azihg nutrient is building lc30er. stronger bodies for people who have '1ried it :UJ" and failed.

THE PRODUCf:
BODY GOLD'~ Chromium Picolin:uc clpsulcs :1n: m:~~le to the cnct specilicltions oi lhos.: used in the srudio:.~ (Bemidji St.Jl< Univer>il)l. 1988189). E.:Jch Clpsulc
conl.lins :oo microgr.uns o( biologiolty x:ivc chromium from Chromium Picolin3t.e
(U.S. plt.ent ~J 15.n7). One opsule daily produced scicmific:llly docurTk!nt.ed weight
loss. f:u loss llld !<::111 muscle cnh30a:m<:nl. Your bonk of BODY GOLD conl.lins 60
cJpsules. USE BODY GOLD .~S .\ COMPLE.\IE:"ol TO A:-.'Y WEIGHT
LOSS OR EXERCISE PROGRAM for a leaner, trimmer, he3lthirr YOt:!

Sarisjauion

Plc:r.se send <heck

or

money ortlcr cno C.O.D.sl to: BODY GO LD.

heard about. Some tips on how to
ferret ci.u the unscrupulous: The treatment is not mentioned in conventional
medical literature; the doctor wants
cash; the cure is a "secret"; results will
come overnight; the doctor has set up
shop 1n the Bahamas or some otr.er
remote locale.
Behaving around food. In the real
world. !here is no secret formula that
will wh1sk pounds away and keep us
slim, lit and young-looking lorever.
Diet mogul Jenny Cracg knows that.
Although her weight-loss centers oiler
a nutritional. low-lat and low-cal diet
_plan. the trick. she says. is to alter your
eattng behavior. Alter nine years. 65G
centers worldwide and wilh plans lor
another 500 or so in the lu!Ure. Craig
and her crew have a well-honed knack
for ccach1ng people in goal-setting
and s:1ck-to-otiveness. Now you don't
have to join one of her cente r~ to
oeneiit from all that expenence. Her ·
weignt-loss philosophy and detailed
instructtons lor using it are available in
Jenny Craig 's What Have You Got to
Lose? A Personalized Weight-Management Program. written in collab9ratoon
with Brenda L. Wolle. Ph.D. (Villard
Books. 520).
More a workbook Jhan a weight-loss
tome. !he manual does not locus on·
the "D" word. Rather. it emphasizes
managing your weight before an,c af·
ter It"£ oounds roll ott. The t:ooi< is
~nrlliled with inspiring tesllmomals
lrcm slimmed-down c!ients and includes easy-to-follow recipes tor all
the dtsr.es 1r.cluded in the Jenny Craig
meal plan.
Boos:ong self-:3:eem i s at the core
ol C retg s methoc. She cla1ms sr.e
went or.to the Oie! !:Jus1r.ess iO prcmcte
r.eait:-.y lile-stytes. no! 10 er.c:Jurage
obsess1ve concern w11h bee!~' lr.;age .
and ~.e!' earr.es~ness snows ::;n vlrtt...;ally
;Jver•J cage. She e!'nphasozes :hat
U·.ere E: rP. !10 ShCroC'-ltS oJ ycur g;:al IS
::e~r.-a-:~nt we!<;ht J
oss. ~erca ~.e! ~r:
;;r2~ ..: :fa:-s ~o ··rr:acs :c :r.: Fct.. r la •~

Guaranteed.' ~9)0 L> Julio Hcrmoso.. Dc~1. LO·!~ . Ll loll>. CA 9c031
.
...... ......... .. . ..... ..... ..... ...... .. ............. ...... . .................. .. .......... .. .... ................ .. _ i :;: ·!·:::...:; ·· 3~.;t a .:3n he!o :rev ~avu;:::-:
·. cur .·:a1J :c . . ez.:r ,er ~.; t:r::--3r·c :
Pt""sc :lJSh me _ _ _ tx>nl<s 0t' " BODY GOLD" Gil 510.95"" = 5 - - - ~lmc:·
Shtpping = S ~

I

I

AJdn""

StJtc _ _ Z:o

C:1y

!.: .:.

·.·I

TOT.-\L = S - - -.- ..
......
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patients StriCken

AVERI

by t'.ercd• lary Ciscr-

cers To~ched by l~.e" sulle.,ng and
e:ch•larated by the sheer challenge.
CollinS be';Jan his q uesl Ia ur.lock lhe
secrel s of our mas! deadly inherfled
diSOrders~ Five years taler. tr.e c;enetlc:st's ··chromoscme jumpin~·· tech·
mc;ue. an •ngen1ous shortcut to lccat
ing a gene along a fenglhy slr81C~ of
DNA, proved inSirumenlal in ~~n~oi nl
:ng the c;eoe thai causes cys:1c fibtos:s. the mos: common •nher•ted dis·
e3se amor.g whiles. Only a year laler.
he nabbed the culpnt for ne~rollbro
matosis. wnich causes polenl:ally falal
nervous system tumors. Then. earty
thiS year. Collins· team helpec ;>In
dcwn tl".e elusive gene for HL:r.tingtcn 's chorea. a deadly neurocegenerative disease that typically s:t~Kes in
middle age.
After James Watson·s depar:ure.
Collins s:eppea na1urally into the tap
job at !he genome pro,ect-:r.a fullpress ellen Ia melic~lcusly map all
50.COO 10 IOO.COO hurr.an ger.es and

Malibu's ksidcnt Psycb.ic

JlccumU & futawufing
In Person and Telophon<
Rudingl' By Appo intm<n t

4

f o r more r:han two decades,
1housandJ o( people lu.ve sough'
AVERI's zuUlance and motiv:uion
for c.ueer- and pcnonal exceUence.
Now you t:oo can join wich rwo
rece n t P residents., celebrilie!i a nd
ordinary people wich ertr.aordilUI'y
drums who h ave ~en enrichltd by
AVERI's powerful irui&ho (or ptace,
love, prospe-rity and aood h ealch.

(310) 457·3157
Cli~nu

'-IC.'Vis:a

"-'orldwide

S"'mln;~n ~dio/TV

dec:pi":er lhetr chem•cal struc!t.:re s.
''He's one of a new breea o f phys;c•an-

SC!Ef'liiSi s. " former M ichigan cdfeague
Gary Nate!. '-<!.D.. Ph.D . laic <~.e 9osron Glooe. ·v ery rap 1cly. bas;c ·.vc-fk tn
lhe laboralOI'Y is be•ng trans;a:ea .mo
chntcal medJc:ne. and that's .....r.al
makes scmeone like Francis a :ncre
eifec:rve leader ··
lnde2d. tt ts Cclltns' at•lily :c ccm
btne h•s pursutl of 1h1ngs scle!'":•lic w•th
human empalhy tnat make-s ~.r.: such
a ~nze to M•s c~llesgues ana ;:ai1encs
auke Thomas Geienner. ~t,.tQ c:-:alf-r.on ol ~wnan ger.e-ucs ai M:.::-::gan.
. says mar '" tre h1ghly compemrve
; \vcr!a c r b•crr.ec1cal researc :-:. Collins
: :s one-oi-a-~tr.d " He's a warm ~uman
: ::e:rc. Otr.er cecc1e en,cv r.ts s;...c;::ass.··
: .) CCIItns pauer.1 says . .. you get a feel: :ng cl total ~anng He talks tc -avery
4

~len W
~c ulking

women

~

!he. country

.lbout the :un,uing bcncfit.s

or this ~e. cu.entiJJ nuuienc

WEIGHT lOSS • FAT lOSS
.IIORE LEAN IIUSCLE
BODY GOLD is m;w!c 10 the

spcci!ic:uion1 n ( the C:lpsuiCJ used In
Ute studv cited lbove. ~n boutc: oi
:1 1-rnonth 1uppl~ .
·~I ONT.Y-BACK Gl!ARA.YTEE•
(.,..,...,: t.:S S,'T>....J •

"i:~~ -~~ ·_:_:_: -~~- ~l BODY-C.Oi'O
·~ i ;l)_•)j" O:::IL!'I • S: .!'0 louf .!C!I\C~

~~--------------------

Get your Healthscope
from world renowned
astrologer, Joanna
Martine Woolfolk,
best selling author of
The Only Astrology Book

You'll Ever Need
(Scarborough House).
C A L L

1~~~./JJ~~~

($Z iiHr m in./S I

~.t •

.tddl. min.J

And discover th~· be~t

4

~
C~ lCt

60 Cl.psUic-'5 Is

C!-.a:&~ ~·OI'Oa' .,..l•

: ::aU9r'il at a le•, e l ~ can acce-c,:. · .lone
; :wnal :lees Cotltns lh•r.~'~ -"Jf ~ts "";;;.v :;o
: s.r:cr' " I ~e~! as .! I ~ave !::eer: =~=car- :
: ·r.~ :cr :nts my wr:c• e .tfe_·• t:e ::.=ys
:

Healthscope
93

.:..:net.-;.":

c:..rt5!lUy

:-n ,- ,att..S 'tC!7:

: -:s ,..,crl< ,\llltl cat•-="=15. :~e -s·:~ ::.r~.:::;:r
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celestial strategies to
. ,.,.revitalize your body.
Leam to 'intensify and
preserve your
longevity b~· u~ing
the secre!s oi the zodiac
~~~ .Jr VH!f 0: .. ('1 -:or.e ; ncne vm'..
51)1Jr.mr'!-.; .:~ ?:.Jre 5;t . s.-,l( i tm
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, • •

You're eating smarter
and exercising more.
Now you need

Body Gold"'
No mo~· ye>-yo dlcllns. You'~
JCtdna •mottcr and your h<>llh IJ lm·
potWIIIO you.
You' re chanJina your lifestyle and
looklna for the resuiiJ. Now you need
BODY GOLD Chromium Plcolinuc.
Join women and men Kf'OP the
countty who ""' cnjoyinl cacepdonol
retulll (rom llleir fiiiiCU lffOtiJ with
BODY COLO. Mold youncl( a 1lcek.
new fill"rc wilh the laslin1 ba>efiiJ of

•
•

..

stmrg

s~e-:::Jc- 111' ::Tc~ICll
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uronacr. slim mer YOU. Add
BOO Y GOLD Chromium Picolin>tc
to stnsiblc nti n~ ind cnrcisins
h~bi u . Then ..
BE READY FOR SOME
DYNAMITE RESULTS!
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(hap· nit ) .11. I. a. desire
or longing for a. f=.
hu:norous., healthy
retreat where you can
satiSfy your craving for
pleasure. 2 . t.o hunger for
contentment and under·
standing of y our i.mllvld·
ual needs and goalS.
~Yfl · Lake Austm Reser!;.
Call !or ~:eore c!eta.USI
1-800-847·5637 :u.s.>
1·800-338-665 1 , C a~~C.. l
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EXHIBIT I
You've hurd about it. You' ve read about it.

CHROMIUM
PICOLINATE
·
·
for
LESS FAT AND MORE MUSCLE

The boru:u topic in huh.h ~nd 6mcst is OVofNum P'icollnllc!·Nwnct'OUI "\dies now .now
\NI supplcmcnt.\1 0\tomhua. Picoliuc fM'Omof:~ fat lou ud ~uu &un rwacit. 200
micro~ taken cblly c~ orrn ~c filnt:tt btncfiu!
-

.J'i].:
-- ...
u.t......,.,

)0

w......

'1i !t

1..~
:•

Fl&lau.••---.L'•

"="

';t:"!."'=,~....... z:'lo
~
~Da

'-•"'-Mid. ......

People l>kinl Clwml•m Picolin"c lost 21~ or Lhclt boclv '"' ia
only slx week£ in a 1919 univenicy scody. Su~ec ihlla. aW11a'l)UJ
scudics and rNUioa.s of peoprc h;J,vc c011t\nncd Chc ucitial
benefic. of ttliJ W e.. «Kt'ILi:tJ a~.uncnc. Mtn 111d womtn acroa
"'"coonuy It< wkinl ...,• .,

LESS BODY fAT • WEIGHT LOSS • "lNCH LOSS"
MORE E.'I'ERGY • MORE LEA.' I MUSCLE
GREATER STAML'IA • APPETITE COI'I"TROL
LESS DESIRE FOR SWEETS
BODY COUl"' a..>ml11111 PI<Oiilwo copN1a .,. moc1o IO.Lhc
u=l sper:ilic:lliona o( those wed iA lhc stUdy a~ above. E.Kh
c=p~We CUfU.aUu lOO micttJpnt or dwmiwn &Qm USDA~

Oln>miwn Picolii\Oic. Ooc

e>p~W.

daily ptod.-1 ldcn-

titiQJiy dOCUIN"'u:d wcichtlo u . rae lop :and incrascd lean mU~oCic. Your bon.lc ~

or BODY GOLD conu;n.s 60 ups~n.
ORDER TODAY•MONEY-BACKO UA.R.ANTEE

For/411 dtU'Itty1 send check or money Otdet tocby to: BODY CiOl..D,
~9JO U Jull1 Ht'fntn~. Orpe. CL·•.1. t.:~ Jull:a. C., •:on

I

·
'

('{;

~

··· ·Pt~;;;;,;;;;,;; ·~--~~~ci·;;=&aov·oo.:o~--~·s·ta:;;~·····:;········· -

.

N.,.,

Shippin11 g S Bo
TOTAL "S _ __

Add ..u :
S\:llt: _ _Zil: _

City:

P"-C.O.D.a.c:-.&&:U..S. I .... _,.

«·"

The High-Tech
Weight-Loss System.

I ~ol

., :~ :....:• •,: ·'t"

. -..-: - ·- .

,,,., ,

-:~'

,~,

~-·

Restore
and Revive
Damaged
Blades with
a Lansky
Multi·Angle
Sharpening Kit

0': ' ' ";',;-,

... ..

BEST Of m .. .IT' S f ROM

Wrile lor free c:1tafog of the world's
most complete sharpener line.
NORDICTl\~CX !

JD·DAY IN·HOMf Tlllal

CAlL Rill I HE VB1B1 Mil BIIIJCIIllllf.

·1-800-445-223111
____
-~-IIR---IIIIIIIlll

n_g LANSKY

· ~.
SHARPENERS
-... ...... ,. ' ....
- . . .. ......
:~

~
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
Complaint

123 F.T.C.

EXHffiiTJ

You've heard about il You've read about il

' CHROMIUM PICOLINATE
for

LESS FAT AND MORE MUSCLE
'The exciting news in weight loss and fitness is Chromium Picollnate!
Numerous studies now show lhal supplemental Chromium Pic:olinate promotes
fat loss 1111d Increases lean muscle. 200 micrograms t.akcn daily c:111 offer
dnmalic fitness benefits!
People taking Chromium Picolinatc lost 22'>\ of their bodv
fat in onlv six weeks in a 1989 university srudy. Since
then, numerous studies and millions of people have confinned the exciting benefits of this safe, essential nutrient.
Women across the country are talking about:

l..FSS BODY FAT • WEJGIIT LOSS • "INCH LOSS"
MORE L'lERGY • MORE LEA.''ol MUSCLE
GREATER STMDNA • APPETITE CONTROL
LESS DESIRE FOR SWEETS
BODY GOLD"' Chromium Picolinatl: capsules arc made to the ex:JCt specilications of those used in the sl1ldy cited above. Exh capsule contains 200 microgr.uns
of chromium ftom USDA-patented Chromium PicoUnate. One capsule daily
produc:ed scientitic:llly dcxurnentcd weight loss, fat loss and incrtlsed IC111 muscle.
YOW" boctle of BODY GOLD concains 60 capsules.
~·
·
ORDER TODAY • MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
• .
FDI'/liSt illli•ery, send ch<:d< 0< """"'Y order !Dday to: BODY OOLD. ({;
'930 L1 Jolla Hcrmcsa, Dep<. CO-l~.

u

\~~

JoUa. CA <r-037

~

r- BODY COUJ proJ~~<:u:
}) )
1;~
.. ............~·9:'f~·~·.:'!1'..~~ !.~ !.w~:. ~O.":..~-~~'. ~/!! f.u..":'~ ........................ •.... •
Otlvr

••r

boltlcs of"BODY OOLD"@ SI O.~S
S_ _ _
Chromium Picolin:ue Shipping = S ~
Add~s-s:-----------------------------TOTAL =S
Ple.ose rush me
N:une:

Ciry: ___________

SUJe: _ _ Zip: ____

~ C.O.D.a.

C...wda." li.S. J

,..o. '*Y
CO.I4
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EXHIBITK

BEAT HOLIDAY
WEIGHT
GAIN!

CHROMIUM PICOLINATE
for LESS FAT AND MORE MUSCLE
'The cacitin1 news in hallh and litne<s is Cluvmium Picolinatc! Jllumorou• studies now show
llw supplcmenoal Chromium Picolinatc promolcs (at lou ond inouse.< lc:>n muscle. 200
micto1J311l! lakcn daily caa otTer dt:unadc fiincss bencfiiS!
'
~oplnakioc Cluvmium Picolinatc loso 22"'- of ohcir bod(r~f in only si•
weeks in a 1989 uni~IY Sludy. Sona: ihii1l: nwncrou.< SlUOJCS ~~~e~liUl
Gons of people have conlimocd the uciling benefits ·of·lhis o:~fc, cc<.<enoiol
nutticnL Men and women actO<S ohc co~nlry arc oalltin1 abo.uo:

LESS BODY FAT • WEIGIIT LOSS • "INCH LOSS"
MORE ENERGY • MORE LEAN MtjSC!.E
APPETJTE CONTROL • LESS DESIRE FOR S\VEETS
BODY GOLD"' Olromium Picolino"' .c:>p<ulcs on: rr..acjoi, ·111c el:ICI
<pccilic:>liorL< of U.... u.<ed in ohc Sludy ciocd obovc, Eoclo ·c*ulc cortUiirL<
200 miaor;rom.< of <hnlmiurn from USDA-p;11cnocd Owmium .Picoli.-.
One
doily producell ..X..ilic:IIJy documcn~ wciC)1 kk<. 1':11 i<k< :llld
i~ Icon m<N:Ic. y.,.. bon1c of BODY GOLD conoaito.< 60 cop.ule<.-

"""ule

, ORDER TODAY • MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
For /4JI tl•li••'7. send chcct or money o<dcr oodoy lo: BODY GOLD:
'930 La Jollo Hcnno"'- Depo. CL-113. La Joll:a. CA 92037

·•
.... . ........................................ ·-· ................................. --· ...... --·Pfc:ISC rush me

booties of "BODY GOLD''@ Sl0.95 ca

Jllamc:_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___

-'ddr.:n:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
Oly:

SI::IIC: _ _Zip:

-

--

=S

Shipping s S
TOTAL = S
Joi11 C.U,O.ct.

2.30

UN~:·~-'Ii.- 1 ma(r.'l,J
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EXHIBITL

r:Body (jo[c[N== ==
Nutritional products for people SERIOUS about

WEIGI-IT LOSS and WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
lost 13 lbs. ~onJ fed great-thanks tQ Body G-.>ld!
o.a .Woltrn,Ut.P.-\

Smce I st;lrted Body Gold products I h•ve lost a tctill of 36 inchf'S
•m! o..a rounds. r m .a proud Blld y ClliJ user.
#Ur~

Sukiii'VUJ.

Utlt'!llt.•WJ

I re-1!!1 gt~•t sinc:e stuting D•ily Energy Formul~
I n..-..·t lost 10
lbs . in th~ past monttl Since .uarring Ct\n)mium Picolinafe.

'"d

,\.f.5 .. •\faJiJD1tl-b.. v .•

The products you .&re offering .ue fanl.:t.Shc. After usmg Bodv GoJIJ
rhre i.5 no nte\1 to cry •n_ythmg el~. I love II! lt works!
·
eo,,~~t Sto~ .

h re los1 ~0 poul\d s. so (;u, o~nd nuny, mO)I\Y inches~! ( recently
JdJaJ -:-'K~ to my reg1motn and 1fJ tvt'n b~tl.er. I
fot•flm~r T'.Jf"'o;'''""· .\fJrl!oclrv, ·"'·"'
rDO~
J:
ieel ter.-~~i.:~
BoJy Wid has ~-:orne .m imporunc p.an of my
D Ul
d.J..ty :i~. l n\J long~r a.lw ..::~O<ol.n~ .Jr '"Y swftt5,
.anJ my iiFfYhlc h.u Jtcn:..l.s-..-d abo. l'n lost indk"5
{;0 {[
.1U o\·c-.
/o.\m DotcUr T'~· .'•·iY
'7
[ Sol\' ' an..:h !oss IR !\lSI.] f-ew J.]VS, o~nJ •lsu d loss 01
<~p~tlh!. I hJ\"~ mort! l!!'lc~gy rh~n 1!\"~r.
• J. •
V.\\1 \ \ 'fo."t;:!-1. T.'<
Y.Jur f"'~UcttCvomlum r'!colin.lt4C' I :.s 50 _gn".lt. 1.1\! I
,
''~-"s t ·\·e lost m.:ht!'S .lltY.lah· 1 "-'''"'n 1 t'.Jt.e n IJr

trini your Ouai-P;ak of Super ht Burner For·
mul<~ in cornbinatJOn wilh tho! Chromium
Picolin.u~ . .Jnd I A.\of HOOK4"El! I nonced imm'-"t!l-

•t• 11nd dram.uic (;u loss. wkile r·,-~ rtoricrd
I h.u:~ bt-e.,.,

'Vvnte:--.

·

YoJU ha\·e rno~J~ me J

~,

j

;:,.1-u

~;!0.

A?Td\

(:.-'

-

~Uotn.!r. I cou!J nor zet .Jnll' at mv dl't'!SC'S :o iit

wh ...r~ I ;,...,....;!..-d to ll !~nJ

.l

Sf":."' WI <!"\'ot;t I -sr.1n~- th<l! :00 meg:

:hat J.J"'· One ::':('nth lltt!:" I .::m .Jn.:t! JSOJ U\ w.:Jr my
.:!och~. I :noi ~~.Jt! ' Th.Jn#o;. ~-_,u ·
,\.l,uC:" ~.-,~. IH•t..i. OR

T !-u:. IS :h~ tc\1 th an~ I h.l\' ~ t·:~r :r.t·~ -l nJ ~01 rotsulh so :".l:it~ f
h.J\"11' 'o:•;.e:-.Ji fTlo."!"'J :~o lS ,,.~!) .h :n•:;~!l W!H) !1•H' 4!! lt..'Sf :.0
pJur.J;~~ o:J r ;nvr~
"-I C . -~'-"":"" .\.1:., . ,\ '0::

. L\l.. lJJr..t.'Oal. _,·,\·I

?UttcuUrl:v plakd \Vl'!'

~Super F.J<

Bumtr Fonnui.a.l h.ad a bolby .and \Vlt.hin 1 m~nths f
""-\'~ lo.sf :he>- .W lb,. g•~n~ a~d lull~ r~bwlt :ht!.
musd~ dt!.nntnon I had lost. d. unng the pr~gna!\~
CJrol W~J" HmJo!I"SI'I. Slor~t ,\ft!'t._ Lo.-t

,

o:hrur.u~

mor~e

mwdt'. 1''-·f! finally m•na_gt!d lo lo5e rhost itnfCS•

5ibl~ lut 5 lbs. •lmost etfortlessl v.

Cus tamers

~~3 ,.ed -ih-~:S. Th.mk vou so ,,.;uc!l.

C.1.vlot!cn.1llt. t·.~

I

I 1"'1 ;'-1 /~ !b5. U\ 1 w~ W1th .lb-solut~ly no dur.~
il'l

btrte:- .L11d h'atll J~ ioN. I Nve !ou:-.c!
d~te-rmin.a~on .Jnd ~-.:Clte.rn'ent I h.av~n't felt :J\ ye.1 :-s. Th.m.k.s~
Ji~-{ oft;

.\lii'"!Cu::,.l..J! .-tl1_ft:'n. ::.~

products~ AJdm!; the l-Co~mitlnlt' h.u ~ rt-a.Uy crit\:·
tive. h has Jr.tllUCi..:.llly imprm·ed my ,uhie!'lc perionmoce -1nd :n·

I lo\'e your

auurd 0\' r:-.lll Sbmir.a. Y\lur pfQC!uc:s gw-t. me the ful'l I need .

c.,:, S!Mr. w .'-lf,:j'cr.J• .·.u
h.-e !ost i0 ;:-aur.J.s \\1d10UI ::r"'---.ng :0 &!f lvith :Jus ?ro.:!UC"- f fM ~!~
$-ltlw ;•iym,• .::r~rnliJ:&~. TX

F.~:.'ITST

FOR

SH.HE·CP Sl'CCESS WE HIGHlY RECOMME:--10 CO~IBl:'lil:-.iG Ol.:R:
f>t luss Du•l P>k I•DP·JDDI •nd l·C•mitin• !»LC· IOOI

!' l!".l 5£ -~ l.l~H \rr 0 1\.!)[.'{
:oC R-:!111 Chrl1mlum Ph-ulin.llt
: . , .... . ; :-<·

-~~-.

c ...... _,., . ..

(>

I

•t.'R-.:•In Cllrr~m.um Pkulin..1lt
-••: ..... : :c: .;c• .. c . . -; : J['O~ f '
.:tt'H-I;tl :j~.P~~c--f~Jcl, 8urntr f ·•rmub
2

0P

_:uo

:t-.. . 111

f .JJ

L·,...\

. ~•.,r.,
Olll•

OuJI - fl;~).. . ~.,··e ").J

~~

3- : : -

[;,a~•

-.

i .'_'lf t:.J-") __ _ __
\ ; .... ·~ : J :::.

,)II'

~·-r..u.=

A..::.i : t"-::s _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

t _ __ _
) _ _ __

11.: "" ~ •

C ": - - - - - - - - - - -

f ·ormuu

;• . .
..
•I 1 ; .,., 1. -t·,,.n,llf\ ..
":
-~·• h. . : ~,,
" : .Jh.'' '\IIJh• \·wmu\l'l •n.--ru
;c - o~.:
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..

-

~-• rnuuJ
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VISA & MASTIItC\RD
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1-800-80B-8448
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EXlllBITM
Fresh Slort, Clean Finis~

trou~le~ ~y friny ~air?
fines of her NYC brownuonc pt"nrhousc ulan:
which also ollt:rs luxurious bcials, manicures,
pedicures :and wa.-iog. Ouidad'5 Deep Trurmrnr
condicion(f, a lorion for lriuy ha ir (seen on
s.lly Jnsy R•ph•cll. h., b<cn fnturcd by be> U·
ry cdirors in Allure, Ellc, T~C. Harper's 8u.1:ar,

,~·

· -:

·::_ ·_

)._

S..

.and do zens of others, nuking: rhf' ula n 1 h.a vcn
lor chou~ wich friZr.J', curJ t hll ir. The Deep
TrcJrmcnr un tk ordered bv m~1l. For a free

L-..__

brochure, call (800) &77-HAIR or wrirc/vis ir rh c
11 S~6

,

SreoiMsure-, 011 oii-4'\0rufol blend ol sui').,_"'
:. _· ~
Rower and pot.sley seed o.ls, wcrts wirh
your cfisesHve system frO give you de.cn
\
~
breoth. Ju,l 1wollow 2.J capsules with
!
:· ~..;::
liqu id; BrecrhAsuro is gucrontud :o tee~~;, t--~-~
le even the spiciut 'fooch. So eat whole¥:_ -~ ,~) -;l~
er you wonl, whenever you wont ro. )IJsJ
.._..~1. ~- ~
use 8te<o~thAsure cod ycu won't need lo
~-·wary about your brecth-rnotnins. nocn
Q ·~
'--.=
or nighrl Credit card otders call
"~...,.. _
1 - 80~03-1 300. Or tend ched/mo 1o
_.:.:.:.........,__~!;::..-lla
BreotMJU(e, Dept. 673, I 8034 VeniiJra B!.d., Encino, CA 9 I 3 I 6. Only S 19.
for 4 poch (200 cop•ulet) plus SJ s/h. CA re•idenls odd $ 1.63 Ia.<. JO.C
money boc~ guoronlee. In Conoco, caN 1..9~68-8968.

lriuy hair. She works wondcn in rhc quiet con·

ulan

;~,.

\\

~ ~~:~.

Molte BteorhAiure o permanent oddi·
t ion to your doily beauty regime n.

Ouid~d h:u been n:amcd by Vocuc one of chc rop
srylius in AmtriCl and rhc DOC' best ~t cuing lor

>~

:.,\_:·. (

Scvcnrh Ave., NY, NY 10019.

Tne $haRe

, .

you re In

Championship Blocking
A Sperl> wnblod. n«<!s lo cbocrb
qiHckly iniO y<:<H" s.ltin so ~won't
interfere with ~ grip or rvn inlo
)'00"

"Y"'· ~ l.os

10

be walerproo/ Dt>d •woorptoof lor

vp lo e'!;ht l>cuo so llle<e'• no hcmle ,.;JI, recpplying.

Hov.oooiion TropK: Spct1 Sunbb1 delio.oen cit this ond
more in ib J..S, JO or 4!i SPf formulas.

A

por«r{u/ >Mghl loss

CitriGol.l"" t. t.h~ ·~iPt-lo.. .aid
that C"'mbi.nu th~ l..t...t, rao.t

potent ;.,p.!;.,.c. to help 7ou:
•l.ooc ·~c

• R.t-d~cc boJ,. r••

•Control J'OW' •ppcti~
·
CitriGcJJ cont.aU:u G,...ru,;., umbo,;..
(H'C"') horn Citrin • •nd CJ.u.om.iu.ra P'icalin..t~.
l"'>lfo bruln.bu.tf, Ulf"J.icnu io "Wei;J..t conbvl.
Add CitriCoJJ to fOUr ••itht lou .anJ cnrci•e
pro('.ua for .a lc•ncc. .Jimmcr, ,Jc-c~c-r boJ.,

th..n ,ou wuuL:I J.. • .,. t.houcf,:t po•~tbl•. On~mooU..

nopplronly !24.95. Money a.d, Guu~c-.
SR!<itl Off., o.~ 7 Ennc
FomuJ,, .an ! 11.95 .,.Juc,
onlr S9.95 ...;tl, CtriGold
pun:h~ b...m tJu. ..J.
...J o..d.n:
• ~oo~ (241u..)

C...l;t
()f

te-nJ onlcr fon:n wit.b

p.l,""cnt tD:

S~.:o

Dod, Gold"".

L. JoO., Hcnnow ·-'•~.

-~..?:~-~:~~--~1~~·-'=-.'-~~~:~----

Au. you ri.rC'd' ol wondain:s or 'Nonying
~bour Love? Unct! f2mily?

fricadsJ

Walth? Or even H..lth1 Thm, join rht
crowd-cht crowd alling the Psydsic

fn'mds NC"''WWfic•, rbar ts~ Whcrr J ccrd·
fic-d M:.Jncr Psychic can rtval yow•!\.ta.srn Plan (or 5u&:u'ss in U (c"'! The
.\rturcr Psvchic Manrt Pbn is unlilre linY
oc.h~r psychk: re-Jdina ever off~: rd. ~lou
psychic rudinp Clprurc .1 mo mmr in
rime .21 be-sf. Bu r, wich a .\bm:r Ps:vch rc
~l.a.ue-r Plan, you get -:ompr~~:'ISiv'e. 1n·
depth IUidJ~ncc Jbour .lny-<lr c~tcry. jh~ o/ your life. 1n f:u:t, your ~lu(cr
Psychic M~stcr Pt~n JCl'\UIIy Jdviso; you
ncp by ftC? on the corrca counc ro uke
ro hdp you "chievc the luring h:applnns
you desitt:. And d~crvc! So stop drcldin!
dud rnds .&nd s:urt tivins the liit of yowdrclms:. Gil now fDf vour .\l.JStc: Pl.&n
for Suc.:cu ln lJc. ~usc wuh .a ~l.:a~::
Psychic .\b u u P!Jn, rou , .H bst, un
!wow ramorrcw, cocbv!

c....a

DOW (Ot roW" V~ o... n ~llsta P\'vcJ..lC
M.aJtc:r P'lln! 1-~-H~JJO. tOW. B-~
per olinu re. ,\tun be Jl IC1Jr tS :tc:u1 ol ~c.!

\De ~olt_:.'lc:c·r .1 fnsr.:::nc:- !or liJ vou:
cnooc!s: \'JrWI.J Fidds from Co;Jcv, C!ns:c
G.u...!cul ~~· 0Jru, or C~nai.!v... ;n,rn
S.C:::ut:.1r., :·.c:-...~g •·cu .1~ !ll ~uuc..::=-
f:lm Jc-..'l ...,,t.; (",:..1£·.>1..! .Jr.J ~.:.t.--<nl.'
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
123 F.T.C.

Decision and Order

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the c~ption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with ~
copy of a draft complaint which the Denver Regional Office propo~ed ,
to present to the Commission for its· consideration and which, if
issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with viol~tion,-,
of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent, her attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter ex~cuted an agreement containing a consent order,
an admission by the respondent of all jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforementioned draft of the complaint, a statement that the .
signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does
not constitute an admission by respondent that the law has .been
violated as alleged in such complaint, or tha~ the facts as alleged in
suGh complaint, other than jurisdictional facts, are true and waiy<?rs
and other provisions as required by the Commission's Rules; and .
The Cqmmission having thereafter considered .the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further.. conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings, and enters the following order:
·~

1. Respondent Victoria Bie d/b/a Body Gold is a sole proprietor
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
California, with her office and principal place of business located at
5930 La Jolla Hermosa Ave., La Jolla, California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this order:
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1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests,
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results; and
·
2. "Clearly and prominently" as used herein shall mean as
follows:
(a) In a television or videotape advertisement: (1) an audio
disclosure shall be delivered in a volume and cadence and for a
duration sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and compr~hend
it; and (2) a video disclosure shall be of a size and shade, and shall
appear on the screen for a duration sufficient for an ordinary
consumer to read and comprehend it.
(b) In a print advertisement, the disclosure shall be in close
proximity to the representation that triggers the disclosure in at least
twelve (12) point type.
(c) In a radio advertisement, the disclosure shall be delivered in
a volume and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and
comprehend it.
I.

It is ordered, That respondent Victoria Bie, doing business as
Body Gold or under any other name, and respondent's agents,
representatives, and employees, directly or through any partnership,
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, packaging, advertising, promotion,
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Chromium Picolinate, 24K
with Chromium Picolinate, Daily Energy Formula, CitriGold, or any
food, dietary supplement, or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined
in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 55, in
or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44, do forthwith cease and
desist from representing, in any manner, directly or by implication,
that:
A. Such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to reducing
body fat;
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B. Such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to causing
weight loss;
C. Such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to causing
rapid weight or body fat loss;
D. Such product causes or assists in causing weight or fat loss
without dieting or strenuous exercise;
E. Such product reduces serum cholesterol levels;
F. Such product increases human metabolism;
G. Such product increases lean body mass and builds muscle;
H. Such product increases energy or stamina;
I. Such product controls appetite and/or craving for sugar; or
J. Such product regulates or controls blood sugar;
unless, at the time of making such representation, respondent
possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence
that substantiates the representation.

II.
It is ordered, That respondent Victoria Bie, doing business as
Body Gold or under any other name, and respondent's agents,
representatives, and employees, directly or through any partnership,
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, packaging, ad;vertising, promotion,
offering for sale, sale, or distribution ofL-Carnitine, Super Fat Burner
Formula, or any food, dietary supplement, or drug, as "food" and
"drug" are defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, 15 U.S.C. 55, in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C.
44, do forthwith cease and desist from representing, in any manner,
directly or by implication, that:
A. Such product improves fat metabolism, which causes loss of
body fat;
B. Such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to
achieving fat loss;
C. Such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to
achieving weight loss;
D. Such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to muscle
toning; or
E. Such product enhances athletic performance and/or stamina;
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unless, at the time of making such representation, respondent
possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence
that substantiates the representation.
III.

It is further ordered, That respondent Victoria Bie, doing business
as Body Gold or under any other name, and respondent's agents,
representatives, and employees, directly or through any partnership,
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, packaging, advertising, promotion,
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any food, dietary supplement,
or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 55, in or affecting commerce, as
"commerce" is defmed in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, 15 U.S. C. 44, do forthwith cease and desist from making, in any
manner, directly or by implication, any representation regarding the
performance, benefits, efficacy, or safety of such product, unless, at
the time of making such representation, respondent possesses and
relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.

IV.
It is further ordered, That respondent Victoria Bie, doing business
as Body Gold or under any other name, and respondent's agents,
representatives, and employees, directly or through any partnership,
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, packaging, advertising, promotion,
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product or program, in or
affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44, do forthwith cease and
desist from misrepresenting, in any manner, directly or by
implication, the existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions, or
interpretations of any test or study.

v.
It is further ordered, That respondent Victoria Bie, doing business
as Body Gold or under any other name, and respondent's agents,
representatives, and employees, directly or through ·any partnership,
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corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the advertising, packaging, labeling, promotion, or offering for sale,
sale or distribution of any product or program in or affecting
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44, do forthwith cease and desist
from representing, in any manner, directly or by implication, that any
endorsement (as "endorsement" is defined in 16 CFR 25 5. O(b)) of a
product or program represents the typical or ordinary experience of
members of the public, who use the product or program, unless at the
time of making such a representation, the representation is true, and
respondent possessed and relied upon competent and reliable
evidence, which when appropriate must be competent and reliable
scientific evidence, that substantiates such representation.
Provided, however, respondent may use such endorsements if the
statements or depictions that comprise the endorsements are true and
accurate, and if respondent discloses clearly and prominently and in
close proximity to the endorsement:
a. What the generally expected performance would be in the
depicted circumstances; or
b. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what
consumers may generally expect to achieve, i.e., that consumers
should not expect to experience similar results.

VI.
Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any
representation that is specifically pem1itted in labeling for any
product by regulations promulgated by the Food and Drug
Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act
of 1990.

VII.
Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for any such
drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the
Food and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.
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VIII.

It is further ordered, That for three (3) years after the last date of
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, respondent
shall maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying:

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such
representation; and
B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other
evidence in her possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such
representation, including complaints from consumers.
IX.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Federal
Trade Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed
change in the company, such as dissolution, assignment, or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor entity, the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or affiliates, or any other change in the
company that may affect compliance obligations arising under this
order.
X.

It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within thirty (30)
days after service of this order, distribute a copy of this order to all
agents, representatives, or employees engaged in the preparation or
placement of advertisements, promotional materials, product labels
or other sales materials covered by this order, and shall obtain from
each such agent, representative or employee a signed statement
acknowledging receipt of the order.
XI.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after service of this order and at such other times as the Federal Trade
Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which she has
complied with this order.
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XII.

This order will terminate twenty years from the date of its_
issuance, or twenty years from the most recent date that the United
States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or
without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging
·any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however,
that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the duration of:
A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty
years;
B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this paragraph.
Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order,
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal,
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or
ruling is upheld on appeal.
.. ·"'
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IN THE MATIER OF

CONOPCO, INC.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3 706. Complaint, Jan. 23, 1997--Decision, Jan. 23, 1997
This consent order prohibits, among other things, Conopco, Inc., a New Yorkbased manufacturer of margarine and spreads, doing business as Van Den
Bergh Foods Company, from misrepresenting the amount of fat, saturated fat,
cholesterol or calories in any spread or margarine; and requires the respondent
to have adequate scientific substantiation for claims that any margarine or
spread reduces the risk of heart disease, or causes or contributes to a risk factor
for any disease or health-related condition. In addition, the consent order
requires, for three years, that advertisements for Promise margarine or spreads
must include the total fat disclosure and must disclose either the percentage of
calories derived from fat or the fact that the product is not low in fat.

Appearances

For the Commission: Anne V. Maher, Rosemary Rosso, Maureen
Enright and Jill Samuels .
For the respondent: Nancy Schnell, New York, N.Y.
COMPLAINT
.'1-.

,llf

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Conopco, Inc., doing business as Van Den Bergh Foods Company
("respondent''), has violated provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
alleges:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a New York corporation with its
office and principal place ofbusiness located at 390 Park Avenue,
New York, New York. Van Den Bergh Foods Company is an
unincorporated operating division of Conopco, Inc. Conopco, Inc. is
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Unilever United States, Inc., a
Delaware corporation with its office and principal place ofbusiness
also located at 390 Park Avenue, New York, New York.
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PAR. 2. Respondent, through its operating division known as Van
Den Bergh Foods Company, has manufactured, advertised, labeled,
offered for sale, sold and distributed margarines and spreads,
including Promise spread, Promise Extra Light margarine and
Promise Ultra (26%) spread (hereinafter sometimes collectively
referred to as "Promise margarines and spreads") and other foods to
consumers. Promise spread, Promise Extra Light margarine and
Promise Ultra (26%) spread are "foods" within the meaning of
Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce as "commerce" is
.defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be
disseminated advertisements for Promise margarines and spreads,
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A through E. These advertisements contain the following
statements and depictions:
A. "HEART DISEASE: NATION'S #1 KILLER" [Depiction of Newspaper Headline]
[SFX: Dramatic Tone]
MUSIC: YOU MAKE ME FEEL SO YOUNG. YOU MAKE ME FEEL THERE ARE SONGS TO
BE SUNG.
[Depiction of ~n adult male with two young children, one child male and the other
female]
[Depiction of a plate of pancakes with two heart-s\!al).ed pats of margarine on the
pancakes; behind the plate is a package of Promise spread (stick form), with the
following statements on the package label: "Low in Saturated Fat" and "No
CHOLESTEROL"]
[Depiction of adult male smiling and looking down, moving to depiction of the
young girl smiling and looking up]
"HEALTH TODAY Serum Cholesterol: the warning is real." [Depiction ofNewspaper
Headline) [SFX: Dramatic Tone] MUSIC: AND EVERY TTME I SEE YOU GRIN ...
[Depictions of the adult male with the two children] "FIT -OR- FAT"
[Depiction of Newspaper Headline, shown several times] (SFX: Printing Press
Sounds]
VOICEOVER: "Promise spread has no cholesterol" [Depiction of the adult male with
the two children; a super at the bottom of the screen states: "Include Promise as part
of a low saturated fat, low cholesterol diet."]
VOICEOVER: " ...and is lower in saturated fat than leading margarines." [Depiction
of a knife spreading margarine on pancakes with a package of Promise spread
(stick form) behind the plate; the Promise package label states "Low in Saturated
Fat"' and "No CHOLESTEROL" and a super at the bottom of the screen continues to
state: "Include Promise as part of a low saturated fat, low cholesterol diet."]
MUSIC: YOU MAKE ME FEEL SO YOUNG (Depiction of the adult male with two
children at a table moving to screen depicting the female child eating and then to
a depiction of the male child eating and then to the adult male eating]
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VOICEOVER: "Promise. Get Heart Smart."
[Depiction of packages ofPromise spread (tub form), Promise spread (stick form)
and Promise Extra Light margarine in top third of screen] A super in large caps in
the center of screen reads: "PROMISE. GET HEART SMART" [Depiction of the male
adult with the two children in the bottom of the screen] (Exhibit A).
B. "GET HEART SMART." (Exhibits A through E).
C. Depiction of Heart*Shaped Pat[s] of Margarine in conjunction with
depictions of packages of Promise spread, Promise Extra Light margarine and
Promise Ultra (26%) spread. (Exhibits A through E).
D . "Low in Saturated Fat." [Depiction of package of Promise spread (stick
form)] (Exhibit B).
E. - "ZERO FAT BREAKTHROUGH" [Depiction of Headline] [SFX
MUSICAL/ELECTRONIC]

**** *

"EXCLUSIVE THE FIRST Fat Free MARGARINE" [Depiction of Headline] SFX
COMPUTER PRINTER

* *** *

VOICEOVER: "Discover Fat Free Promise Ultra." [Depiction of plate with two
muffm halves with heart-shaped pats of margarine on the muffms; behind the plate
is a package of Promise Ultra Fat Free spread]
"Zero Fat with .. .just five delicious calories a serving." [Depiction of young girl
with three adults, moving to depiction of a knife spreading margarine on a muffm
half]; a super at the bottom of the screen states: "Include Promise Ultra as part of
a low saturated fat, low cholesterol diet."]
[Depiction of adults and young girl at a table; a super at the bottom of the screen
states: "Include Promise Ultra as part of a low saturated fat, low cholesterol diet."]

*****

VOICEOVER: It's the first fat free ...margarine. Defmitely one of a kind." [Depiction
of people at table moving to male adult eating rnuqin with margarine on it]
"SPREAD THE FAT FREE NEWS" SFX ELECTRONIC

*****
VOICEOVER: "Regular or Fat Free Promise Ultra ... " [Depiction of packages of
Promise Ultra (26%) spread and Promise Ultra Fat Free spread in top third of
screen]
VOICEOVER: "Get Heart Smart." [Depiction of packages of Promise Ultra (26%)
spread and Promise Ultra Fat Free spread in top third of screen; a super in large
caps in the center of screen reads: "GET HEART SMART"] (Exhibit D).

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four,
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A through E, respondent has represented, directly or by
implication, that eating Promise spread, Promise Extra Light
margarine or Promise Ultra (26%) spread helps reduce the risk of
heart disease.
PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and depictions set
forth in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four, including
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but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits
A through E, respondent has represented, directly or by implication,
that at the time it made the representation set forth in paragraph five,
respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representation.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, at the time it made the representation
set forth in paragraph five, respondent did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated s,uch representation. Therefore,
the representation set forth in paragraph six was, and is, false and
misleading.
PAR. 8. Through the us.e of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four,
including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A and D, respondent has represented, directly or by
implication, that Promise spread and Promise Extra Light margarine
[Exhibit A] and Promise Ultra (26%) spread [Exhibit D] are low in
total fat.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, Promise spread, Promise Extra Light
margarine and Promise Ultra (26%) spread are not low in total fat. At
the time respondent made the representation, Promise spread
contained 9.5 grams of fat per 14 gram serving and 34 grams of fat
per 50 grams; Promise Extra Light margarine contained 5.6 grams of
fat per 14 gram serving and 20 grams of fat per 50 grams; and
Promise Ultra (26%) spread contained 3.64 gnpns of fat per 14 gram
serving and 13 grams of fat per 50 grams. Therefore, the
representation set forth in paragraph eight was and is false and
misleading.
PAR. 10. Through the use of the statements and depictions
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four,
including but not ne~essarily limited to the advertisements attached
as Exhibits A and B, respondent has represented, directly or by
implication; that Promise spread is low in saturated fat.
PAR. 11. In truth and in fact, Promise spread is not low in
saturated fat. At the time respondent made the representation,
Promise spread contained 1-.6 grams of saturated fat per 14 gram
serving with 17 percent of calories derived from saturated fat.
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph ten was and is
false and misleading.
PAR. 12. Through the use of the statements and depictions
·Contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four,
including but not limited to the advertisement attached as Exhibit A,
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respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that Promise
spread and Promise Extra Light margarine have no dietary
cholesterol. Respondent has failed to adequately disclose that Promise
spread and Promise Extra Light margarine contain . a significant
amount of total fat. In light of respondent's representation that
Promise spread and Promise Extra Light margarine have no dietary
cholesterol, the significant total fat content of the products would be
-material to consumers and the failure to adequately disclose this fact
· · :· · ·
is deceptive.
PAR. 13. The acts or practices of respondent, as alleged in this
complaint, constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the
making of false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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